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FORE\\TORD 
This course of study is one of a series of curriculum publications to be pre-
sented the high schools of the state from time to time by the Department of 
Public Instruction. It has been prepared by a subject committee of the Iowa 
High School Course of Study Comm1ss1on working under the immediate direction 
of an Executi\"e Committee. If it is of concrete guidance to the teachers of the 
state in improv1ng the outcomes of instruction, the maJor objective of all who 
have contnbuted to its construction w1ll have been realized. 
From the start the need of preparing working matenals based upon cardinal 
objectives and adaptable to classroom situations was emphasized. The use of the 
course of study in the development of proper pupil attitudes, ideals, habits, and 
skills was the criterion for selecting and evaluating subject matter material. At 
the same t1me it was important to consider the relation of the single course of 
study unit to the variety of textbooks used in the high schools of the state. The 
problem before the committees was that of preparing suitable courses of study 
representing the best in educational theory, pract1ce, and research, and organized 
in such a way as to guide the teachers in using the textbook to greater ad-
vantage in reaching specified outcomes of instruction. 
The selection of texts in this state is a function of the local school boards. 
The Department of Public Instruction and the committees do not recommend any 
particular text as essential to the working success of this course of study. The 
titles listed on the following pages are not to be interpreted as having official 
endorsement as against other and newer publications of value. They were found 
upon investigation to be in most common use in the high schools of the state at 
the time the units were being prepared; a follow-up survey might show changes. 
Although many valuable studies have been made in the effort to determine 
what to teach and how to teach it, and to discover how children learn, these 
problems have not been solved with finality. For that reason and because no 
fixed curriculum can be responsive to changing needs, this course of study is to 
be considered as a report of progress. Its revision in accordance with the en-
riched content and improved procedures constantly being developed is a con· 
tinuous program of the Department of Public Instruction. Your appraisal and 
evaluat10n of the material as the result of your experience with it are sincerely 
requested. 
• 
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GE ERALI TRODUCTION 
At the first general meeting of the various subject committees a suggestive 
pattern for the courses of study, embodying the fundamental needs for teaching, 
was projected. Four crucial factors that should be emphasized in any course of 
study to mnl{e it an inc:.trument that would cause teachets to consult it for 
guidance in the performance of their dailY work were set forth as follows: 
objective, teacher procedures, pupil activities, and evidences of mastery. 
Objectives-'rhe meaning of objectives as here used is those concepts which 
are set up for pupils to achie'\·e. As used in current practice, there is a 
hierarchy of objectiYes as shown by the fact that we have objectives of 
general education, obJectives for various units of our educational system such 
as those proposed by the Committee on Cardinal Principles, objectives for 
subjects, objecth cs for a unit of in~tiuct10n, and obJectives for a single 
lesson. In each le'\ el of this hiCrarchy of obJecth es a constant element is 
expressed or implied in the form of kno\\ledge, a hab1t, an attitude, or a skill 
which the pupils are expected to acquire. 
In the entire field of secondary education no greater problem confronts us 
than that of determining what these fundamental achie' ements are to be. 
\Vhat shall be the source of thoc;e ohjectiYes, is a problem of too great pro-
portions for discus~non here,-but it 1c; a problem that each committee must face 
in the r.onstructlon of a course of study. A varying consideration of objec-
tives by the various committees IS evi•lent 1n the courses of study they have 
prepared. The value of the courses vanes in terms of the objectives that have 
hecn set up, according to the value of the objective in social life, according to 
1 he type of m~ntal techniques which they stimulate and exercise, and according 
to the ohj(_)ctiv1ty of their statement. 
Pup1l Activities-In our educational ~cience we are attaching increasing sig-
nificance to self-activity on the part of the learner. Recognition is made of 
the fun(1amental pnncipal that only through their own activity pupils learn 
and that the teacher's role is to stimulate and direct this activity. No more 
important problem faces the curriculun1-maker than that of discovering those 
fundamental ach' itics by which pupils learn. In a well-organized course of 
study, that senes of actl vi ties, in do1ng ~ h1ch pupils will attain the ob-
jectiYes set up, must be pro'\ ided. These actn1ties must not be chosen in a 
random fashion, but care must be taken that appropriate activities for the 
attainment of each objectives are proYided. 
Teacher Procedures-\Vith the objectiYes determined and the activities by 
wh1ch pup1ls learn agreed upon, the function of the teacher in the pupil's 
learning process must be considered. In a course of study there should appear 
those teacher procedures of known value which make learning desirable, eco-
nomical, and permanent. Here our educational science has much to offer. 
\Vhcre research has demonstrated with a high degree of certitude that a given 
technique is more effective in the learning process than others, this technique 
should be included in a course of study. Common teaching errors with sug· 
9 
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gested procedures to replace them may be included. Pupil difficulties which 
have been discovered through research should be mentioned and methods of 
proven value f or meeting these difficulties should be included. Suggested 
ways of utlhzing pupils' experiences should be made. .And as important as 
any other feature is the problem of motivating learning. Whatever our 
educational research has revealed that stimulates the desires of pupils to learn 
should be made available 1n a course of study. Valuable types of testing 
should be incorporated as well as effective type assignment. The significance 
of verbal illustrations as e\;dence of comprehending the principle at issue 
should be featured as a procedure. 'Where there is a controlling procedure of 
recognized ~alue such as is recognized in general science bringing the pupil into 
direct contact with the phenomena studied-forceful effort for the operation 
of this procedure should be made. 
Evidences of Mastery- What are to be the evidences of mastery of the ob-
jectives set upf There are all degrees of mastery from the memoriter repe-
tition of meaningless terms up to a rationahzed comprehension that shows 
grasp of both the controlling principles involved and the basic facts necessary 
to a clear presentation of the principles. These evidences of mastery may be 
in the form of dates to be known, formulae to be able to use, types of problems 
to be able to solve, quality of composition to produce, organization of materials 
to be made, floor talks to be able to gwe, papers to be able to write. 
In no part of educational procedure is there need for more effort than in a 
clear determination of those evidences, by which a well-informed teaching 
staff can determine whether a pup1l has a mastery of the fundamental ob-
jectives that comprise a given course. As we clanfy our judgments as to what 
comprises the essential knowledge, habits, attitudes, and modes of thinking in-
volved in a certain course, we can set forth with more confidence the evidences 
of mastery. Teachers are asking for the e~idences of mastery that are ex-
pected of pupils, and courses of study should reveal them. 
While these four elements constitute the basic pattern, the principle of 
continuity from objective to pupil activity, to teacher procedure, to evidence 
of mastery was stressed. The maker of a course of study must bear in mind 
that what is needed is an objective having accepted value; a pupil activity, 
in performing which, pupils gain a comprehension of the objective that is now 
being considered; that a teacher procedure is needed which evidence has 
shown is best adapted to stimulating pupils to acquire this objective for which 
they are stnving; and that evidences of mastery must be incorporated into 
the course by which to test the degree of comprehension of the obJective now 
being considered. 
The courses of study vary in the degree to which these four fundamental 
features have been objectified and in the degree to which the principle of 
continuity from objective to evidence of mastery has been cared for. On the 
whole they w11l provide effective guides which teachers will use. 
Reahzmg that these courses of study were prepared by school men and 
women d01ng full time work In their respective positions, one fully appreciates 
the professiOnal zeal with which they worked and the splendid contribution 
to high school education which they made. 
THOMAS J. KmBY, 
Chairman of the Executive Committee 
• 
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II. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR MATHEMATICS 
Introduction 
1. 'Vhy study mathematics 1 
a. It is a basic clement in human thinking 
b. 1\Iodern cn 1hzabon 1s dependent upon n1achinery and processes 
Jnadc pos~1ble by the fonnulations of mathemahcs 
c. Men arc not content to ln e like machines in a ntachinc age 
d. By mathematical thinking" e arc able to cstabh:sh definite relation-
ships with the world about us 
Educational value of the studv of mathemat1cs ~ 
1. Practical 
a. Ari thmctic is one of the r esults of man's struggle for ex1stence. 
Il1s efforts to ga1n contl ol of lus surround1ngs, and to deal with 
the quantitative 1elations of lns \\Orld, involve n1easurement. 
'I'o record thc~e measurements, number systems were invented. 
'l'hese systems de' eloped into a sc1cnce of number and an art of 
c01nputation wh1ch in tin1e ''as called arithmchc. In our da1ly 
life we use anthmctic constantly, either con5c1ously or unconscious-
ly, as all our actn i tics arc rclath·c and 1nvolYe measurement 
b. Algebraic formulas express important quanhtative relahonslnps 
and deYclop ability to think in general terms 
c. Graphic representation accompanies training in mathematics from 
the earliest years. It:s 1mportance IS C\ 1dcnt as shown by its fre-
quent use in the columns of magazines, newspapers, and books 
d. Geometric or space relatlon:slup h es at the foundation of the fine 
and the practical a1ts; the pa1nter, the sculptor, the architect, 
and the builder all express themselves 1n space relationsh1ps and 
gn e us the aesthetic values and the practical con\ eniences of our 
modern civilization 
2. Disciplinary 
a. Functional thinking. 'l'hinking of quantities 1n relation to each 
other 
h. Ability t o analyze complex s1 tua tions 
c. .Ability to generalize 
d. A dispo:s1tion to be ''true to one's matured judgments" 
3. Cultural (Report of Xational Comm1ttec) 
a. Appreciation of beauty in the geometrical forms of nature, art, 
and industry 
b. Ideal s of perfection as to logical structure, precision of statement 
and of thought, logical reasoning (as exemplified in the geometric 
demonstration), discrimination bet'' ccn the true and the false, etc. 
c. Appreciation of the power of mathematics-of what Byron ex· 
pre~si' ely ca1led ''the pO\\ cr of thought, the magic of the mind'' 
-and the role that mathematics and abstract thinking, in generaL 
11 
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have played in the development of civilization; in particular, in 
~cience, in industry, and in philosophy 
III. Objectives 
1. Know ledge 
a. Of essential subject matter of algebra and geometry 
b. Of the relation of the above subjects to each other, of their 
dependence upon anthmetic and of their forward look toward the 
higher mathematics 
c. Of the relation of the above subjects to the world in which we live 
d. Of the procedure in each subject 
2. Appreciations 
a. Of the relabon::,h1p of mathematics to other fields of knowledge 
b. Of mathematics as a part of general culture 
c Of mathematics as a world force-the extent to which our ci'\ili-
zation depends upon it 
d. Of mathematics per se 
3. Habits 
a. Of logical analysis in dealing w1th problem situations 
b. Of concise expression 
c. Of selecting the important clements in a problem situation 
u. Of rapid and accurate calculation 
e. Of checking results 
f. Of originality in thmk1ng 
g. Of intellectual honesty 
h. Of neatness and accuracy in written work 
.. 
4. Slnlls 
a. In handling essential computations 
b . In expressing problem situat1ons in mathematical language 
c. In organizing statistical data 
d. In graphic representation 
e. In using instruments of precision 
f. In oral expression of mathematical situations 
IV. Organization of courses 
1. Statistics secured from the State Department of Education in October, 
1928, relative to Iowa high schools are as follows: 
Four-year high schools (no Junior h1gh schools) 594 
Six-three-three plan 52 
Six two-four plan 160 
Seven-two-three plan 33 
Less than four years h1gh school work 134 
2. By means of a questwnnaire, information relative to courses offered 
in mathematics was secured from 102 Iowa high schools, 1nclud1ng 
all out one of the county scat schools. Eighty-nine or over 87 per cent 
of these schools teach algebra in the ninth year and geometry in the 
tenth 
3. Since 754 of the 973 high schools have the eight-four type of or-
ganiZation, and since In the great majority of the larger high schools, 
• 
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algebra is taught in the ninth year and geometry in the tenth, the 
committee p1esents outlines as follows: 
a. Algebra 
1) Elementary (ninth year) 
2) Advanced (one semester, elc\'enth year) 
b. Geometry 
1) Plane (tenth year) 
2) Sohd (one semester, ele' enth or twelfth year ) 
4. The aim of the committee haR been to prepare a practical working 
outline in accordance " ith the best and most recent Investigations 
in the teaching of high school mathematics as represented in the 
Report of the National Comm1ttee, and in the subsequent reorganiza-
tion of subject matter and procedure. 
The course of study 1s a guide book for the teacher and is suitable 
for any Iowa h1gh school. There 1s a ·wealth of supplementary ma-
terial in the b1bliographies "hich the committee hopes w1ll be used 
freely by teachers and, under their guidance, by the puplls. 
Attention has been called to the importance of mathematics in our 
social order as well as in our educational system. The respon<>ibihty 
of getting this across to the pupil rests upon the teacher who must 
decide whether he will follow the easy way of routine procedure or 
the more strenuous path of carefully planned units of work, well 
taught, dnlled, and tested. ~pec1al attenhon is called to the sug-
ge~tions for awakening enthus1astlc interest and cooperation by the 
use of clubs, plays, bulletin boards, and vanous recreational features, 
designed to ass1st in creating a mathematical atmosphere. 
The committee wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to the teachers 
who have ass1sted in the preparation of th1s course of study by g1ving 
us the benefit of their counsel based upon successful experience. We 
hope that it will, in some measure, aid in the improvement of math 
ematics teaching in Iowa and be the initial movement toward a b etter 
coordination of effort. 
I RA S. CONDIT, Chairman 
W. E. BECK 
MARIAN E. DANIELLS 
MARY E. J OINER 
R uTH 0. L ANE 
I DA McKEE 
GERALDINE R ENDLEMAN 
J ENNIE TAYLOR 
NINTH YEAR ALGEBRA 
A. Introduction 
1. Importance of subject 
Algebra in a hnntcJ :sense is the :shorthand of mathematics. There 
was a trace of algcbz axe SJ mboh:sm zn the Ahmes Papyrus (c. 1550 
B C.). The earliest trca tlse on algebra was that of Dwphantus (c. 250 
A. D ) . Hzs algebra. was wnttcn in words with abbreviatwns for 
frequently recurring "ords or ideas. The Hindus were fi1 st to recognize 
tho exzstence of absolutely negative quantzties. Since tho middle of 
the seventeenth century the princzpal features of present day algebrazc 
symbolism have been 111 use. An Aiabian work of the ninth century 
"as the first to appear under the name ''algebra.'' The Arabic title 
IS two words meaning ' ( 1 estoration '' and '' opposztion'' e' Idently referring 
to operations upon an equation. In later times algebra has been called 
''the sczence of the cquatwn. '' To-day the formula, the equation, and the 
graph, are cons1dezed the important features of algebra. Some special 
functions of algebz a arc: 
a To broaden and ~trcngthen the processes of arithmetic 
b. To de" elop de' Ices useful In computation 
c. 'I'o deYelop the equation and to apply 1 t in a w1de range of solu-
tions in "h1ch algebraic mcthotls arc more eff1c1ent than those of 
anthmetic 
d. To furnish 'aluable material useful in the later study of math-
ematics and sczcnce 
2. Characteristics "h1ch gi' e the subject an entity of its own 
a. It expands the numbcr system of arithmetic to Include negative 
and imaginary numbers 
b. Its use of general symbols in formulas in addition to the symbols 
of anthmetic '' 1th thcu :fixed "alues 
B. Educational value of su hjcct 
1. \Vhy study it 1 
a. It IS a necessary tool In the lcarmng of the physical sciences 
b. It IS requucd for en trance to colleges and profcs~zonal schools 
c. It increases ability to read and understand scientific literature and 
much of the material In our newgpapers and magaZines, such as 
formulas and graphs 
2. Forms of thinking or controls that are acquired from its study 
a. Ability to state in a "'or king formula the results of experimen-
tation in any field of knowledge. Tlns means 
b. Control of one's world through functional relationships 
C. Objective~ 
1. l(nowleclge (order not fixed) 
a. Formulas 
14 
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b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h . 
• 
1. 
• 
J· 
k. 
l. 
m. 
n. 
MATHE11ATICS 
Equations of :first degree with one unknown 
Graphs (statistical and of mathematical laws) 
Duected numbers 
Fundamental operations with algebraic polynomials 
Algebraic fractions 
Fractional equations 
Ratio, proportion, and variation 
Numencal trigonometry 
Stmultaneous linear equations 
Po~ ers and roots 
Quadratic equations (simpler forms) 
Vocabulary of algebra 
Apphcahon of algebraic notions 1n the solution of problems 
15 
Note: The committee has used as a working ba~ns the topics recommend-
ed by the ~ational Commtttee on Mathematical Requirements. 
2. Appreciations 
a. General or algebraic thinking as a factor in the intellectual de-
velopments of the race 
b. The expansiOn of arithmetical thinking by the use of general 
number 
c. Graphic or Yisual representation as an aid in acquir ing knowledge 
d. Raho, proportion, and variation, as involved tn our number think-
ing fr01n 1t~ earliest mantfestabons in chtldhood 
e. The equation as an expression of the balance which must be main-
tained in all our activities 
f. Algebra in its r elation to the other branches of mathematics and 
t o such subjects as sun: eying, phys1c~, engineering, and astronomy 
g. The eternal nature of the truths of algebra 
h. The value of a careful hypothesis 
i. The need for a careful evaluation of data 
j. The value of algebra pe1· se 
3. Habits 
a. Accuracy and neatness in oral and written expression 
b. Clear thinking about all the elements involved in a problem sit-
uation 
c. Feehng r esponsible for a correct result. Developing self-confidence 
by checking results 
d. Estimating r esults by looking over all the elements involved in 
a problem 
e. Trying to find general laws governing particular manifestations-
the scientific attitude 
f. Self-reliance and devotion to truth 
g. Growth in algebraic skills 
4. Skills 
a. The skills to be developed ~ill be found fully presented in tht~ 
main body of the course of study 
• 
NINTH YEAR ALGEBRA 
FIRST SEMESTER 
Note : In the follo" ing outlines typical situations are presented. No effort 
is made to present all details. Excellent modern textbooks r ender this un-
necessary . Upper sections w1ll be able to do more dlfficult work than that 
suggested under '' Ev1dences of Mastery.'' 
I. SYMBOLISM 
Unit Objective 
To acquire facility in the use of algebraic symbolism 
Specific Objectives 
1. T o use algebra shorthand in representing words, phrases, and sentences 
about quantities 
Teacher Procedures 
1. P oint out the convenience of symbolism or shorthand in many lines of 
work, such as : stenography, telegraphy, radio, stocks and bonds. Em-
phasize that algebra is an extension of arithmetic. Draw continually upon 
arithmetic for illustrations 
2. Present the shorthand way of expressing r elations between numbers. Note 
particularly the way of indicating multiplication and division 
3. F or practice in t he use of algebra shorthand prepare statements to be com-
pleted, selection exercises and true-false exercises 
4. A prognostic test in algebra may be used h ere. See bibliography 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pup1ls w11l write illustrations of uses of symb olism 
2. Pupils will soh·e type p1oblem. Start with a number n. Represent a. 
number s1x times as large as n; a number five more than n; a number three 
less than n; a number one-fourth as much a s n 
3. Pupils will make a tablf'l to show t he phrases and sentences commonly used 
for such expressions as x + y; x - y; xy; x/y or : 
Example 
Algebra shorthand 
X+ y 
y 
Word statement 
x plus y; the sum of x and y; x in-
creased by y; y more than x; y added 
to x 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ab1lity to recogmze the value of symbolism in every day affairs 
2. Ab1lity to complete a statement such as: If John has m marbles, and Tom 
has three times as many as J ohn, then Tom has ____ marbles 
3. Abihty to select the correct algebra shorthand expression in exercises sueh 
16 
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as: Our basketball team played n games and won 10. Then the number 
of games lost was 10n; n + 10; n - 10; 10 - n 
4. In a given exercise, If the word statements are in one column, and the 
algebia sho1 thand expressions in another column but not matched, the 
pupil should be able to match the expressions 
II. THE FORMULA 
Unit Objective 
To acquire facility in translating verbal statements into algebraic formulas 
and in tran:slating algebraic formulas into vei·bal statements 
Specific Objectives 
1. To construct formulas for situations within the pupil's understanding 
2. To evaluate formulas 
Teacher FTocedures 
1. Show that the formula is a further usc of the algebra shorthand previously 
studied 
2. As the first test of mastery of algebra is in physics, the teacher should 
ever keep In mind the notation and type of equation to be found in high 
school physics textbook-, 
(See Inventory Tests for Mathematics of High School Physics in Bibliog-
raphy) 
3. Show how to niake direct substitution in the formula by erasing a letter 
and putting its numencal value In that place 
4. Show how to s1mpbfy the expression by performing the operations in-
dica ted by the algebra shorthand 
5. Explain the order of operations to be used whenever the problem involves 
more than one operation 
6. Teach the formula as an expression of relationship between quantities and 
discuss constants and variables 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will develop the formula for interest. Wn te the rule used in 
arithmetic for find1ng interest. Usc this rule to find Interest on $1800 at 
5% for 2 years. \VIite the ans~ er in the form i = $ _ ... Similarly fintl 
the interest on $1800 at 5% for t years; on $1800 at r% for t years; on 
$p at r% for t years. Compare the word rule with th1s algebra shorthand 
rule for finding Interest 
2. State other word rules used in arithmetic, and translate them directly into 
algebra shorthand 
3. Pupils Will solve such a type problem as: p = 21 + 2w. Find p if 1 is 6 
and w IS 3; if 1 is 8 and w is 3. Make a table of these values. 
l w p 
6 3 18 
8 3 22 
13 3 32 
They will notice the increase in value of p as l increases; and l decreases. 
Similarly notice the change in value of p if w increases; if w decreases. Draw 
figures to show what is happening to the value of p 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to write formulas for such statements as: Wnte an expression 
for the penmeter (p) of a rectangle If the length is l and the width is w; 
for the area (A); for distance (D) in terms of rate (R) and time (T); 
for rate in terms of distance and tnne 
2. Ability to select the correct formula for such statements as: Find the 
cost (c) of one article if n a1 ticles cost T. 
c = Tn; c = n + T; c = T- n; c = T; c = n 
n T 
3. Ability to evaluate a formula such as: A = p + prt if p is 300, r is 4, 
100 
and t 1s 2. Evaluate the formula c = 4w + 3 referring to the cost of 
sending a t elegram. Evaluate the formula w = 5Y2 (h - 60) + 110 
which tells approximately your normal weight if your height is in inches 
and h is above 60 
4. Ab11ity to select the correct value for such formulas as . s = 3n + 7. 
If n 1s 2, then s = 12, 20, 13, 10 
5. An understanding of the dependence of one quantity upon the other quan-
ti ties 1n a formula 
III. SIMPLE EQUATIONS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to: (a) solve equations by the use of the four principal 
axioms; (b) set up equations from Yerbal problems 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire the meaning of the simple equation and the ability to solve it 
by means of the four principal axioms used in solving equations 
2. To use the equation In "ork1ng word problems 
Teacher FTocedures 
1. Teach the equation as a question wntten in algebra shorthand. In writing 
this shorthand do not lim1t practice to x and y 
2. Compare the equation to the balance scales. Use a pair of balance scales 
to explain the four axwms, and show the symbol or shorthand for each 
statement 
3. Explain what is meant by the solution of the equation, and the form for 
wntmg It. Show how the correct solution will maintain the "balance" of the 
equation, and the incorrect solution w1ll destroy the '<balance" 
4. Complete word statement s about the e~act use of the axiom should be re-
quii ed in all oral discussions 
5. Avoid the use of transposition rule since this hinders full appreciation 
of the addition and subtraction axioms. 
6. Show that this work IS a further use of the algebra shorthand previously 
stud1ed 
7. Present a definite plan for anal) sis of the problem, such as: 
List unknown quantities 
Determine the key-unkno'' n (Other unkno~ns can be expressed in terms 
of this key-unknown) 
• 
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Make an equation by using a fornmla or by translating the word state-
ment into algebra shorthand. Solve the equation and obtain answers 
for all unknown quantities listed 
8. Point out that the answers must sat isfy the original statement of the 
problem. This check should be in arithmct1c forn1 
9. Emphasize the need for system and form in '\\ riting a solution of a prob-
lem. Aid pupils 1n deciding upon n model form for solutions 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils "1ll translate such an equation as 4a == 20 into a word statement, 
as: Four times a is 20. How much is a~ Or, if 4 apples cost 20c how 
much does one apple cost~ \Vnte the answer to the queshon in shorthand 
form, a == 5 
2. Pupils will examine the equation and Its solution (4a == 20, a == 5) t o 
determine "hich axiom was uc;ed 
3. Pup1ls w1ll Indicate the exact usc of 
4a == 20 
a = 5 ........................ D 
an axiom in solving an 
b + 5 == 12 
b == 7 .............. --- 815 
4 
X - 3 = 5 lhy = 6 
X == 8 A3 Y == 12 -- .Mz 
equation a s : 
4. Pupils will show the check of their solution by substitution in the onginal 
equation 
5. Pupils w1ll solve such problems as: T om and Harry together have 75e. 
Tom has 15c more than tw1ce as much as Harry. How much has each boy1 
Unknown quantities arc: 
Number of cents Tom has; number of cents Harry has. Key-unknown 
• lS 
Harry's number of cents. L et m == Harry's number of cents. Then 
2m + 15 == number of cents Tom has 
3m+ 15 == 75 
3m == 60 ................. ..... 8 15 
m == 20 .... __ . -- ----------D 3 
m == 20 - number of cents Harry has 
2m + 15 == 55 - number of cents Tom has. Therefore, Harry has 
20c and Tom has 55c 
Check 
20c and 55c together equal 75c 
55c is 15c more than twice 20c 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to select the correct solubon for such equations as : If 2x - 6 == 1, 
then x = 5, 3%, 7, 4, or 14 
2. Ability to solve and check such equations as Sa + 3 = 15; :_ + 1 == 4 
2 
3. Ability to use any letter of the alphabet rather than to limit usage to 
x and y 
4. Ability to use equations in working simpl e problems such as : 
a. Farmer Brown can plow one of his fields with a tractor in 3 days. It 
would take his neighbor 15 days with a team of horses. H ow long 
will it take Mr. Brown 1f his neighbor helps him with the team t 
20 
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b. A boy wanted to cut a piece of wire 11 ft. long into two lengths s<> 
that one piece would be but two-thirds as long as the other. Into 
-n hat two lengths must he cut It~ 
c. How much water should be added to 10 gal. of a 20% solution to make 
an 8% solution 9 
d. A man can allow his three children all together $2 a week for spend-
Ing money. James needs ~0 cents a week more than Ruth, and Charles 
requires only half as much as Ruth. What allowance will each child 
recei\'e i 
IY. GRAPHS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to: 
statistical graphs; (c) 
(a) read the common forms of graphs; 
construct and interpret formula graphs 
(b) construct 
Specific Objectives 
1. To understand stabshcal graphs, includtng p1etograms, circle graphs, bar 
graphs, and line graphs 
2. To construct common types of statistical graphs 
3. To construct and interpret the formula graph 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Provide samples of area ptctograms, 'olume pictograms, circle graphs, bar 
graphs, broken hne and curved hne graphs 
2. Point out the unreliability of area and 'olume pictograms 1n making ac-
curate compansons at sight 
3. Lead d1scussion of methods used 1n making different types of graphs 
4. Stress accuracy 
5. Point the suitability of: (a) pictogram to show growth over period of 
years, also for attractive ach ertising; (b ) circle graph to show relation 
of each i tern to the sum of all itellls; (c) bar graph to compare values If 
one 'alue has not changed or gro-n. n Into the next value; (d) broken line 
and curYed line graphs to compare succe:ssi' e related values, the curved 
hne especially to show a gradual change 1n successi\ e values 
G. Recall the method for locating sets of 'alues for the bar graphs, and line 
graphs 
7. Introduce notion of coordinate axes by using the local street which is the divid-
ing line for east and west as one coordinate aXIs and the street that divides the 
town north and south as the other axis. Also discuss location of townships from 
arbitrarily estabhshed base and mend1an hues. Call attention to latitude 
and longitude. Potnt out how the graph shows the . dependence of one 
quantity upon the other 
8. Show that new information can be obtained from the graph, while the 
table presents a limtted amount of information 
Note: Use tests to check work. See bibliography on tests and measure-
ments 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will collect samples of graphs from current magazines and papers 
2. Pupils will make tables of the information presented by the graphs. 
Notice that it is easier to compare quantities in the graph than in the table 
3. They will state the facts obtainable from each given graph 
• 
• 
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4. They will use protractor and ruler to determine accuracy of circle and 
bar graphs discussed in class 
5. They "ill examine given tables and choose the type of graph best suited 
• for the pictured r epresentation of such data 
6. They will provide themselves with ruler, compasses, protractor, and squared 
paper 
They ~nll chooc;c a conYenient scale for each graph constructed and mark 7. 
each graph so that It may be easily read 
8. They will solve such problems as: From the formula I = Prt, make a 100 
graph showing relationship between P and I, "hen r is 5 and t IS 2. T'he 
axes should be marked P and I 
\Vhen P is 
112 
130 
150 
175 
Then I will b e 
112 
13 
15 
17.5 
Choose suitable scales, and locate points to represent all sets of values 
excer>ting one. Draw line through points located 
9. Tjhcy will sec if the point representing the set of values not yet located, 
will he on this hne 
10. They will choose any point on the line, read the coordinates for this point, 
and sec if thev will fit in the tabfe of Yalucs for P and I 
l 1. From the graph, they will tell Yaluc of P when I is 12; tell the Yalue of 
I when P is 160 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to gather facts from graphs commonly found in papers, magazines. 
and advertisements 
2. Ability to construct accurate line graphs, bar graphs, and circle graphs for 
suitable data; and to construct attractn c pictogran1s 
3. Ability to construct graphs for the common formulas 
4. Ability to use the graph to determine the relationship between quantities 
in the formula 
5. Ability to use the graph to obtain new information about the quantities 
in the formula 
Y. POSITIYE AXD NEGATIVE :NU~IBERS 
(Directed or Signed Numbers) 
Unit Objective 
To acquire skill in the use of directed or signed numbers 
Specific Objectives 
1. To • an understanding of directed or signed numbers acquue 
2. To • skill in adding signed numbers acquue 
3. To • skill in subtracting signed numbers acquue 
4. To • sk1ll in multiplying signed numbers acquue 
5. To • skill in dividing signed numbers acquue 
I 
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Teacher Procedures 
1. Call attention to the zero-point as the starting point for the + and -
readings 
2. Extend exercises to Include points won and lost in games; money received 
and spent; altitudes abo\ e and below sea le,·el; and thermometer readings 
3. Explain that the + and - signs are the algebra shorthand for opposite-
ness In quantities, hence the name '' diTected numbers.'' Also that direct-
ed numbers may be called signed numbers 
4. The presentation of some familiar interpretations is left entirely to the 
teacher. Suggested Interpretations Include thermometer readings; financial 
Situations involving money lost or owed, and money recen·ed; games 
where points were won and lost 
5. Explain meaning of absolute value of a number 
6. Point out that rules arc time sa\ ers 
7. Extend the chosen interpretation, to explain subtraction 
8. Stress the hme saving element In using the rule. The change in sign 
should be done mentallv 
~ 
9. As In addition and subtraction the presentation of a familiar interpreta-
tion to explain multiplication is left to the teacher. Since multiplication 
1s a short method of addition, any of these suggested interpretations may 
be chosen. (If the financial interpretation is given it must be clear that 
the present time Is the zero point, time in the future is + and time in 
the past is - ) 
10. Show how to determine the sign of the product when there is an odd 
number of negatn e factors; when there is an even number of negative 
factors 
11. Introduce the product of equal factors and the use of the exponent 
12. T each division as the inverse of multiplication 
13. The teacher must accept the responsibility of building up in pupils the 
abihty to add and subtract with perfect scores. By constant use of test-
ing and reteaching this high degree of attainment may be secured 
Pupil Activit ies 
1. Pupils will locate vanous readings on a thermometer, as 4: o, 20°, -5°, etc. 
2. They will work exercises about changing temperatures, as: Start with 
reading of 60°. Sho~ where metcury would be after rising go; after 
falling 10°, etc. 
3. T'hey Will make a number scale on a horizontal line and locate various 
positive and negative numbers such as 3, 4, 8, -6, etc. Compare with 
latitude and longitude 
4. Pupils will draw number c;cales, horizontal and vertical 
5. They w1ll show that to add +3 and 4, they must locate positive 3, then 
move 4 spaces in negative direction 
Develop rules 
6. They will explain how to add -2, -5, +7, + 10, -18. Use the number 
scale, making each moYe as indicated. Then make all positive moves in 
successiOn, folio" ed by all negative mo,~es in succession. Develop rule. 
7. They will solve such type problem<) as: To subtract -6 from +5. What 
number must be added to -6 to make +57 
i 
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To subtract +3 from -9. What number must be added to +3 to make 
-9 
8. They will use the number scale, locate the subtrahend and then count to 
the minuend. Result must describe direction and number of spaces count-
ed. Also use thermometer scale 
9. They will recall that multiplicatiOn in arithmct1c 1s a short process of 
addition 
10. They will use the number scale to multiply +3 by 4. This means ( i ) 
taken 3 times in its own direction. To multiply -3 by 4 means ( '1) 
taken 3 times in a direction opposite to 1ts own direction. Similarly use 
the number scales to find the product of ( +3) and ( +4); ( -3) and 
( +4); etc., and so develop rules for s1gns 1n multiplicahon 
11. They will find the product of several factors, by multiplying the first two 
together, that result by the thud, etc. 
12. They will use products of equal factors and the exponent to show this 
operation 
13. They will recall from arithmetic that the chvidcnd divided by the divisor 
equals the quotient, and that the db isor times the quotient plus the re-
mainder equals the dividend 
14. T'bey w1ll show that ( +8) -;- (-2) means what number multiplied by 
(-2) will == +8 
15. After practice with the multiplication method they will acquire the law 
of signs for division 
E vidences of Mastery 
1. Abihty to use + and - signs as algebra shorthand to express oppos1te- · 
ness in quantities 
2. Ability to locate positive and negative numbers on the number scale 
3. Ability to add horizontally and vertically such groups as: ( -5a + lla 
- 16a + 32a + 18a - 35a) 
+3a 
-8a 
-7a 
+lOa 
-la 
4. An understanding of the new use of the + sign and the - sign to qualify 
a number 
5. Ability to add with unerring accuracy positive and negative monomials 
6. Ability to use addition of signed numbers as a tool to solve equations 
such as are found in the text used 
7. Abihty to perform subtractions with signed numbers, either honzontally 
or vertically with unerring accuracy 
8. Ability to use addition and subtraction as a tool in solving equations 
such as : (a) ~b - 3 == -9; (b) 10 == 3c -- 12 
9. Ability to find the product of two or more signed numbers with accuracy and 
speed. 
10. Ability to perform division with signed numbers with accuracy and speed 
• 
• 
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11. Ability to use division of signed numbers as a t ool to solve such equations 
as a. 3m = -9 c. 3y - 9 = 15 
b. -5k = 40 d. 2m - 7 = 3m - 5 
VI. FUNDA:t\IENTAL OPERATIONS WITH POLYNOMIALS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire facility in the fundamental operatiOns with polynomials 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire ability to add and subtract polynomials 
2. To acquire ability to multiply polynonuals; monomials; polynomials by 
monomials; binomial:; by binomials 
3. To acquire ability to divide polynomials; monomials; polynomials by mono-
mials; polynomials by b1nomials 
T eacher P rocedures 
1. Introduce the terms, monomial, binomial, polynomial, factor, coefficient, 
like terms. Discuss examples like: Add 3a -7b +c and -9a +3b 4c 
Subtract 2m+ 5n - 3k from m + 3n + 4k 
2. Recall squares and cubes of numbers in arithmetic to explain the use of 
exponents as algebra shorthand. Point out that there are three things to 
be taken care of in multiplication of monomials-the signs, the coefficients, 
and the exponents. Sho1\ how to form a rule for rais1ng a mononnal to 
any po-n er 
3. The pictured representation will help to show how to multiply the poly-
nomial 2b + 5 by 3b. Recall the formula for the area of a rectangle 
2b 5 
6b2 15b 3b 
The area of the whole figure is 3b. (2b + 5). It is equal to the sum of 
the 2 areas, 6b2 and 15b . · . 3b (2b + 5) = Gb2 + 15b • 
4. Show pictured r epresentation: 
2x 3y 
3x 6x2 9xy 
I 
y 2xy 3y2 
The area of the entire :figure (2x + 3y) (3x + y) 
areas 
6xz + 9xy + 2xy + 3yz or 6x2 + 11xy + 3yz 
the sum of the four 
Then show the usual arrangement of the work for such multiplication and 
show the application of the rule 
5. Division of polynomials may be taught as the inverse of multiplication. 
The check should be considered as a necessary part of the work 
• 
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6. Point out the similarity of long division in arithmetic and division by 
binomials in algebra. Stress the importance of arrangement of terms in 
both dividend and divisor. Use arrangement by ascending as well aq 
descending powers 
7. Omit such types as 
as- bs 
----=--, etc. 
a- b 
Pupil Activities 
• 
1. Pup1ls will wnte illustrations of new t erms learned 
Illustration 
328 = 3(10)2 + 2(10) + 8 
W orktng assigned exercises 
2. Pupils w1ll wnte the multiplication problems the long way 
x2 . x3 = (X·X) (X·X·X) = x5 
• 
-x2.y2 = - ( +x·+X) · (Y·Y) = -xzyz 
They will use the law of exponents for multiplication. Type problem. To 
multi ply - 5x2 by + 3xy4 
3. They will show by arithmetic 36 X 4 = 144. This may be written 
30 + 6 
4 
120 + 24 = 144 
simila1ly 2b + 5 multiplied b y 3b means 6b2 + 15b, but in this case the terms 
are unhke and so cannot be combined. Devel op the rule 
4. Pup1ls "ill examine the results obtained in the area problem, to see how 2x + 3y 
is multiplied by 3x + y 
5. After examination of results obtained by the multiplication method, pupils will 
form a 1 ule for exponents in divis1on 
6. They "111 work some long diVIsion problems in arithmetic, and check the results. 
Use exercises and checks in division of polynomials by binomials to review all 
the func1amental operations 
E v idences of Mastery 
1. Abihty to add and subtract w1th unerring accuracy monomials and polynomials 
of the type found in textbooks. Future progress in algebra depends upon this 
abihty 
2. Ab1hty to do mentally 25 exercises such as 2a2b X -3ab; ( -2a2) 3; and 
( 
2 2 3 )4 ~3 x w t '\lthout en·or 
3. Abihtv to do mentallv 15 exercises such as 
. ., 
-2xy (4x2- 3xy + yz); 3(r- 3t) ;- 7(r- 2t) without error 
4. Abihty to work 10 exercises such as ( 4x + 3y) (2x - y) without error 
-15a3b5 . 
5. Ability t o work mentally 25 exercises such as Without error 
-ab2 
16x3 - 6x2 - 4x -6. Ability to work mentally 15 exe1cises such as ,vithout error 2x 
7. Abihty to work 6 exercises such as 
(8xa - 125) + (2x - 5) and (6x2 - >..ry -2y2) + (3x - 2y) without error 
• 
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VII. SPECIAL PRODUCTS AND FACTO RING 
Unit Objective 
To acquire short "a) s of :finding certain special products and to find the factors 
of special prodncts 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire the ability 
To expand mentally expressions like a(x + y) 
To factor special products hke ax + ay 
To expand mentally bmomials like (x + y) 2 
To factor x2 + 2xv + y2 
• • 
To C:'..-pand mentally expresswns like (x + y) (x - y) 
To factor x2 - y2 
To expand mentally expressions like (2x + 3y) (3x + 2y) 
To factor 6x2 + 13xy + 6y2 and other similar quadratic trinomials 
Teacher Procedm·es 
1. Rev1cw meaning of fact01, common factor, prime factor; also of monomial, 
bmomtal, trinomial, and polynomial 
2. Show pup1l the procedure both in expanding and in factoring. Drill on similar 
exercises. Use diagram on board 
3. Have pupils drill on lists of exercises. Use diagrams on board 
4. Ask pupil to multiply bmonual forms and study result. Drill on similar f orms 
5. Ask pupil to expand bmomial expressiOns by multiplication and then study re-
sult In order to get a general rule 
6. Instruct pupil in tnal and error method of factoring. This is a good exercise 
for developing correct judgment. Use dr1lls, reVIews, and tests on mixed lists 
of exercises. Keep to the simpler forms in this year's work. Cut the textbook 
lists carefully if necessary. There is no value in complicated exercises in factor-
• 1ng 
Pupil A ctivities 
1. Pup1ls mll resolve some anthmetic numbers into prime factors 
2. Pup1ls w11l expand mentally forms like a(x + y); b (m - n). Then reverse 
the process and factor the result of the expansions 
3. They will learn by multiplication the form of the squares. Reverse the process 
to find factors 
4. They will learn by multiplication the formula (x + y ) (x - y) = x2 - y2. 
They will factor hke exercises by inspection 
5 They will expand by multiplication the assigned exercises, discover general· 
principle for e:>..-panding similar exercises mentally, factor by method of trial 
and error, and faetor mentally 
26 
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Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability 
To expand mentally 20 exercises such as c(dx- y), azx(as- 2ax2 + 1) with-
' 
out error 
To factor eeL--< - .cy; rs - rt; 3m4n2 - 6m2ut + 3m2n2 
To expand mentally 10 exercises such as (2x- 3y)2; (s + 2t)2 without error 
To factor the resulting forms 
To expand mentally 10 exercises ~uch as (x + y) (x - y); (4r2t2 - 3y) 
( 4r2t2 + 3y) without error 
To factor the resulting forms 
To expand mentally 10 exercises such as (2x + 3y) (3x + 2y) and similar 
products of binomials without error 
2. Abihty to faetor 10 exercises such as 6x2 - 7},.-y - 3y2 ·without error 
VIII. ALGEBRAIC FRACTIONS 
• 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to deal with algebraic fractions 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire an understanding of the meaning of an algebraic fraction 
2. To acqUire an understanding of the signs connected "1th a fraction 
3. To acquire an understanding of the laws of fractions 
4. To acqUire the ability to 
Add algebra1<~ fractions 
Subtract algebr.aic fractions 
Multiply algebraic fractions 
DiVlde algebraic fractions 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Explain that, as in arithmetic, there are vanous ways of considering a fract10n. 
For example: % may be considered as lh of 2 ; as 2 of the 3 equal parts of 
unity; as the ratio of 2 to 3; or as an incbcated division. In algebra, however, 
it is simpler to think of a fraction as an indicated d1vision. Thus 
~ means a divided by b 
b 
2. The teacher will consider arithmetical fractions "hose value I S 1 such as % and 
show all the changes in sign poss1ble. She "111 then do the same with an 
a-b 
algebraic fraebon such as b2 _ az 
3. After pup1ls have developed the laws of anthmetical f1 actions show how the 
same laws apply to algebraic fractions 
4. Show how the work is simplified by fit st separating the numerator and de-
nominator into pnme factors and then dnrt(hng by factors common to both 
5. Stress the fact that fractions should be reduced until no common faetor re-
mains in the numerator and denom1nator 
6. Show that a complex fraction is another way of indicating a division of one 
fraction by another; show that either the numerator or denominator or both 
may be fractions, show, that when there is no parenthesis, multiplication c t 
• 
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division is to be done first and then addition and subtraction. illustrate with 
anthmetic examples 
7. Show how the least common denominator may be found by first separatmg 
each denominator into its prime factors and then tak-ing the product of all the 
factors of the first denominator and all the factors of the second not found 
in the first, and all the factors of the third not found in the second, etc. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Call attention to the usefulness of the principle regard1ng changes in the signs 
( lal\ S of fractions) connected m.th a f1action 
The teacher's pa1 ticular task is to gmde puptls into a ready use of the two 
prmciples 
a. ~fultlplying both num(\1ator and denominator of a fraetion by the same 
number does not change the \alue of the fraction 
b. D1viding both numerator and denominator of a fractiOn by the same num-
ber does not change the Yalue of the fractiOn ' 
c. Pup1ls must be able to usc these pnnctples in such problems as 
a b. d a+ b 111 or er to get 
a2 - b2 b - a a2 - bz a - b 
The teacher should conert all errors 1n handhng fractions that may have car· 
r1ed over from authmctiC 
Nato: Continue use of tests of skill. See bibliography 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will make a list of algebraic fractions 
2. From these examples the pupil 'Will disCo\ er the important prineiple that any 
two of the three s1gns connected w1th a fractwn may be changed without alter-
ing the value of the fi action 
3. By the use of arithmetic fractions, pupils "111 establish the fact that multtpl~"lng 
or uividing both t erms of a fraction by the same number does not alter the 
value of the fraction 
4. Pupils w1ll frequently restate the law of fractions used "When they dh,de both 
numerator and denominator by the same factor or multiply numerator and de-
nominator by the same number 
5. Pupils w11l multiply anthmct1e fractions and thus derive the rule for multiply-
ing algebraic fractions 
6. Pupils will divide authmctic fractions and from that derive the rule for divid-
ing algebraic fractions . 
7. Pupils will add simple arithmetic fractions and then fractions in which letters 
are gradually introduced 
8. Pupils mll subtract fi·actions 1n arithmetic and thus derive the rule for sub-
tracting algebraic fractious 
1 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. An understanding of the meaning of an algebraic fraction manifested by 
12 . mk2. a - b ability to change the form of such expressions as : _ , _ , 
16 mk az - b2 
2. Ability to make and explain the changes that may be made in the signs con-
nected with a fraction, such as a -a a 
b-a a-b a-b 
3. Ability to show by the laws of fractions, that though the appearance of a frac-
tion is changed its value is not changed 
5 
6 
1 
• 
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4. Ability to answer continuous oral and written questioning will reveal whether 
or not pupils are familiar with the laws go-verning fractions 
5. Ability to multiply and diVIde with accuiacy, fractions such as are found in the 
texts 
6. Ability to add and subtract with accuracy, fractions such as are found in t exts 
IX. FRACTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to solve fractional equations and to use them in problems 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acqwre the ability to solve fractional equations 
2. To acquire ability to solve vei bal problems Involving fractional equat10ns 
3. To acqwre ability In ratio and propoi bon by chang~ng of f1act10ns and fiac-
tional cquat10ns to ratios and to proportions 1 
4. To understand the meaning of direct and Inverse variation and to solve prob-
lems in vanahons 
T eacher Procedures 
1. Call frequent attention to the fact that when one member of an equation has 
been changed only 1n appeal ance, as by gi ouping of tc1 ms, obviously the other 
member of the equation must not be changed except In appearance. Also note 
that in such a change no law of the equation has been used 
2. Frequently explain '\Yhy it is that when a fraetion 1s p1eceded by a minus sign, 
the sign of each term in the numerator must be changed ~hen multiplication is 
performed 
3. After f1act10nal equations, 1n which each member consists solely of a fraction, 
are well mastered the words I atio and proportion should be discussed together 
With the ways of expi essmg rabo and proportion. There IS httle need for 
knowledge of these words at this stage except that the pupils will see them in 
various connections and probably have already used them in anthmetic 
4. A variable is a quantity that is constantly changing, while a constant is a 
quantity that docs not change. In C = 'iTD, C and D are variables and 'iT is 
constant. P oint out that when a change in one variable produces a correspond-
ing change In the other, there is a direct va11ahon. \Yhen t\' o -vanables are so 
related that their quotient is a constant we know they var:r duectly 
5. Show pupils that the formula for the area of a rectangle, "hose area is con-
stant but dimensions vary, 1s an example of inverse -variation. In general, 
wheneYer two 'a1 iablcs are so related that theu product IS a constant, they 
are said to \arv inversely 
• • 
6. Give class a number of illustlations of in\erse and direct vanat10n such as the 
following and ask them to decide which is which 
a. Teeter board 
b. Trains running between two towns at different speeds 
c. Distance a body falls compared "\\lth time of falling 
d. Pressure of gas 
Note : Use tests of progress. See bibhog1aphy 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will solve numerous fractional equations such as are found in texts 
• 
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2. Pupils ~ill work With formulas and with a few simple literal equations 
3. P upils Wlll solve problems such are found in the text 
4. Pupils mll wnte all proportions as fractional equations • 
5. T) p1cal example (of which many should be solved) 
C = r,D 
Substitute for D increasingly large values and find out how C changes. Find 
ou t what happens to C '\\hen D JS doubled. Substitute for D decreasing values 
and find out what happens to C. Do the same thing "Ith C and find out what 
effect it has on D 
c Also c = 2 'i'ir or - = 2'iT 
r 
a - 'ii"'r2 or _: = ?T 
r2 
A 1ba or~ = ~ 
2 ba 2 
A= sz or A= 1 S2 
By substituting -values Ill these formulas (preferably in the second form) pupils 
'\\Ill discover this constant relationship 
6. I n the formula for the area of a rectang-le \\hen the area is 100, then lw = 100. 
P upils assign different 'alues to w and discover that as w Increases 1n value that 
1 decreases and VIce versa 
7. I n the formula for <hstance, rate, and time ( d = rt ) discuss the effect of 
changes in r and t '\\lth d remaining unchanged 
8. Also d1scuss L = 2';7Ia (L = lateral area of right cylinder) V == r,;r2a 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to solve and check fractional equations such as are found in all texts, 
with accuracy, includmg a few such as: 
a. 1 = prt 
Solve for r; for p; for t 
b. Y = r,Lrz 
Solve for L; for r 
c. M= bh3 
3 
Solve forb 
2. Ab1hty to solve work p10blems, mixture problems, and number problems, in-
volvmg fraetional equations. See lists 1n t ext 
3. Abihty to solve and check exercises hke the following: 
x = c and a b 
a d a + 2 b - 3 
4. Ability to solve ve1 hal problems such as a1 e found 1n modern texts 
X. SYSTE~IS OF LINgAR EQUATIONS 
Unit Objective 
To acqmre ability to use systems of lmear equations 
Speciiic Objectives 
1. To acquire skill in graphing a hnear equation of two variables such as : 
• 
• 
• 
' 
4 
. 
iJ 
6 
• 
MATHEMATICS 
To solve graphically D -= 30T 
(D = clistance; T = time and 30 (mi.) == rate per hour) 
T o solve graphically equations h.ke y = 5x; y = 3x + 2 
2. To acquire an understanding of systems of equations through the graph 
31 
3. To acquire abihty to solve systems of hnear equations in two unknowns by 
algebraic method 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Ask pupil to graph D 30T as in foi·rnula graphs p:r:.eviously discussed 
2. Introduce the plan of coordinate axes (x-axes and y-axes) and drill upon the 
location of points by two known facts. Tilustratc by latitude and long1tude and 
locahon of townships. Call attention to the form of the graph (a straight llne) 
to explain the name linear equation 
3. Ask pupil to graph on same pair of axes such simple equations as: 
X+ y = 5 
x-y=3 
Extend to more complicated cases such as: 2x - 3y = 6; 3x + 2y = 6 
4. Discuss solution and bnng out the fact that linear rquations whose graphs have 
one po1nt in con1mon are called consistent. Ass1gn for g-raphing other paus of 
consistent equations. Call attention to the fact that it is often difficult to 
dete1 m1nc the exact value of x and y at the p01nt of Intersection and therefore 
the graphic solution IS nut entirelY satisfact ory 
5. Discuss systems of equations to bnng out the value of the constant term; the 
value of the signs; how to tell from the appearance of two equations whether 
the lines Will intersect, be parallel, coincide, or go through the origin. Also 
whether they w11l Intersect one or both a"Xcs and "·here they will intersect the 
axes 
6. Teach two methods of solution, eliminatiOn b) addition or subtraction and also 
bv substitution 
~ 
7. Teach how t o check by substituting the values for the variables in both of the 
o riJtna l equations 
8. Show the importance of checking in the solution of verbal problems. Check in 
the problem, not in the equation. 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupil will d1 aw a graph as directed. TabulatiOns such as 
T = l, 2' 3, · · · . Also draw graph of A = 5W (A = area, W == width) 
D = 30, 60, 90, ... 
2. Pupil w·Ill make tables of values and using coonhnate paper and will draw graphs 
of assigned equations such as: 
y = 5x; y = 3x + 2; x + y == 5 ; 3x - y = 9; 3x + 4y = 12 
3. Pupil will make table of values and graph equations as directed, discovenng 
that there 1s but one point of intersection. Should read coordinates of pOint of 
• intersection and check by substitution in b oth equatiOns 
4. Pupil "111 graph: 
2x + y = 5 x + y = 1 
2x - y = -1 3x - 5y = 27 
5. P upil \Yill g1 a ph systems of equations such as are found in modern t exts 
6. Pupil \\111 solve equations in two unknowns including verbal problems. Upper 
sections may handle some literal coefficients and three variables if desired 
• 
• 
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Part of the time saved by cutting down the number of complicated problems 
h sted in the older texts may be spent by pupils more profitably on appreciation 
of simultaneous equations which can. best be learned by more extended use of 
the graph 
E vid ences of M astery 
1. Ability to solve graphically such equations as D = 30T and A = 5W 
2. Ability to solve graphically equations like y = 3x + 2. To explain the name 
linear equation 
3. Ability to tell from the appearance of systems of equations in two variables, 
the nature of the graphs, and to solve by the graphs such systems as 
a. 3x - 2y = 8 
2x + 3y = 14 
b x+y=8 
x-y=O 
c. 2p - 3q = 6 
p + q = 8 
4. Ability to solve problems like the following 
a. 2x- 5y = 20 
5x + 4y = 17 
b· 2x + y = 15 
3 
X + 1y = 10 
2 
c. A man has $1800 at interest. For one part he recei'"es 4% for the other 
5%. His income from tlus money IS $82 00 per ) ear. ITo" is the money 
divided i 
XI. NU~1ERICAL TRIGONO~IETRY 
This topic may be taug-ht any time after fractiOnal equations haYe been intro-
duced. If similar triangles haYe been treated intmtively in the seventh or eighth 
grade the topic can profitably be introduced here and practice can be gh·en on 
equations. Some teaehers may prefer to teach tlns work follo"1ng similar triangles 
in plane geometry. It ilts In very well there. Howe'"er, for those pup1ls '\\ho drop 
out of school after the mnth grade or do not study geometry, a useful and motivat-
ing topic has been lost. In tlns matter a school may find it necessary to follow the 
plan of the t extbooks used. There are adYantages e1ther way. The important thing 
is that mtroduction t o trig·onometry should be taug-ht thoroughly 1n e1ther the ninth 
or tenth grades. If taught in the ninth year the plan outhncd 1n the plane 
geometry section can be followed with a few modificatiOns and omissions. 
XII. PO,VERS AND ROOTS 
U nit Objective 
To acquil e skill in the use of powers and roots 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire the ability to find the square roots of arithmetic numbers 
a. From a graph 
b. By computation 
c. By tables 
2. To acquire the ability to find the square root of an algebraic expression 
• 
• 
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Teacher P rocedures 
Note : Some practice here as elsewhere should be proVIded on material somewhat 
more drfficult than the degree of dlfiiculty of that for which complete 
mastery is sought. The final test should then be of the degree of difficulty 
for wluch complete mastery is sought 
1. Drill on mea.n jng and use of powers and 1oots b) usc of easy examples. The 
greater pa1 t of the drill will naturally be on second degree roots and powers 
2. Ask pup1ls to draw on coord1nate paper the g1aph of A = 82 (A = at ea, 
S = s1de of square) . Then show them how to read exact and approximate 
roots from the graph 
3. Teach the process of finding square roots by dn1sion. Estimate root, ili\ldc by 
the estimate, find the arithmetic average of the estimate anu the quotient. 
This process is adequate for all 1oots necessary at this hme. Use Pythagorean 
Theorem 
Note: Teach the regular arithmetic process if 1t IS preferred. There is httle 
difference in the degree of difficulty 
4. Teach use of square root tables in text 
5. Dnll 1n squa1 ing· and find1ng mentally the square roots of such exercises as· 
(x + y)2 = ! 
x2 + 2xy + y2 = ' 
(2x + 1)2 = 7 
4x2 + 4x + 1 = ! etc. 
Note~ The general method of extracting square roots of polynonnnals is not 
w01 th the time needed t o t each it at this p01nt. H owc\"er the1c should 
be dnll, renew, and testing in powe1·s and 1·oots. Special attentiOn 
should be giYen to simplifying common 1·adical forms. Graphs of y2, 
y'J; y5 will sen·e to bring out the fact that these lOOtS can be 
represented exactly by geometiy 
6. Teach and drill on mate1 ial that "~111 be met w1th in the solution of the quad-
ratic equation 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pup1ls w1ll lea1n the 1neaning and usc of po" 01 s and roots by workmg simple 
examples such as are found in the texts 
2. Pupils will construct graphs and 1 cad the square root of numbers from the 
g1aph 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to define and use: powm , root, square root, principal root, 1 atlonal, 
irrational, exponent, index of a 1 oot, rad1cand. Abiht) to evaluate such s1mple 
2. 
4. 
. 
expressiOn as 
83 ' fi, 
v 4:00 ' 42 . 
-. !1 -. !2 v4, v 2 ' v 3 ' but not the complicated cases 
Abihty to read exact and approXImate roots from a graph 
Abihty to find squal'e roots by computation; by use of tables 
Ability t o find square roots of algebra1c expresswns which are perfect squares 
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XIII. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 
Unit Objective 
To acquit e a "orkmg kno" ledge of quadratic equations 
Specific Obj ectives 
1. To acqUire the ability to recogmze and to ~wlve 1ead1ly s1mple quadratic equa-
tions 
a. By use of graph 
b. By completing tho square 
c. By factonng 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Give proulems of tlus type: F1nd the Side of a square "·hose diagonal is 2 feet 
l onger than a side 
2. Call attention to changes of value of s2 - 4s - 4 as s changes 1n value. Ask 
pupil to estimate values of s at points where curve crosses the x-ax.is. Assist 
pupil in estimates and m checkmg by substitution 
3. Assign an equatwn \uth exaet roots hke x2 - 3x - 10 = 0 Discuss the 
strong and weak po1nts in the graphic solution. It emphasize::, dependence of 
quant1hes and will be useful in future work as in engineermg 
4. Review pre\ 10us \\'Olk on g1 aphmg linear equa twn:::, 'Hth two 'an abies. Lead up 
to use of 
y = f ( x) as in y = x2 - 5x + 6 
5. Assign a completion exerc1se such as 
(x + 1)2 x2 + 2x + 1 
( x + 2) 2 = x2 + 4x + 1 
(x - 4) 2 = x2 - "< + j 
Complete square in x2 + ex + 7 
6. Assign an equation such as s2 - 4s - 4 = 0 auu duect the pupll in the solu-
tion by completing the squai e 
7. Ass1gn an equation such as 2x2 - x - 3 = 0. Dnect pupil in solution 
8. Show that 1n some quadratic equations hke x2 - 3x - 10 =- 0, the first mem-
ber of the equation can he solved by factoring. Show that when the product 
of two factors is zero, either factor may equal zero. Check these Yalues 
9. See h st of tests in b1bhog-raphy for tests, drills, and revie" s on simple forms of 
quadratics. Select from hsts of exerrises 111 textbook those "luch best Illustrate 
t he solution presented. Omit the m01o complicated and drfficult exercises ex-
cept With the upper group of pupils 
Note: 1. The quad1abc equation IS frequently half-taught In the ninth year 
or onutted entirelv. With the selection of material indicated in 
• 
C) 
.... 
tlns com sc of study, it is possible to find time to bring pupils to a 
good deg·x ee of proficiency 1n the ~oluhon of s1mple quadratics. 
The soluhons Ly completing the square and by factoring should be 
used as eonvement. The solution by the formula should be left for 
' the third semester except with the upper group of pupils 
For tests of the year's achievement see b1bliography of tests and 
measurements 
• 
• 
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Pupil Activities 
s 
+ 
2 8 and devel op 1. Pup1ls will draw such a figure as 
s 
s2 + s2 = s2 + 4s + 4 
s2 4 + 4 
s2 4s 4 = 0 
Tabulation 
s -2-1 0 1 C) ... 3 4 5 6 
( s2 - 4s - 4 ) 1 -4 -7 -7 -4 1 
Draw graph on coordinate paper. Estimate Yalues of s and substitute in 
equat10n. Est1mated values are between -1 and 0 and between 4 and 5. Find 
exact roots and check 
2. Pupils "ill complete squares in assigned exC't ci~C's ~uch as 
x2 - 12x + i 
vz + lOv + 1 
.. ., 
3. Pupib "111 use addition axiom in completing the square in such equations a s 
s2 - 4 = 4. It 1s sugge tell that the one method of completing the square be 
taught: 
2x.2 - X - 3 = 0 
Dn"Ide bY 2: x2- 1x- 3 = 0 
• 
Completing square: 
X 1 + 5 
4 4 
X - 1 + 5 - 3 - -
- -4 4 2 
C) ') 
... .... 
:x_2 -
or 
-1 
lx + 2_ 
2 1() 
Check val ues in the original equation 
~ + _2_ - 25 
2 lG Hi 
4. Pup1ls "111 solve many quadratic equations until they devel op a high degree of 
accu1acy and speed 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Abtlity t o find by a graph the roots of quadratics such as 
x2 + x - 6 = 0 y x2 4 
• 
x2 = 4 y = x2 + 5x + 6 • 
x2 + 3x - 4 = 0 
2. Ab1ht) to soh ·e by completing the square ~uch equations as: 
3x2 + 7x + 1 = 0 
7t2 + 2 = 15t 
6y2 + 15y + 6 = 0 
3. Abihty to solve by factoring such equations as : 
y2 - 1 Oy + 21 = 0 
6m2 - 11m - 10 = 0 
(t2 - 4) + 5 ( t - 2) = 0 
ADVANCED ALGEBRA 
INTRODUCTION 
Thud semester algebra should be somethmg more than a dull gray review of the 
algebra of the ninth year "1 tl1 more drffi.cult cxe~cises and problems. Tins course 
should be planned for puptls "ho haYe elected to take 1t because they desire a 
better technique in algebraic. e.xpresswn. The review should be motivated and new 
matenal should be introduced. 
These pupils are looking forward to later courses in high school or college where 
ab1hty to formulate and CYaluate scientific data is of prime 1mportance. This ap-
plies not only to natural and ph) sical sc1ence, but also to social science, psychology, 
and business adm1rust1ation. \Yo should also keep 1n mind the pupils who take 
mathematics because they like the subject fot its O\\ n sake. 
''The average c1tizen needs 
1. The ahihtv to recog-mze problems 111 his environment; 
2. The ahility to recogn1ze tho quantitative features of these problems; 
3. The hah1t of suc::pending judgment in quantitative matters, which habit 
leads to the p1 act1ce of gathering all the factors bearmg on a sttuation and 
of weighing theu relative values; 
4. The ability to state a problem properly; 
5. Tho ab1hty to reduce the solution of a problem to a smgle thought em-
bracmg a general plan; 
6. A clear conception of the comparison ptocess; 
7. Skill in the translation process: in deciding when to multiply or divide, in 
selectmg formulas; in wnhng equations; 
8. Knowledge of quantities and units of measurement; 
9. 11anipulative skill and accuracy." Ligcla, Traclnng of Elrmenta ry Algebra, 
p. 227 
I. ALGEBRAIC LANGUAGE 
Unit Objective 
To acquire the abihty to answer the question, ''Why take a third semester of 
algebra 1 '' 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire a knowledge of why algebra IS studlCd and where It funrtwns 
2. To acquire the ability to wnte ve1 bal statements in algebraic form 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Lead in the d1scussion of reasons for the study of algebra set forth in the in-
troduction to this course of study. Illustrate the points made 
2. Present statements like: Write m per crnt of n dollars 
3. Present equation f01 ms hke: A rectangle IS 2 ft. longer than it is wide. Its 
perimeter IS 32 ft. ·what are Its dimensionst 
4. Recall and reVIve formulas 
a. i = p r t 
b. v = 'iTr2n 
(Assign a list of such formulas and gh•e much practice in solving for tho 
several variables) 
• 
• 
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Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils w1ll consider reasons for tak1ng the course; w1ll tell their plans for the 
future and how this work helps m carr)'lng out their plans 
2. Pupils ~\'lll formulate algebraic statements for ve1 bal problems given by the 
teacher such as : 
Express in symbols 
a. The number which is 3 times a 
b. The number \Yhich is 4 times larger than b 
c. The number which is 5 smaller than b 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
The number "hich is half as large as n 
The number which exceeds n bv 11 
• 
The number which exceeds twice a by 5 
If James is y years old to-da), what '\\ill represent his age five years 
ago~ What will rep I esen t lus age 3 years from now t 
A boy has d dimes and 5 mo1 e rucklcs than dimes. How many nickles 
has he~ \Vhat is the value of the nickles in cents~ 
i. A man is traveling r miles an hour; another man travels 3 miles an 
hour faster. How many miles will the second man go in 6 hours t in 
h hours~ in m minutes' 
j. If n re-presents a number, what "Will 1epresent the next larger consecu-
tive numberi the next smaller consecutive number1 
k. If n represents an even integer, what will represent the next larger con-
secutive even integer~ (Change even to odd) 
1. Express the fact that X 0 is the complement of yo. Wnte the supple-
ment to X 0 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to set forth in oral or wiitten form the advantages of a further knowl-
edge of algebra 
2. Ability to state three or more reasons for the study of algebra 
3. Ab1hty to state three or more situations in "'hich algebra functions 
4. Ability to translate verbal statements and formulas into algebraic language, 
such as 
a. The sum of the cubes of two numbers 
b. The larger part of v if x is the smaller part 
c. The number which is five more than a 
d. The result of diminishing q by 6 
e. The excess of 25 over t 
f. One-half the sum of two numbers 
g. R per cent of P dollars 
h. The complement of a o; the fact that a, b, and c are the three angles 
of a triangle 
The difference between Ya and ¥5 the same number . I. 
The number of cents in n nickles and d dimes 
The distance travelled in t hours at a rate of 35 miles per hour; at a 
• 
J· 
k. 
I ate of r miles per hour 
1. If u is the units digit and t the tens digit of a number of two digits, 
represent the number 
If u is the units digit, t the t ens digit, and h the hundredths digit of a m. 
• 
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number of three d1gits, represent the number. Represent a number 
whose digits are the same but In reverse order 
u. The numerator of a fractwn 1s thrco times the denominator, rep resent 
the fraction 
II. USE OE, FUNDAl\IENTAL OPERATIONS 
Unit ObJective • 
T o acquire increased ability in the fundamental operations of algebra 
· Specific Objectives 
1. To rCYlve the skill needed foi tlus com~e In positive and negative numbers 
2. To restore t he slnll needed for t his course in addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division of directed numbers. Same for polynomials 
3. To be able to use t he parenthesis 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
... 
\) , 
' 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Teacher Procedures 
Use illustrations to show u:::;e of numbers below zero as well as above, then 
fo llow by e:\-planation of how to indicate each 
Call attention to the ehange in Yalue of a term if negative sign I S omitted 
Introduce the history of the origin of our numhm system 
Use some arithmetic examples to obtain skill in the use of the laws of signs. 
SuffiCient examples should be grven to be sure that each pupil knows the laws 
and IS habituated in the use of them 
Call attenhon to the correct order of operahons in s1mphfying algebraic ex-
presswns. I llustration from anthmebc: Does 30+ 20 -:- 5 - 2 X 4 = 32 
or 26 ~ Numerical CYaluation of algebraic cxpres~nons "111 help pupils. Give us 
many examples as are needed. Emphasize necessity of being accurate 
Be sure that the meaning of terms is understood, also arrangement of terms, 
then give sufficient examples 1n each of tho fom processes to de,·elop the neces-
sary skill 
P resent such examples as 5a- (3a- 2), 6x (3x- 1), (3b- 1)2, 
(a - b) (a + b) , and show that a parenthesis IS used when ''e w1sh to treat 
a- b 
several terms as a single quantity 
Explain details of each process, and show how to proceed if one parenthesis is 
i ncluded " ithin another 
Empha~ize its importancC' and show how a quantit~ is inserted in and removed 
from a parenthesis 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils "ill recall reading of a thermometer, latitude and longitude, bank balance, 
etc. Consider value of numher with and "Itl10ut sign to show the meaning of 
t he term absolute value 
2. Pup1ls will make ptactlcal examples suggested above, to :find from them a la\V 
of signs, :first for addlbon, then by 1ts usc and by comparison of it w1th the 
other processes :find laws for each 
3. Pupils will demonstrate the ab1lity to gh·e fundamental definitions whi<!h are 
necessary, such as: s1milar terms, difference between term and factor, and be-
tween coefficient and exponent 
4. P upi ls will practice removal of parentheses beginning with the innermost one, 
• 
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the outermost one, or any one. Also form the habit of r emoving all parentheses 
at once 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to use positive and negative numbers, such as: -15°, +40°; L atitude 
-42° Longitude +90° 
2. Ability to add, subtract, multiply, ancl div1de, algebraic expressions with ac-
curacy and speed, such as : Gu + ~v-D + Gu + 130 v + !) + Gu + v + D 
[.2x + .5y - z + k] - [.8x - y - .3z + n1] 
(3x2 - 4x2y + 7xy2 - 2y3) --=- (x2 -xy + 2y2) 
3. Ab1hty to Insert and to 1emove a parenthesis, "Ithout changing the value of 
tho e).1>ress1on, such as: 
x - [3 + 6x - (± - 3x) + 7] - 16 
III. LINEAR EQUATION i IN ONE UNKNOWN 
Unit Obj ective 
T o acquire greater skill in solving linear equations in one unknown 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquue the ability to unde1stand the meanmg of an equat ion and k1nds of 
equations 
2. To acqune the ability to solve integral, hteral, and frachonal equations 
3. To acquire the ab1hty to analyze and solve verbal problems 
Teach er P rocedures 
1. By examples present the idea of an equahon; the fust1nchon between equa-
tions of condition and identity; what a literal equation is; and what is meant 
by the roots of an equation 
2. Give the class for solution examples of -rauous kinds of equations beginning 
with the simplest integral equation, with emphasis on accuracy, particularly 
with the signs. Be sure that each understan<ls that only one root is possible, 
and that he can test its correctness by sul>sti tuhon 
3. Drill on literal equations and formulas which are not too complicated 
4. As an intro<luctiou to the work with verbal problems, make it clear that the 
ultimate aim of algeb1a is to be able to solve probleniS, no mat ter how many 
unkno\HlS they Involve. Sk1ll can be ga1ned in ttanslation from these problems 
even though they a1e not alwa)s taken from hfe experiences. Demonstrate 
process of ti anslation from the problem into the equation. The equation 1s the 
mathematical statement of the interpretation of the problem 
5. Emphas1ze, as a fil'st step, the need for a careful reading and understanding of 
the problem 
6. Check answe1s In the problem as originally stated 
7. Among problems valuable because they (a) are as practical as possible, (b) 
develop skill in translation, and (c) develop idea of relationship, are number, 
lever, a1 ea, co1n, interest, investment, <ligit, and distance-rate-time problems 
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Pupil A ctivities 
1. Pup1ls will revive the equations used In the picvious course necessary in tlus 
course, such as 
a. 3x = 6 
b. 5y = 6 
c. -9a = 2 
U. 8 (X - 5) = 5 (X - 2) 
e. 4r = 1 - 2 ( r - 1) 
f. Y2 (12x - 10) = 7:l (9x - 12) 
2. Pup1ls w1ll revive the aXIoms and their applications to equations. Observe that 
rules In formula form are equations and that It Is necessary to solve them, not 
only for a numen cal ·value, but for any letter, In t erms of the other parts of 
the formula, such as 
a. ax 2 
,b. ax az 
c. ax ab 
d. a.x b 
e. bx + c = d 
f. Find the -value of F 
g. Find the value of E 
h. Find the value of d 
W when r = 5 and W = 30 
r + 1 
C(R + n) "hen C = 8, n = 112, and R = 12 
Il + 2 
___ when n = 16 and p = 1.5 
p 
i. Find the value of w = P 2R 
R- ·when P = 140, R = 12, and r = 4 1' 
j. Fmd the value of T = 2'iir ( r + h) when h = , r = 2-5, and 'ii = 3.14 
3. Pupils "111 observe that the problems "hich must be solved are not in equation 
form but can be s tated thus, thereby makmg a solution poss1ble. This involves 
translation into algeb1 a1c language or symbols. This translation requires 
thought and develops skill that is necessary to solve problems such as 
a. Fmd three consecutive numbers whose sum IS 78 
b. A man sold his automobile for $1260, which was 40% less than the car 
cost. \Vhat was the cost of the car 1 
c. One pipe can fill a tank In 10 hours; another in 3 hours; and a third can 
empty the t ank in 8 hours. How long will it take to fi ll the tank if all 
three pipes are running' 
d. Two supplementary angles have the Iatlo of 9 to 1. How many degrees are 
there in each t 
e. The first angle of a iuangle is 3 times the second, and the third is 5° less 
than the second. How many degrees are there in each angle 1 
f. Mabel finds in hei bank 10 more nickels than dimes. Altogether she has 
$5.00. H ow many coins of each kind has she t 
g. J ohn and his father were working for a contractor. John received 30c less 
per hour than his father. They both t ogether received $12.00 for a day's 
w01k of 8 hours. How much did each receive per houri 
Evidences of M astery 
1. Ab1hty to name equations of different k1nds, such as 
a. 3(a - b) = 3a - 3b 
• 
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b. 3x - 5 = 11 
c. Wr = PR 
2. Skill in the solution of linear equations with one unknown, such as 
a. 2q - (.3q + 2) = 6(.4q - .7) - (q - 4.6) 
b. 5a + 1 _ 4a + 6 = 2 
4 9 
c. T = 'ii"r(r + 1) for r 1.5, 1 14 5, and 'if 3.14 
d. a.."\: = b + c 
e. acx = azcz - ac3 
3. Ability to solve verbal problems involnng equations with one unknown, such as 
A grocer mixes some coffee selhng at 40c per pound with some that sells at 
70c per pound to make 120 pounds worth 60c per pound. How many pounds 
of each did he use9 
IV. FACTO RING 
Unit Objective 
To acquire greater sk1ll in fa.etonng 
Specific Objectives 
1. To rev1ve the types learned in first year algebra wluch are extended in this 
course, such as 
2. 
3. 
a. The monomial factor ax + bx + x 
b. The binomial factor ax - bx - ay + by or the trinomial factor ax +. 
bx - ex - ay - by + cy 
c. The trinomial square az + 2ab +- b2 
d. Polynomials reducible to the trinomial square (a - b)2 -2c(a - b) 
+ cz 
e. The difference of two squares a2 - b2 = (a - b) (a + b) 
f. Polynomials reducible to the difference of two squares (a- b) 2 
(a - b)2 - (x - y)2; a2 - 6a + 9 - xz + 2:>.:y - yz 
g. (1) The general trinomial axz + (a + b) x + b 
(2) acxz + (ad + bc)x + bd 
To be able to factor the new cases of a3 + b3 and a3 - b3 
To be able to use the remainder theorem in the following 
a. To find the remainder when a polynomial is divided by x - a 
b. To use synthetic dinsion as an aid to the factor theorem 
• 
- c2· 
' 
c. To be able to solve equations by factonng and the factor theorem 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Have pupils IeYive definitions; the punc1ple of factoring, that when one factor 
1s found the other is the result of diTis1on and that factoring is the process of 
finding t~o or more numbers when theu product is g1ven, 1n such cases as 
a. 18 = 9 X 2 = 3 X 3 X 2 
b. axz - 3ax + 5bx + x = x( ~ ) 
2. Present an expression such as ac - be - am + bm in whieh a binomial factor 
must be formed by grouping the terms 
3. IIave the pupils develop that (a + b) (a + b) = az + 2ab + b2 and that 
(a - b) 2 = a2 - 2ab + b2 from which the factors of a2 + 2ab + b2 and of 
az - 2ab + b2 are found. The factors should always be checked 
, 
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4. Have the pupils develop (a- b- c)2 = a2- 2ab + b2- 2ac + 2bc + cz. 
To factor such an expression show how it breaks up into the trinomial square 
(a- b)2 - 2c(a- b) + c2 and factors into [(a - b) - c)2. Another 
method IS to let (a-b) = x and the expression becomes (x)z - 2c(x) + c2 
which IS (x - c)2 and replac1ng x by its value gives (a- b - c)2 
5. Have pupils develop (a + b) (a - b) = a2 - b2 from which the factors of 
a2 - bz are found 
6. In the cac:e of a2 - b2 have the pupils think of a and b as two numbers, az 
and b2 as the squares of these numbers, then this case apphes to such ex, 
. preSSlOnS as : 
(x- y) 2 - z2 ~here x- y is one number and z is the other and the factors 
are (x- y + z) (x- y -z). A further use of this IS seen in (a- b)2-
(x- y)z = (a- b + x- y) (a- b- x + y). The substitution method 
may also be used 
7. Present the more difficult caso of reduction: a4 + az + 1 
8. a. Have the pupils develop (x- 3) (x + 5) = x2 + 2x- 15 and (2a- 3b) 
(3a + 5b) = 6a2 + ab - 15b2 
b. Present the expressiOn (a + b2) + 5(a +b) - 24. Usmg the substitu-
tion method (x2) + 5(x) - 24 In wluch x == (a + b). This becomes 
(x + 8) (x - 3) or (a + b + 8) (a + h - 3)- \Vith some 
practice the substitution w11l be unnecessary but at first 1t helps to identify 
the expression as a. trmom1al 
9. Present b) dinsion that a3 + b3 = (a + b) ( a2 - ab +. b2) and a3 - b3 = 
(a - b) ( a2 + ab + b2). To put tlus 111 words-the sum of the cubes of two 
numbers may be uh·ided by the sum of the numbers and the result is the square 
of the :first number nun us the product of the t" o numhe1 s plus the square of 
tho second number 
And a similar rule for the difference of the cubes of two numbers. In 8a3 -
27, following the rules gives 8a3 - 27 =(2a)2 + (2a) (3) + (3)2 = 4a2 + 
2a - 3 
6a + 9 or in factored form a3 - 27 = (2a - ~) ( 4a2 + 6a + 9). The 
pup1l should be 'Yarned against ~nting 8aJ - 27 = (2a - 3)3 or 
8a3 - 27 = (2a- 3) (4a2 + 12a + D) 
10. Show the pupil that when a polynomial 1s dn·Hled by x - a the remainder IS 
the samo as when a IS substituted for x in the polynomial. Usc examples where 
the remainder is zero and lead up to the fact that when the remainder after 
subst1tutmg a for x is zero, x - a IS a factor. This 1s known as the factor 
theorem 
11. Recall the principle of factoring that when one expressiOn is exactly diTis1ble· 
by another, the dinsor 1s a factor of the original expressiOn 
12. Present other examples to bring- out the fact that when an expression 1s 
diYisible by x-a then x - a is a factor and this theorem then becomes the 
factor theorem 
13. • how how the binomial dn!sors are determined 
14. Show the pupils that where one factor 1s found It reduces the degree of 
the equation by one. \Yhen the quotient becomes a quadratic it can be factoreu 
by tho usual methods • 
• 
15. Show the pupil how the factor theorem using long division is long and tedious. 
• 
) 
1 
• 
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Present the process known as synthetic chns10n to assist in the use of the 
factor theoren1 
16. De-velop synthetic division and dnll the pup1ls iu 1ts use until they are able to 
solve ass1gned exercises 
17. P resent the method of solving equations by factoring, introducing the facto r 
theorem 
I Pupil A ctivities 
1. Pupils ~nll define a factor; will detci mine the difference between a factor and 
a term; what sign of operation separates fact01 s. Factor 2i, 98, 250. \Vhat 
are prime facto1 s i Pup1ls w1ll p1 acbcc 1n rcmu\'lng- a common monomial factor 
2. Pup1ls will factor ax - bx - ay + by, and ax + bx - ex - ay - by + cy 
3. Pupils mil expand orally with absolute accuracy twenty exei c:1ses such as 
a. (a- 5)2 c. (2a- 3b)2 
b. ( 2a + 1) 2 d. ( 5a2b + 6"Xya) 2 
4. Pupils ~nll find the factors of ten tnnom1als such as 
a. x2 - 12x + 36 c. 9bu 30b3c2 + 25c4 
b. 4a4 - 4a2 + 1 
5. Pupils will squaie orally w1th absolute accuracy ten trinomials such as the 
follo" 1ng 
a. x-v-z 
~ 
c. 2a- 3b + c 
b. a+ b- c 
Form a rule for the square of a tunonnal, or of any polynomial 
6. Pupils "1ll factor such express10ns as 
a. (X - y) 2 - 4 (X - y) + 4 
h. 1G(c- d)2- 24m(c- d) + 9m2 
c. 25q2 - 60q(m + n) + 36(m +. n)2 
7. Pup1ls "111 expand orally with ahsolute accuracy t" cnty such express10ns as 
a. ( az - 1) ( a2 + 1) = 
b. (3x2y - czd) (3x2y + czu) = 
8. Pup1ls will factor twenty surh exprcss10ns as 
a. 25 - 4b2 
b. 12la2b6 - 8lm2nlo 
9. Pupils w11l expand orally ten such expressions as 
a. [ (a - h) + c] [ (a - b) - c] 
h. (2(a - b) - 3] [2(a - h) + 3] 
<'. [6 - (m + n)] [6 + (m + u) l 
<1 . (a- b- r) (a + b +c) 
10. Pupils "·11l factor ten such exprcsswns as 
a. 36x2) 4 - 25 (a - 2b) 2 
b. 9m4 (p + 2q) 2- 25x4y2xto 
c~ 121m·t(a + b)2 - 225n6(x - y)2 
d. 9c2 + 20mn + 4d2 - 12cd - 25m2 - 4n2 
e. a2 - x2 - y2 + b2 + 2ab + 2xv ~ . 
11. Pupils "ill determine orally what must be added to each of the following to 
make them trinomial squares 
a . a4 + a2 + 1 <1. a4 + 4b4 
b . x4 + a2x2 + a4 c. 1 + 64x4 
c. 4x4 - 13x2 + 1 
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12. Pupils will factor the above expressions and also such expressions as 
a. a• - 6a2b2 + b4 c. 1 + 64x• 
b. 100x4 - 6lx2 + 9 d. 9x4 + 3x2y2 + 4y4 
13. Pupils Will expand orally and w1th absolute accuracy 20 exercises such as 
(5x- 2d) (6x + 5d) 
14. Pupils will factor 20 exercises such as 
a. 3x2 - 14x + 8 c. 25a-t - 4la2b2 + I6b• 
b. 16x2 - 6xy - 27y2 
15. Pupils will factor such e:Arpressions as 
a. 3(x- y)2 + 7(x- J)z- 6z2 
b. 4x(x2 + 3x)2- 8x(x2 + 3x) - 32x 
IG. Pupils will detenrune how many terms in (a + y)2- 4(x + y) - 12. L et 
(x + y) = a, factor and complete the exercise 
I 7. Pup1ls will determine 
as + bS a. 
a- b 
as- bS b. 
a- b 
g. as - 8 _ 
a- 2 
s + 9"" h. X .... 1 -
X + 3 
c. as + bS ( 
as - bS d. Also try 
) ( ) i. Pact or twenty such expressions as: 
27- as 
a + b Sas + 125 
as- bS e. 216xsys - IOOOa9bS 
a- b 
f. Then as - bS = ( ) ( ) 
1 . Pup1ls will work exercises such as the follm' mg 
a. Divide az - 7a + 10 by a - 6 
Substitute a = 6 In az - 7a + 10 
h. Dinde az - 7a + 10 by a - 5 
Substitute a = 5 1n az - 7a + 10 
c. Divide az - 7a + 10 by a + 2 
Substitute a = 2 in az - 7a + 10 
~ 
d. Divide 5xs - 11x2 - 6x - 10 by x - 3 
Substitute x = 3 in 5xs - 11x2- 6x - 10 
e. Divide 5xs - 11x2 - 6x - 10 by x + 1 
Substitute x = -1 in 5xS - llx2 - 6x - 10 
f. Divide ax2 + bx + c by x - a 
Substitute x = a In axz + bx + c 
g. DiVIde as + 4a2 + a - 6 by a + 2 
Factor as + 4a2 + a - 6 
h. Divide as - 4a2 + a + 6 by a - 3; a + 1; a- 2 
Factor as - 4a2 + a + 6 
i. Find the folowing products 
(x - 3) (x + 2) 
(a + 5) (a - 11) 
(x - 1) (x - 2) (a+ 1) 
(a- 2) (a + 2) (a + 1) 
0 
• 
Note what determines the final numerical term of the product. To factor 
• 
] 
] 
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a3 + 4a2 + a - 6, the pupil will observe that the possible factors are 
X ± 1, X ± 2, X -t- 3, X -t- 6 
19. Pupils mll work, using synthetic division, such exercises as 
a. Dn~de as + 4a2 + a - 6 by a - 1 
b. Divide xs - 16x2 + 27x + 36 by x - 3 
c. Divide y3 + 6y2 - 5y - 30 by y + 6 
d. Divide a3 - 13a - a2 - 14 by a + 2 
e. Divide x4 - 10xs + 24.x2 + 2x - S by x - 4 
20. Pupil w1ll solve such equations as 
a. y3 - 6yz + 11y - 6 = 0 
b. a3 + 2az - 5a - 6 = 0 
c. ys - 7y + 6 = 0 
d. 3x8 + 8x2 + 3x - 2 = 0 
e. 2c3 - cz - 7c + 6 = 0 
f. x3 - 6x2 + 25 = 0 
g. 2x4 + x& - 14x2 + 5x + 6 = 0 
Note that an equation of the first degree has one root; of second degree, 2 
roots; of thud degree, 3 roots; of nth degree, n roots. 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to state the prime factors of such expiessions as 
125; 130; 51; 3azcx - 6acz + 9axc2 - 12 a2c2 xz 
2. Ab1hty to extend the principle of the monomial factor to that of finding the 
binonunal facto1 that is common 1n an expression, ::;uch as 
mnpq + 2 + pq + 2mn 
3. Ability to square a binomial orally 
4. Abihty to square a polynomial by 1nspecbon, such as 
(2a - 3bz + 4c2 - 52)2 
5. Abihty to factor such expresSlons as 
16(x- y)2- 40(x- y)(c +d) + 25 (c + d)2 
6. Ability to factor the difference of t'' o squares, such as 
625rnG - 169x2y4 
7. Ability to factor such expressions as 
a. 16(a - b)2 - 25c2 
b. 81m4 - 25(x - y)z 
c. 49(x - y)2 - 36(a + b)2 
d. 4a2 - 12ab + 9b2 - 9x2 + 30xy - 25y2 
8. Ab1lity to recognize certain trinomials that can be factored as the difference 
of two squares, such as 
16a4 - 2 azb2 + b4 
9. Ability to factor the general trinomial, such as 
a. x4 - 9x2 + 8 
b. 32a2 + 4ab - 45b2 
c. 24x3 + 10x2y2 - 18xy4 
10. Ability to use the substitution method to simplify complex expressions, such as 
(3x - 5y)2 - 2(3x - 5y) - 35 
11. Ability to .(actor as + b3 and as - b3 and formulate a working rule for 
factonng such expressions as 
a. 343asf9 - 1 
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b. 1728x3y12 + 8aGb3 
12. Ability to use the remainder theorem 
13. Ability to use synthetic dn 1sion as a short way of finding- factors 
14. Abllity to solve equat10ns by factonng and the factor theorem 
, 
V FR .. \ CTIONS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire skill in the usc of alg-ebraic f1 act10ns 
Specific Objectives 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. 
To ren\~e the earlier work In algeb1 ~ne fract10n"' needed in tlus course 
To renve the wo1 k In f1 actioual equations incluumg formulas and verbal prob-
lems studied In first year algebra and needed in tlus cou1 se 
To acquire the abihty to soh·e literal fractioual equations 
To acquire the abihty t o solve verbal problems Involdng fractions 
' 
Teacher Procedures 
Fractwns have ahva\ s been con:::nclcred dtfficult. The idea of a fraction ex-
• 
pressmg division Simphfi.es much that I::> seemmgly drfficult about ft aetions. 
The teacher should re\lvo the details of adiht10n and subtraction of fractions 
necessary for this course. Cn.re should be taken in multiplication and diVISion 
that the principles of div1sion arc used in the simplificatlOn of f1act1ons. Care 
should be taken in making clear the three ~igns of a fract10n and the changes m 
sig-n that can be made "1 thout chang·111g the Htlue of the fract10n. The teacher 
should revh·e the "'Ol k of fir~t year algebra and advance to more difficult t~ pes. 
A higher standard should be set and insisted upon 1n this "ork. Emphasize the 
necu f01 accuracY and for care in d1~tmction bet" eeu factoz and term 
• 
2. The teacher should show the pupil how to clear an equation of fractions 
3. Present the equatiOn ax b to be solved for x. The following· will result: 
x = ~; x= b - a; x = a- b; x = ~· Go slowly here as this 1s the real 
test whether the wo1k 1s being done mechanically or with a knowledge of the 
ax10ms used. L ead up to the complicated cases through the 'e1 y eas1est ones 
and g·ood results will be ohtamcd. This "o1k is often neglected and consequently 
the teacher of physi<'g cri tieiz<'s the mathematics teacher for not domg Ius work 
well 
4. It IS intetesting· to note that puptls can make Yeiy good problems au<l in 
solving one anothe1 's problems the)- becomo interested. This interest, once 
a. I oused, 'ull usually last for a time 1 f the pupil IS led in to the more dtfficul t 
s1tuat1ons slo"ly. Qmte often tho trouble is in not reading the problem through 
until it 1s understoo<l Aga1n the problem may not be stated in clear concise 
• Enghsh. The wor<ls ''more than,'' ''excess,'' ''IS greater than,'' are not 
alwa)-S under:stood. :Most problems :shoulu be read several times before any 
attempt 1s made to solve them 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will work exerciSE'S to be foun<l 111 the mo<lern texts on 
a. Reduction of fractiOns to lowest terms 
h. Changing fractions to a common denominator 
c. Addition and subtraction of f1 actions 
• 
• 
2. 
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d. Multiplication and division of fractions 
e. Solution of fractional equations 
f. Exerc1ses found in physics, such as 
X + 20 ; 41 -;- q ; 1 -;- 1 ; 211 +q 
3 11 6 q mn4 
-4 
X : 2 j V -;- 61 
4 t 42 
40 • 1 • w 106 - • • 
-' 
_,
-q 2 8 
3 9 
. (-1) -· 10 . . 
' . ' q . q 11 
• 
w 
• 
q 1 • ~q '_, 
' w 10 2 
-2 
Pupils ·will solve hteral equations such as 
a . 3x 6 l. 
b. ax 2 
c. ax ab m. 
d. bx + c - d -
e. ax + bx c D· 
f. ax + bx - a2 b2 - - • 
g. ex dx - c2 d2 -
- - o. 
h. mx nx - m3 n3 - - -
• a2y b2y a4 b4 1. - - - p. 
-
• 
• 3x a2 9 J· ax -- -
k. a - 1. -3 - 9 - -
-
' X X 
l Oq 
15 
a = p· 1 = 1 
- ' - -X X 2 
a b b 
• 
' x a x a 
ax + bx = a_ b 
b a b a 
a + x 
a- 2x 
a + b 
a-x 
a + 2x 
c + d 
5 
m 
3. Pupils 'Hll solve exercises similal t o the follo,ung found In phys1cs tests 
a. S = vt. Solve for v; for t 
b· 8· 2v 3.32. Solve for x 
c. 1 
q 
X 
1 1 
_ + _ . Solve for f; p; q 
f p 
4. Pupils will solve problems such as arc to be f ound in modein textbooks 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Abihty to add and subtract fractions, such as 
a. 
b· 
c. 
2 x - 3 x2 
X + 4 
2b + a 
x + a 
x2 - 4x + 16 x3 + 64 
2b - a 4bx - 2a2 
a-x 
3x + 2 + X 4 -X 
x2 - 5x + 6 8x- x2 - 15 7x- xz - 10 
2. Abihty to multiply and divide fractions, such as 
6x2 - 5x - 4 6x2 + x - 2 2x2 + 5x - 12 
a. . . -------------
2x2 + 7x - 4 2x2 + 3x + 1 9x2 - 6x - 8 
b· a3y - ~x2y : a2y - 2axy + x2y 
a3x2 + a2x2y a2 + ay 
47 
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x2 - (a - 1) 2 (a + x) 2 - 1 _:... a + x - 1 
c. . ~----~----~ . 
a2 - (x + 1)2 (a - x)2 - 1 a x - 1 
3. Ability to solve fractional equations, such as 
a. x - 2 3 + 1- 3x 
xs - 8 x - 2 x2 + 2x + 4 
b· X + 1 X2 + 10 - 2 X - 1 
2x - 3 4x2 - 9 2x + 3 6 - 4..x 
4. Ab1hty to solve equations Invoh"Ing literal quantities, such as 
a. ax + bx 3a2x + b2 
3a + b 3a - b 9a2 - b2 
b· px + qx p + q _ :_ _ px - qx 0 
pq p2 - pq p pq 
c. 4x-a_ 1 =x+a 
2x-a x-a 
5. Ability to handle simple verbal problems and to acquire skill in analyzing and 
solvmg the more difficult ones, such as 
a. A letter going from Boston to Chicago ( 900 miles) was carried for a 
certain time 011 a tratn at 50 miles per hour, and for the same length of 
time 1n an airplane at 130 miles per hour. How long did the trip taket 
b. A girl has worked a certain numher of problems and has % of them 
nght. If she should work 9 more problems and get 8 of them right, her 
average would be . 75. How many problems has she worked t 
YI. FUNCTIONALITY -GRAPHS 
Unit Objective 
To acqmre ab1hty in the use of functional relationships and their graphic repre-
sentation 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to understand functwnal relationships and dependence 
2. To be able to use the graph as a method of showing how one variable depends 
upon another 
3. To be able to use statistical graphs of an adYanced type 
4. To be able to make a graph of a set of linear equations 
T each er P rocedures 
1. RR<.>all simple equations already used and show how quantities have been de-
pendent upon one anothe1 throughout the work. Dtsruss such problems as 
a. Take a contract to supply a football team with suits. What will the 
total cost depend upon 1 
b. 'Vhat does the time reqmred for an auto to travel 100 miles depend 
upon1 
c. What does the area of a rectangle depend upon i 
d. 'Vhat does the eost of wheat per bushel depend upon i 
e. What does the time for a man to do a piece of work depend upon 'J 
f. From these simple relations, it is evident that e'\"erything in the world 
is dependent upon some other thing. Mathematically stated, the one 
thing is a function of the other 
g. Present a few formulas and show how the quantities are functionally 
related, such as 
• 
• 
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A = Y2 ab where A, a, and· b are called variables. Y2 is called a 
constant. In th1s ease, since A IS directly expressed In terms of a, b, 
they are called Independent variables and A the dependent variable 
2. Present the t'Yo vanables a and b, "here a IS always equal to 2b. Show how 
t o place the values found In pupll p1 ocedure on g1 a ph paper (a as a function 
of b) 
3. Present two vanables where the one IS ah,ays 5 more than the other 
4. Introduce simple linear equations and have graphs made of these equations, 
always bnnging to the front the functional relahonslnps and dependence or 
Independence of the variables 
5. Present an equation such as y = 5x - 1, bringing out the relation between 
where the graph crosses the x - axis and the root of the equahon 
It 1s important to p01nt out that there are many values of x and y for the 
equation y = 5x - 1, but only one value of x for "·luch y = 0 or 5x - 1 == 0. 
Hence, only one point of CI os::,Ing the x-a..XIs 
6. Show that the graph is ve1y useful in illustt ating the relatiOns of various 
statistical data \\here there is a defin1te functwnal relatlonshlp 
7. Give a temperature graph as a first Illustlatwn as it is a situatiOn witlnn the 
experience of all pupils 
8. Have the pupils bring in examples of graphs met with in their read1ng 
9. Mentwn or have reports In dass on self-rec01 d1ng apparatus for temperature; 
pressure of steam in bOilers; pressure of water 1n c1ty mruns; the chart of a 
hospital patient. In particular, the chart of the temperature of a typhoid 
fever patient is very Interesting 
10. The teacher is cautioned to spend a linnted amount of time on the matenal of 
the 9th grade algebra. 1fuch more a<h·anced matenal should be Introduced 
11. Show that it is sometimes necessar) to find a common solution for a set of two 
or more equations 
12. Set down a series of values for x + y = 7. Do the same for x - y = 3. 
How many pails in the former set are to be found in the latter set t Tlus 
common pair of values is a solutwn for the set of equatwns 
l:J. Explain the following statements 
a. The expressions x + y = 7 and x - y = 3 are called functions of 
x andy 
.. 
b. In the expressiOns y = 7 - x and y = x - 3, y 1s a funetion of x 
c. In the expressiOns x = 7 - y and x = y + 3, x is a functwn of y 
d. Present the equation x = 7 - y in the functional notatiOn f(y) 
7- y; also the following f(x) = 7 - x. If f(x) = xz - 3x + 5, 
then f(y) = )2- 3y + 5, and f (a) = az- 3a + 5 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pup1ls will wo1k the follm\ing 
a. In x + 5 6 
X- 1 
X ..L I 5 7 
X- 2 
x+ 5 8 
X 3 
W hat does the value of x depend dlrectly upon T 
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b. Express the cost of x suits at $6.00 per swt 
c. Express the time for an auto to tiavel 100 miles at the rate of x miles 
per hour 
d. If the area = A, base = b, and altitude = a of a rectangle, express · 
the area 
e. If the wheat erop is short 100,000,000 bushels, what effect does it have 
on the price per bushel 'I What effect if there is a bumper erop i 
f. What does the height of the water in a stream depend upon 7 The 
swiftness of the current i The kind of auto I will buy' Is distance a 
function of rate and time 7 
g. The price of wheat per bushel IS a function of the size of the crop. It 
1s governed by the law of supply and demand 
h. Use the formula for the area of a 1 ectangle A = ab. This shows the 
functional relatiOn between A, a, and b 
i. Area of a triangle A = Y2 ab shows what 1 
j. Area of a cuele A = 'iTt2 sho'\'\ s what i 
k. Give other examples 
1. Pick out the constant quanbtles, the dependent and independent vanables 
1n the following 
I = prt A = 'iTrz P 2(a + b) V = % ?irs 
D = rxt V = 1 wh C 27Tr F = m . a 
2. Pupils will work such problems as: 
3. 
a. Given a = 2b. !\lake a table for "Values of a when "·e give b the values 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Placmg these on coordn1ate axis will show how this 
relation works out 
b. Given y = x + 5 (y IS a function of x). Make a table of values of y 
when x has the values -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Construct 
the graph 
c. Make graphs of y 5x - 1 
y 2x + 5 
2 
3y 3x- 8 
2x + 3y = 6 
3x - 4y = 12 
Where does the graph of y = 5x - 10 cross the x-a..xis' 
d. Graph the following and then solve and check on this principle 
Graph y = 3x - 6 Solve 3x 6 0 
2y 3x + 12 3x + 12 0 
3y - 2x = - 11 2x 11 0 
5x - 3y = 15 5x 15 0 
Pupils will show on graph paper the changes In temperature recorded 
western town one day in November 
Time A.M. Temp. Time P 11. Temp. 
• 
1 50° 1 70° 
2 48° 2 75° 
3 46° 3 goo 
4 45° 4 80° 
5 45° 5 75° 
• In a 
• 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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49° 
50° 
52° 
55° 
60° 
65° 
68° 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
73° 
70° 
65° 
62° 
60° 
55° 
54° 
51 
10 
11 
12 
Give an estimate of the temperature at 
graph of : 
11 
12 
6:30 A.M. and 8:00 P.M. Make a 
Hour 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 
Temp 3 o 1 o 0 o - 3 o - 4 o - 2 o - 1 o 0 o 2 o 6 o 
. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' Find graphs In ne" spapers and magazines and bring to class for interpretation 
Obtain local school statistics and make graphs of 
Temperature of school room 
Companson of attendance record with total enrollment from day to day 
Per cent of pupils graduating 1n companson w1th number entering school 
4. Pupils will solve such problems as 
a. To find two numbers whose sum is 7 and "hose d1fference is 3. The 
-first condition gives x + y = 7. 1\1ake a graph of this. The second 
condition gives x - y = 3. Make a graph of this on the same ax1s used 
in x + y = 7. Study tlus for a moment. Are the lines parallel; per-
pendicular; do they cross~ How does this compare with the common 
pair of values found In the two tabulations~ 
b. Graph 2x + y = 13 
x-y=2 
Do these lines erosst Wherei 
Can this set of equations be soh·ed in another way to check the result! 
Will substitution check 1t1 
E vidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to think functionally 
2. Ability to use the graph as an instrument to sho~ geometrically just how one 
variable depends upon another 
3. Ability to show the relation between the roots of a hnear equation and tho 
values of x at the points where the graph crosses the x-axis 
4. Ability to use the graph as in statistics 
5. Ability to read and interpret graphs as well as construct them 
6. Ab1lity to make a graph of a set of lmear equations in two unknowns 
VII. SYSTE1IS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
Unit Objective 
T o acquire an understanding of and a bib ty to use systems of linear equations 
Specific Objectives 
1. To see the usefulness of using mo1e than one equahon mth more than one 
unknown 
2. To revive the solution of systems of linear equations in two unknowns as taught 
in first year algebra 
(a) Solution by addition or subtraction 
(b) Solution by substitution 
(c) Inconsistent and dependent cases 
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S. To acquire skill in solving miscellaneous sets of equations by any method 
4. To aequire sk1ll in solnng equations and problems Involving three unknowns 
5. To acqmre skill in the usc of determinants 1n the solution of s3 stems of equa· 
tions 
a. To understand the term dctonmnan t 
b. To be able to use determinants in the solution of equatwns 1n two un-
knowns 
c. To be able to u~e determi11ants to detect Inconsistent and dependent sys-
tems of equations 
d. To be able to use determinants of the third order 
Teacher Procedures 
1. The teacher w11l suggest a verbal problem which 1s soh-ed more readily by th~ 
use of tn-o equation<; with two unknowns such as 
.1IIx two kmds of candy eosting 1 c and 30c a pound respertn·ly so that the 
m1xture ean be sold at 24c a pound and make a gross profit of 20% on the 
cost of the randy. How many pounds of each should be used to make up 
30 pounds of the mixture 1 
2. The t eacher will present the solution of a system of equations by additiOn and 
subtractwn. The teacher wlll have some of these equations graphed as well as 
solved and the connechon pointeu out 
3. The teacher will present the solutwn of a system of equations by substitution. 
This method is not given as a more s1mple process but as a pt eparation for 
more ad"\'anced cases "here such substitutions are necessan·. It IS very useful 
4. 
"hen the coe:fficien t of one of the unknowns IS unity as in 
• • 
• 
X- 2y = 2 
2x + 3y = 32 
The teacher will present equations to soh·e, such as 
2x v = 6 
• 
4x- 2y = 2 
3x- 2y = 6 
6x - 4y = 10 
and turn to the graph for an explanation of their peculiarities. 
use of the graph to diagnose critical situations as is often donr 
mathematics 
Tlns makes 
in advanced 
Rets of fractional equations that simplify into such sets make good examples 
5. The teacher will present systems of equations simple, fractional, and literal; 
also problems resulting in systems of equations. The type -nherc the unkno~ns 
arc 1n the denominator is frequent]) met 'uth In physics 
6. The teacher will present problems 1nvohing three unknowns and point out the 
• 
method of solving a system of three equations in three unknowns 
7. The teacher will present the subject of determinants as a discovery that the 
expression ac - bd could bo ananged in a square such as 
• 
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-
a d 
ac - bd • 
b c 
+ 
" Inch ~hould be expanded by multi pi~ mg the clements on the two diagonals, 
subtlactlng the product of the elements on the secondary <hagonal from those 
on the pnmary 
8 The t achcr "1ll show how dete1 minant::> a re used in the solution of a s' ~tern of • 
equatwnl:', such as 
2x - -16 ;)\" 
• 
3x + 
,.. 
IV 5 
• 
1-16 
whe1e 
l 5 
X 
-
II 
<) 
... 
3 
9 
-
--\) 
7. 
-
-;) 
+7'1 
- 16 
(-16)(7) -
(2)(7) 
(5) ( -5) 
c:q c -5) 
-112 + 25 _-3 
14 + 15 
and 
3 5 (2)(5)- (~)(-~2_= 10 + 4 -= 2 
( 2) ( 7 ) - (3) ( -5) 14 + 13 y 
- I 9 -51 
-
I 3 ' I 
9. The tcac·h ~r "·ill present such systems as 
x- 2v 
• 
-2 
3x- 6v 
• 
-4: 
_C) 
-21 \ -~ -6 12 8 4 X - l 1 -2 -6 + u 0 
I 3 -61 
where 
s1nce division by zero is impossible 
also 3x - 6v = -6 
tlns system must ue inconsistent 
where 
• 
x - 2v = -2 
., 
X 
l-6 -61 
1-2 -21 
') (" . .~ -) 
1 -21 
• 
12 12 
-u + u 
-
0 
0 
The graph shows this system to b e indepcnrlent. IIowever, in both cases, the 
denominator 1s zero. In the general sy-;tcm 
ax + bv = c • • 
dx + ev = f 
., 
tho solution is impossible if 
a bl 
d e\ == 
0 
and the equations are either inconsistent or dependent 
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10. The teacher "Will present determinants of the third order and their applicabon 
to the solution of equabons, such as 
x+y+z=9 
2x + 3y + z = 17 
x + 2y + 2z = 16 
It is interesting to note that in tho general system 
ax + by + cz = d 
ex + fy + gz = h 
ix + jy + kz = 1 
the set is impossible if 
a b 
e f 0 
• • 1 J 
It is suggested that the folio" mg method of expanding a detenninant of the 
third order be taught 
- --
9. 3 . 2 + ] ·] ·16 + 1 ·17. 2 
16·3·1- 2·1·9 2·17·1 4 
+ + + 
P upil Activities 
1. Pup1ls wlll make sta tements from assigned problems using two unkno"ns, such 
as: 
A man in~ests a certain amount of mony at 4% interest and another amount 
at 5%, thereby obtaming an annual mcome of $3100.00 If the first amount 
had been in~ested at 5% and the second at 4%, the annual Income would 
have been $3200.00. Represent tho annual income in each case and wnte 
the equation of condition 
2. Pupils will work systems of equahons by the addition and subtraetion method, 
such as are to be found in the modern t extbooks 
3. Pupils will work systems of equations by the method of substitution, such as 
are to be found in the modern textbooks 
4. Pupils "ill try to "ork such s~ stems as 
a. 3x - 2y = 6 b. 2x - y = 6 
6x - 4y = 10 4x - 2y = 12 
turning to the graph for an explanat ion of the apparent absurd results 
5. Pupils mll "\\Ork systems of equations and problems in~olving two unknowns 
such as are to be found in the modern textbooks 
6. Pupils ~ill solve such equations and problems involving three unknowns as are 
to be f ound in the modern textbooks 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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7. Pupils will evaluate determinants, such as 
a. 3 6 c. a 51 
• 
I 
-3i 5 7 b 
I 
d. ac efl 
b<l -gh\ 
b. 
8. Pupils w1ll solve systems of equat10ns hy detetmiuants, such as: 
a. x + 2y 12 
3x- y 1 
b. 8p + 5q - 5 • 
3p - 2q 29 
c. 1 + 2 = 12 Note: 
1 1 In (c) solve first for _ and _ 
X y 
- -
X y 
3- 1 = 1 
X y 
9. Pupils will work and explain such sets as 
a. 3x - y = 7 b. 3x - y = 2 ~ ~ 
6x - 2y = 11 6x - 2y = 4 
using determinants 
10. Pup1ls w1ll solve by detet·minants ~ueh S) btems of equatwns and problems in 
three unknowns as are to be found 1n the modc1n textbooks 
Evidences of M astery 
1. Abtlity to state problems by use of t" o unkno" ns and t"o equations 
2. Abtlity to solve systems of hnear equations by adiht10n or subtlaction, such as 
a. YzX + % y = 2 c. mx + ay = mz + n 
Ysx -%Y = % x + amy = n1 + mn 
b . 3 
X- 1 
5 
2x- 3 
+ 4 
y- 1 
7 
2y + 13 
0 
= 0 
3. Abihty to solve systems of equat10ns by substltutwn, such as 
a. Sa + 2h = 5 b. 5x + 2y = 4 • 
2a. - b = -1 7x - 3y = 23 
systems uo not ha,•c a soluhon or may haYe many 4. Abih ty to show why some 
solutions such as: 
a. 5x - 3v = 4 ~ 
lOx- 6y = 10 
b. 5x - 3y = 4 
lOx- 6y = 8 
• 
5. Ability t o solve wtth accutacy and speed systems of equations or problems 
in volring two unknowns such as 
a. 2ax + 2by = 4a<! + b2 
x- 2y = 2a- b 
b. x-y_ 2x + y = 0 
3 2 
X+ 2y X 11 
-
2 4 4 
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c. Au airplane trayeled 200 miles ~nth a wind of a certain velocity in 4 
hours and returned against a wmd of the same velocity in 623 hours. 
\Vhat "Was the rate of the wind and of the airplane i 
6. Al>Ihty to solve system:.; of equat10us in tlu ce unlinO\Yns and 
to S}~tems of three equatwn:.; Ill three unkno"ns, such as 
problems leading 
a. x + .2y - .3z = 1 b. 3 + 2 + 1 
3x - y + .2z -=- .5 x y z 
X + . y + Z --= 11 1 1 +: 
X J Z 
2+~-2 
X J Z 
5 
--i) 
G 
•) 
... 
c. The sum of the digits of a certmn number of three digits IS 11. If the 
number be dn ided by the sum of its hundreds' and its mnts digits, the 
quotient IS 20 and the remainder IS 6. The uruts digit exceeds the sum of 
the hundreds' and tens' digits by one. Find the number 
7. Ability to tlanslate Into thought, such expresswns as 
a. 3 7 b. 2a - c j 
5 -2J 3c - 5al 
8. Abihty to use determmants of the second 01 der in solvmg such equations as 
3x - 5y = 7 
2x + 3y = 11 
9. Ab1hty to use determinants to test a S) stem of equations for incons1stcncy or 
dependence 
10. Ab1hty to use determinants of the third order in soh·ing such equations as 
a. m + 6n + 3p 8 b. 1 1 = a 
3m + 4n -3 x y 
5m + 7n 1 1 1 
X Z 
VIII. RADICALS AND EXPO.L ENTS 
Unit ObJective 
b 
T o acquire ability to understand and manipulate Iadical e::\1nessions and exponents 
Specific ObJectives 
1. To revive the simplification of radical forms taught in the first course in 
algebra and extend the processes as needed in tlus course 
2. To acqune skill in the four fund amen tal opel'atwns "i th radicals 
3. To renve the process of extracting the square root of numbers as taught in 
arithmetic and apply It to algebraic exp1 css1ons 
4. To acqmre a kno"ledge of imaginary numbers and how to handle them in the 
cases of simpbfication and the four fundamental processes 
5. To acqmre skill in solnng equations invoh mg simple radicals 
6. To rev1ve the laws of exponents taught in the tir~t course in algebra and extend 
that knowledge as needed in this course 
• 
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Teacher P rocedures 
1. The tea.cher "ill present and emphasize three conditions that must be satisfied 
before a radical 1s in its simplest form as exemphfied in such as 
a. v'56 = 5 v'2 j \ / 27a3 = 3a v3a 
b. "' (3 = : v'6; "' !£ = ~ y5ab \1 8 4 \1 5b 5b 
c. ~ = v'5; ~121a2b2 = y1lab 
2. The t eacher " ·ill present the meaning of similat radicals and show how addt· 
tion and subti action of radicals 1s accomplished as exemplified in such as 
a. \ / 27 + \ 112 = 3 v' 3 + 2 \/3 = 5 \ /3 
b. v1- ,150 = 3y'2- 5v'2 = -2v2 
3. The teacher w1l1 show how to multiply and drnde radicals as exemplified in 
such as 
a. v'3ab X y6abc = v'l a2b2c = 3ab\12c 
b. ~~ Y: = V9 = 3 
c. v'B2 -7- 3 v2 = 1 "' r~ = ~ -vw = 41:3 3 \1 2 3 n 
4. The teacher w1ll show how to ratlonahze the denominator in the case of 
quadratic surds, such as 
a. 2 2 v'3 : \'3 
\ 1:1 \19 3 
6 - 6 (3 - , 15) - 6 (3 - \ 15) b. - - --.-.-.-.-_( _:~-+...,...---\15 ) 9 - 5 -4 
3 + y2 (3 + y2)2 11 + 6\/2 
c. 
-9 + 3v'5 
2 
,. 
I 3 - y2 9- 2 
5. The teacher will present the a11thmetic method of extracting the square root 
of numbers. Also a good method of approx1matton 
6. The teacher w11l apply the arithmettc method to algebraic polynomials, such as 
x4 + 10x2 + 19x2 - 30x + 9 
7. The t eacher will show how the anthmetic method 1s but a simple case of the 
algebraic and how the latrer helps to understand the former 
8. The teache1 w1ll present the meaning of an tmagntai~ number; the symbol for 
v' -1, and the methods used to add; subtract, multiply, divide; and simplify 
express10ns Ill'\"'Oh'lng imaginary expressiOns, such as 
a. I = v' -1; \ 1 -50a2b = 5al \ /2i) 
b. v'- + v' -18; y' -72a2 
c. \ 1-3. v-4; (3+ v-1) (3 - v'-1) 
v'IS. 3 + y' -5 
---;:=' 
v'-3 3 - v'-5 
d. 
9. Tho teacher ~·ill present methods of sol' ing such equations as 
a. v'x + 5 = 2 
b. v' 4x + 1 == yx. + 16 
• 
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c. v 2x + 1 - v x = 1 
d. vx + 6 - 1 = y3x + 7 
e. yx2 - x + 2 + x = 4 
Check all solutions 
• 
10. The teacher will present the followmg relations 
a. a o = 1 
1 
·n -b. -a an 
m 
-
c. an =\Yam 
11. The teacher will, by numerous examples, lead pupils to acquire skill in handling 
exponential expresswns, such as are to be found in the modern textbooks 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pupil will become familiar with the terms radicand, index, radical and ex· 
ponent, and with tho has1r prmc1plPs of rad1cals by workmg sueh exercises as 
are to be found in the modern textbooks 
2. Pupils will work exercises in the additwn, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division of imaginary expressions as arc to be found in the modern textbooks 
3. Pup1ls will extract the square root of such expressions as 
a. 2; 3; 10; 165; 723.61 
b. 49x2; 900a2b2; 2304m4 
c. y4 - 6y3 + 13y2 - 12y + 4 
d. 4a2 + 9b2 + c2 + 12ab - 4ac - 6bc 
4. Pupils should memouzo V2 = 1.414, ,13 = 1.7321 
5. Pupils will work exercises In the add1hon, subtraction, multiplication, and 
d1v1S10n of imagmary express10ns as found in the modern textbooks 
6. Pupils will soh·e equations InYoh·mg radicals as found in the modern textbooks 
7. Pupils mll extend and apply the la" s for pos1hve and integral exponents to 
exercises involving negatrve, ze1 o, and fractwnal exponents as found m the 
modern textbooks 
8. Pupils will apply the laws goYeinmg- rad1cals ancl exponents to exercises found 
in modern textbooks 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to apply the laws for s1mphfymg rad1cal expressions, such as 
C) 
.... 
a. 121 a6x2m 
Sly 2n + 2 
b y147asys 
c. ~ "' f8b2 b V 27a 
d. ~l00a2xs 
Ab1hty to apply the four fundamental operations to such radieal 
a. 5a yl2ab2 - 36y27aa + 2y300a3b2 - 40ab~a 
• 
. 
expressiOns as 
• 
• 
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b. v 2ax2 . v6X 
c. c 2 v3 - 3 -v 2) c 4 v 3 + s v z) 
d. aa yaba -:- yaab 
e. (12y7 - 60v5) -;.- 4y3 
f. 3ya- 4yb 
2ya - 3yb 
g. ( 4 ~)6 
3. Ability to extract the square root of numlJet·s and algebraic expressiOns, such as 
a. 396.482 
b. 3.1 
c. 9a2 - 24ab + 30ac + 1Gb2 - 40bc + 25c2 
4. Ability to handle imaginary expressiOns, such as 
-5 ;--a. _; \ -25x2 
10 
b. 
c. 
a. 
e. 
(3 + v' -2) (3- v' -2) 
[Ya (-1 + y-2)]2 
v'28 
y-14 
2 
1 + \1=3 
4 + y-2 f. 
5 - y-2-
5. Ability to solve equations involving radicals, such as 
a. 2 v'x - v' 4x - 22 = v' 2 
b. y9x + 35 = 7v5 - 3vx 
c. 
lOx 2 
, 
1 
+ y 1 Ox + 2 = , 1:::::;:====:::::;::-
vlOx- 9 vlOx- 9 
• 
• 
Check all results 
6. Ability to use the laws of exponents; 
radicals; to simplify such expressions as 
the relahons between exponents and 
3ya-l ~ 
a. 
b. (
x-ly2) -2 + cxy-1 ) 3 
asb-4 a-2bS 
asd-4 a-2bS 
c. Ca% - alh + 1) <alh + 1) 
d. C5x + 2x% - 2xlh + 1 ) 7 Cxlh + 1) 
• 
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rx. QUADRATIC EQUATIO.~. Ts 
Unit ObJect1ve 
To acquit e &klll in handling- and applymg qualh at1c equations 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to handle quadt atlc equatwns 
a. To solve a quadt atlc equation by factoring 
b. To solve a quad1abc equation by completing the square 
c. To solYe a quadratic equation b~ the fo1 mula 
2. To be able to solve equations quadratic in form 
3. To be able to solYe Yerbal problems leading to quadratic equations 
4. To be able to understand the theory of the qua<lratic equatiOn 
5. To be able to make a gt a ph of a quadtatiC equatiOn 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Teache1 "1ll present a problem ''Inch leads to a quadratic equation and ratses 
the questiOn of solnug such an equation 
a. Present the method of solution b) factoring 
b. Ptesent the method of completmg the square 
Note: Teach only one method such as auumg the square of 7
2 
the co-
e:fficwnt of x "hen the equation is 1n the fo1 m x2 + px = q 
c. Present the fo1 mula. method of solving a quadratic equation 
2. The teacher "tll prescn t sueh equations as 
a. xG - 2Gx3 = 27 
h. (2x + 3)2 - 7(2x + 3) - 18 = 0 
•> , lL 
73+ -a a-o C. :X X - -
and show ho"· they are quadratic iu form and may be solYed by the 
methods for soh mg quadratics 
3. The teacher wtll present many ve1 bal problems leadtng to quadratics and de-
\elop skill tn the puptb 111 soh'lng such problems 
4. The teacher \nll pt e~ent and explam the relation between the sum and product 
of tho roots \nth the coefficients of the quadratic equation. Also present the 
t est fo1 equal, real, and mwgmary roots "ith e\.planations of th(•tr meanmgs 
5. The tcachc1 will t1 a in tho pup1l to mako graphs of quadratic equations, point-
ing out the fact that the> cu1 ve crosses the :x.-ax1s at the 'a lues of x which are 
roots of the equation 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pup1ls "11l solve by the f:.H·tmmg method quadratic equations as found in the 
modc1n text books 
2. Pupils w1ll solYe by the method of completmg the square, quadJ,"atic equations 
as found 1n the modern textbooks 
3. Pupils "1ll use the formula to so lye a miscellaneous list of quadratic equations, 
as found in the modern tc\. t books 
4. Puptls w11l solye nnscellaneous quadratic equations and equations quauratic in 
form, such as 
a. 9a4 - 10a2 + 1 = 0 
b (2x2 -- 1)2 -- 7(2x2 -- 1) -- 144 0 
c. a + 2 + 3 v a + 2 = 18 
d. ru2 - 17m + 40 - 2 V-m-:-2-~1=7 m---:+:---:6~'9 -26 
• 
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e. 3yG - 57y3 - 648 = 0 
f. '¥7x - 6 - 4 'f/7x - 6 + 4 = 0 
5. The pup1l \nll soh·e problems leadmg to quadratic cquabons found in the 
modern textbooks 
6. The pupil w1ll work exercises like the following 
a. Form the sum and product of the roots of the follo,nng equations w1thout 
solvn1g the equat10ns 
6x2 + 4x + 2 = 0 
2 + 2x2 = 4x 
b. Form the equahons whose roots are 
3, -7; -5, -6; v5, - v5 
b, c,; a, -b; -b + k, -b -k 
3 + 2 -v'-1, 3 - 2 \1-1; 1, Yz, ¥3, 3 
7. Pupib 'nll detei n1ine the character of the roots of equations such as 
xz - 4:..'\: + 8 = 0 20 - 13b - 15b2 = 0 
5x2 - .. !x - 5 = 0 1 -a2 = 3a. 
8. The pupil w1ll graph equations such as 
a. x2 + x - 12 = 0 
b. xz - 3x = 0 
c. 4x2 - 25 = 0 
E v idences of Mast ery 
1. Ab1lity to solve quad1atic equations, such as 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
a. 7x2 + 11x = 6 
5 7 
---.,.--+ 
2x + 3 
x2 - 13x - 61 
b· 6x2 + x - 1~ 
c. 1 ~~-= b 
x- a x2 -a2 
a. x-a = \ /x + \
1
a + 2 vi 
vx- va 2 
Ability to sol ,.e such equations as 
a. ys - 19)3 = 21G • 
b. 5~ = 8-tX + 4 
c. (x2 + 2)2 - 9(x2 + 2) = -18 
Ability to solve problems leading to quadiatiC equations 
Ability to understand the relations existing between the roots of a quadratic 
equation and the coefficients of the equatwn so that an equation may be formed 
when its roots arc known 
Ab1lity to determine the character of the roots of a. quadratic equation ·without 
solving the equation 
Ability to make g1aphs of quadratic equations and understand their application 
to the charactc1 o£ the roots of a quadratic equation 
X. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS 'YITII T\\"0 VARIABLES 
Unit Objective 
To acquil e abihty to solve, and use qua(h a tic equations in systems ·with two un-
knowns 
• 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to make a graph of a system of two quadratic equations in two 
variables 
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2. To be able to solve the more simple systems of two quadratic equations in two 
variables 
3. To be able to solve p1 oblems leading to quadratic equations 
Teacher Procedures 
1. The teacher will present methods of g1 aphing such systems CYf quadratic equa-
tions as 
a. x2 + y2 - 23 - <'. x2 + y2 25 
y-x - 1 x2 y2 9 -
y - x2- 2x -1 d. x2 + y2 25 -b. 
y - X + 3 x2 + 2y2 - 34 - -
Note: If the solution of these systems is presented at the same time as the 
graphing, a definite connection can be drawn between the solution and 
the graph 
2. The teacher will present methods of solVIng such systems of quadratic equations 
as 
a. x + y = 3 
2x2 + y2 = 9 
b. x2 + 6y2 = 15 
2x2 - 9y2 = 9 
c. x3 + y3 = 35 
X+ J = 5 
(Haye all exercises checked unless the results are too large a fraction) 
3. The te81Cher will present methods of solv1ng problems l~ading to systems of 
quadratic equations in two unknowns, such as 
a. The sides of a tnangle are 11 inches, 25 inches, anu 30 inches. Find the 
altitude to the s1de 11 inches 
b. The square of the length of the diagonal of a rectangle IS 40 and the 
area of the rectangle is 12 squa1 c feet. Find the dimensions of the rect-
angle 
c. The sum of the volumes of two cubes is 72; and an edge of one cube 
plus an edge of the other cube is 6. Find the length of the edges of each 
cube 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pupil will make graphs of systems of quadratic equations, such as 
a. x2 + y2 10 
x + 4 = x2 
b. x2 - y2 1q 
x + 4 = x2 
c. x2 + xy + y2 = 63 
x2- y2 = -27 
• 
2. 
MATHEMATICS 
The pupil will solve systems of 
a. 4x2 - y2 = 3% 
6x2 + 3y2 = 6% 
b. ax2 + by2 = c 
x2 - y2 = d 
Check all results 
quadratic equations, such as 
c. ~-~=3 
x2 y2 
4_3-1 
X y 
63 
3. The pupil w11l solve problems In systems of quadrabc equat10ns, such as 
a. The cost a trip for a number of men "as $72 and was to be shared 
equally. Because 6 men fail eel to appear, ho" e-ver, the cost per man "as 
Increased $2. What was the original number of men t 
b. Some books were pur<.>hased for $150. If the price per book had been .10 
less, 50 more books could have been bought for the same price. \Vhat 
''"as the price per book~ 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Abihty to make graphs of the simpler types of systems of quadratiC equabons In 
two variables 
2. Ability to solve the simpler systems of qua<lratlc equations in two variables 
3. Ability to solve problems leading to systems of quadratic equations studied in 
this course 
XI. Y ARI.ATION 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ideas of dependence strengthened through mastery of direct, inverse and 
joint vanation 
Speclfi.c Objectives 
1. To be able to use direct, inverse, and joint vanation 
Teacher Procedures 
1. The teacher will ascertain whether pupils are prepared with the necessary under-
standing and skill in using ratio and proportwn. If this work needs rev1e,v, 
see page 00 of the section on plane geometry 
2. The teacher will explain that there are various ways of expressing the Idea of 
direct varia bon: y varies directly as x; ) is p1 oportwnal to x; the quotient of 
x + y IS constant; y = kx; the graph which shows the relation of y and x to 
be a straight line through the ongin 
3. The teacher "ill do the same for Inve1·se and joint variation 
4. It is suggested that the t eacher begin w1th simple illustrations such as: rt = 
100, In which r is the rate and t is the bme; 25t = d, in which t is the time 
and d is the distance; pr = 200, in which p is the principal and r is the rate ; 
250r = 1, in which r is the rate and i is the interest 
5. The teacher will recall from geon1etry that in similar figures any two lines or 
perimcnters ~ary as corresponding lines, areas as squares of lines, and volumes 
as cubes of hnes 
• 
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It 1s suggested that the teacher prepare a supplementary list of problems such 
as . 
a. The records of two workmen show that A can join the parts of 400 auto-
mobile spark plugs 1n 36 hours, and B can do the same in 45 hours. I f A 
and B are the only a"Va1lable men, what IS the smallest number of working 
days of 8 hours each in which the employing company can guarantee to 
finish 2400 spark plugsi 
b. If a and b "Vary directly, and if a = 15 when b = 27, what is the "Value 
• 
of b "hen a= 35i 
c. I f a Yaries in"Versely as b, and if a = 27 when b = 9, what is the value 
of b when a = 519 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils will cite examples of direct vanation in everyday life, business, science, 
and the arts; also for inverse and joint "Vanatlon 
2. Pupils will set up a fK<tble of values; write the equation; get the constant of 
Yariahon; substitute the Yalue of the constant of Yariabon and find "Values of 
either Yanable correspondmg to the Yalues of the other: graph the equation; 
and state the idea in several ways • 
3. P up1ls will perform acbVItles corresponding to the aboYe for "Vanation of the 
type j X = yk
2
' X = ~ X = kyz y2 
4. Pupils will solYe many verbal problems from various sources, such as: (The 
folowmg are from physics) 
a The distance a bod) falls from rest Yat ies directly as the square of the 
number of seconds taken in falhng. Put 1nto an equation 
b. The weight times the distance from thr fulcrum (as on a teeter board) 
equals the weight tlmes the distance ''hen there is a balance 
c.\Vhen a gas in a cylinder 1s placed under pressure, the Yolume Is reduced 
as the pressure IS u1creased 
d. The (hstance that sound travels Yanes directly as the tlme it takes to 
• 
hear 1t 
e. c c The safety load, L, of a horizontal beam !'upported at both ends Yaries 
jmntly as the "Hlt h, W, as the square of the depth, D, and mversely as 
the two suppo1 ts. ' ' 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ah1hty to write a p1 oportion for statements hke the following: 
a. The Illumination of an obJect Yanes directly as the intensity of the light 
and inversely as the square of the distance from the source of light 
b. The area of the curved surface of a nght cucular cylinder vanes jointly 
as the radius and altitude 
2. Ability to solve by proportion, problems similar to these 
a. A steam shovel can dig 1500 cubic ~-ard of earth in 9 hours. At the same 
rate, how many cubic yards can it dig in 4lh hours 11 
b. A candle 1s placed 1 foot from a screen and another candle is placed 5 
feet from the screen on the other side. How many times as strong IS the 
illumination on the brighter side of the screen 9 
• 
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XII. LOGARITH1fS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire an unde1standing of and ability to use loganthms • 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to understand the mean1ng of a logarithm 
2. To be able to apply logarithms 
a. To simple exercises in computation 
b. To problems in compound interest 
Teacher Procedures 
1. The teacher will build a table of the powers of 2, such as 
2 
2-3 1 1 
.125 
23 8 
2-2 1 1 
.25 22 4 
- 1 1 2 - .50 -
2 • 
20 1 211 - 204 -
22 4 212 4096 
23 8 213 192 
24 - 16 211 163 -1 
-
o~ 
-" 
32 215 3276 
26 64: 216 65536 
07 
-
12 217 131072 
9 256 218 2621-14 
-
29 512 219 5242 8 
910 - 1024 220 = 104 376 ... 
-
The teacher will use the above table to p01nt out 
a. IIow the operations of mulbphcatwn and diviswn can be accomplished 
through addition and subbaction 
b. How the raising of a number to a g·iven power can be accomplished 
through multiplication and the extraction of the root of a number through 
drnswn 
c. That a loga1ithm is an exponent and obeys the laws of exponents 
d. That the aboYe 1s a table of 1ogarithmc:; w1th the base 2 
e. That the logarithmic notation for ax = b 1s log a b = x 
f. That other numbers may be used as a base, and other sinular tables built 
up 
g. That when a number is an exact po" er of the base, the loganthm is an 
integer, but otherwise a decimal 
For example 
1o.s = 1 o lh = v'IO = 3.162 
. ·. log103.162 = .5 
3. The teacher will build up a table of the powers of 10 and point out the ad-
vantages of this system 
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The followtng may be helpful in explaining the working rule for determining 
the charactenstlc 
Multiply by 10 
~Iultiply by 10 
10.5 = 3.1G2 hence log
10
3.162 = 0.5 
10 X 10.5 =- lOt.s = 31.62 . ·. log 31.62 
102.s = 316.2 . · . log 316.2 = 2 . 5 
1.5 
Multiply by 10 103.5 = 3162 . · . log 3162 = 3.5 
Only the characteristic I S changmg by moving the decimal point. This g1ves 
the rule for finillng the characteristic. It is numeri-cally one less than the num-
ber of significant places to the left of the decimal point. This rule is for num-
bers greater than one 
For numbers less than one: 10.5 = 3.162 . ·. log 3.162 0.5 
D1nde by 10 10.s = 1o.s X 1o-1 = 101.s = .3162 . ·. log 0.3162 = 1.5 
10 
Divide by 10 10t5 
10 
-10t.s X 1 Q-1 = 102.s 
. · . log 0.03162 2.5 etc . 
0.03162 
In 10.s X 10-1 = 10i.s the nunus sign is placed above the 1 to show that only 
the one is negative, the .5 be1ng positive. In this way the characteristic of all 
numbers less than one 1s seen to be negative while all mantissas are positlve. 
This makes all calculation work more simple and all tabulation mantissas 
pos1th .. e. Tins gives the folio'' mg rule :- the characteristic of a number less 
than one is negative and numen cally equal to the position of the first s1gmficant 
figure in the decimaL Fo1 example the characteristic of the logauthm 
of .0035 1s 3 
of .0148 is 2 
of .269 is 1 
The teacher will sho'W that in actual practice i t i s inconvenient t o add numbers 
part poc;itlve and part neg-ahve and it facihtates the work if all the numbers 
arc pos1tlve. H ence, the following dcYICe has been resorted to: 
log 0.3162 = 1.5 
add and subtract 10 10.00Q-10 
9.500-10 
The characteristic is now 9-10 aga1n in 
-log 0 003162 = 3.5 
add and subtract 10 10.000-10 
7.50Q-10 
The characteristic bemg 7-10, and again in 
• 
log 0.03694327 = 2.5675 
add and subtract 10 10.000Q-10 
8.5675-10 
The characteristic is 8-10 
4. The teacher "ill n ow explain the table of logarithms and how to usc it. Simple 
interpolation should be explained and drilled upon 
• 
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5. The teacher should insist upon neatness and form 1n all computations. All work 
to be done should be written before turn1ng to the table 
Example 
To :find 
log 365 = 2. 
log 28.4 = 1. 
365 X 28.4 
y249 X 568 
lh log 249 
log 568 
(add) 
log numerator 
(add) 
log ucnominator 
log nume1ator 
log denonunator 
(subt) 
log fraction 
. · . value of fraction 
Turning t o the table all l ogarithms should be looked up and placed in the form 
6. The teacher will develop the formula for finding compound interest 
Amount, A = P (1 + r) n (Interest ) ! = A - P 
and explain its use in such examples as 
F1nd .compound amount (A) of: 
a. $500 at 4% compounded annually for 10 years 
b. $1000 at 5% compounded annually for 5 years 
c. $400 at 4% compounded semiannually for 15 years 
d. $1500 at 3% compounded semiannually for 12 years 
In how many years will 
a. $300 amount t o $500 at 4% compounded annually' 
b. $400 amount to $600 at 5% compounded annually f 
c. $250 amount to $500 at 4% compounded senuannuallyt 
Pupil Activities • 
1. Pupils will work exercises such as the follo,Hng-
a. Using the table of the powers of two, perform the following operations 
128 ·x 4096 v'262144 
256 X 1024: \o/'32768 
65536 X 16 
524,2 8 + 1024 
65536 + 262144 
..Y101 576 
(12 )2 : (32)4 
2.5 = 2~ = v'2 = 1.414 
hence log21.414 = .5 
(1.414 lies between 1 and 4; hence 1ts logarithm hes between 0 and 2 as it 
should from the table) 
2.333 = 2lh = fi = 1.259 
. · . log 1.259 = 0.3333 
8.6666 = 8% = fi2 = 4 
hence log
8
4 = 0.6666 
log525 = ' 
• 
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log 27 = ~ 
log 121 = 
11 
log 216 
6 
log
7
343 
log 10 = 10 
log 100 = 10 
log 1 = 10 
log
10
1000 
log10.01 = 
b. \\1lat is the charactenstlc of the loganthm of 36; 2-18; 9; 5672; 21.96; 
2 3-18 
c. If the charactenshc 1s 3, 2, 5, 1, 0, how would you point off the number1 
d. Take the sequence of figures 1n the number 3694327 and wnte the char-
acteristic of the loganthm of the numbers formed by mo'\mg the decimal 
• point about, as in 
369 4327 .3694327 
36943.27 
36.94327 
3694.327 
3.694327 
369432.7 
.003694327 
369-1327 
3694327.000 
.00003694327000 
e. I s the mantissa the same for the same sequence of figures~ 
f. If log 3,694,327 = 6.5675, write the loganthm of all the numbers in d 
g. Add the following logarithms 
3 5628 
4.3216 
19863 
7.5628-10 
4.3216 
9.9863-10 
Compare results 
h. IIow to take lh of 1 .3627 1.3627 
20.0000-20 
• 
Find lh of 1.7586; lf.J of1.6329 
2 j 19.3627-20 
9.6814--10 
i. Fmd the loganthm of 46; 548; 96.20; .0486; .00329; .0006; 3.8 
j. F1nd the numbers whose logarithms are 3.4048; 1.8609; 2.9795; 9.5353-10; 
0.7701 
2. The pupil will use logantbrns in working such examples and problems as: 
a. ~; ~72.40; 0.0493 -. .327; y196 X 255; \Vf5 X ~ 
b. (518) 1,4 -;- (381) % ; (91125) lh . ~54324 ,· 5334 X .02374 
27.43 X 3.246 
c. Find the area of a circle whose radius is 3 546 inches 
• 
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d. The radrus of a sphere is 5.236. Find the volume (V = %'ii'r3) 
e. Find the a1 ea of a t1 ianglc whose srdes are a = 302.4 feet, b = 453.7 
feet, and c = 393.9 feet. [Area A= ys(s-a)(s-b)(s-c)] 
3. The puprl "ill use loganthms in w·orking problems in compound rnterest 
a. To find the compound interest on $100.00 at 5% for 4 years, compounded 
annually. By the fo1mula the amount of $100 for 4 years at 5% = 
100 (1.05)4 
log 100 2,0000 
4 log 1.05 0 0 4 
log A 
... A 
2.0848 
$121 56 
b. Find the compound rnterest on $ 7j at 5% for 15 ) ears compounded an-
nua11v 
~ 
c. How much w1ll $1500 compounded semiannually for 15 yea1s amount to 
at 3% 
d. In how many 3 ears ·will $300 amount to $500 at 4% compounded annually 
e. Frnd the compound interest on $ 75 at 5% compounded semiannually .for 
7 years 
~ 
f. Frnd the amount of $350 mvested at 4% compounded semiannually for 
10 years 
~ 
g. In how many years "ill $100 double Itself at 4c ~ compounded aunua11y7 
Semiannually f Quai te1ly 1 • 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Abrhty to use a logarithm as an exponent and to sho" what rt w1ll accomplish 
1n the way of s1mphfy1ng operations 
2. Sk11l in the usc of logs in such example::; as 
3659 X (342) 3 ~3965.42 
25.67 X 2.3 G 
3. An understan<ling of the fo1 mula for compound interest and its use in such ex-
amples as 
a. Find the amount of $3500 mveste<l for 5 years at 6% compounded an-
nually 
b. F1nd the amount of $2500 Invested for 8 years at 4% compounded semi-
annually 
c. \Yhat sum of money put aside now at 3% will amount to $2500 in 5 years' 
XIII. TRIGONO:\IETRIC FUNCTIONS 
For the work in trigonometry see the geometry outhne page 94. 
XIV. THE BINO~II.AL THEORE1f 
Unit ObJective 
To acquire an understanding of and ab1hty to use the binomial theorem 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to comprehend and use the binormal theorem 
a. To understand its development 
b. To find anv t erm 
~ 
c. To use the binomial theorem for fractional exponents 
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Teacher P r ocedures 
1. The teacher will make an explanation of the binomial theorem being careful to 
chstlngwsh between the coefficients and exponents of the binomial and those of 
the eA.'J)ansion theorem 
2. The teacher will expand (a + b )n to six terms and develop the formula for any 
term 
3. The teacher will show how the theorem becomes useful in the eA.i:raction of 
roots, assuming that the theorem holds for negative and fractional exponents 
4. Pupils find Pascal's triangle \ery interesting. It 1s suggested that the teacher 
acquaint himself With this device and p1 esent 1t to the pupils. It is easy to see 
from th1s triangle why tlle coefficients should Iepeat themselves 1n reverse order 
after the middle term is reached 
1 
1 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 3 1 
1 4 6 4 1 
1 5 10 10 5 1 
-
Th1s was first discove1 ed by a Frenchman, Pascal, in 1653. Each row of numbers 
gives the coefficients of an expansion of a + b beginning with 
( a + b )o, 
(a + b)z, 
(a + b )S 
1 
1 2 1 
1 3 3 1 
The numbers in each row can be found from the two numbers above it, one to 
the left, and one to the right 
Example: 1 2; 1 4; 4 6 
3 5 10 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pupil will find by actual multiplication 
a. (a+ b ) z; (a+ b )3 ; (a+ b)4; (a+ b)s 
b. Without multiplying, write: (a + b ) a 
(a - b)6 
c. Apply to (x + 3y)4 
(x + 3y)4 = (x) 4 + 4 (x)3(3y) + 6(x)2(3y)2 + 4 (x) (3y)S 
+ ( 3y) 4 = x4 + 12x3y + 5-J:xzyz + 1 0Sxy3 + 81y4 
Also 
(x - 2y)5 
(xz - 3y2)4 
d. Write the first four terms of 
(X + ~)8 
y 
c=.- x)6 
y 
(3x + 4y2)7 
, 
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e. The pupil w1ll write the 
5th term of (a - 1)8 
4th term of (x + 3y2) 1 
5th term of (x2 - y) 12 
7th term of (%a - b) 
* f . Expand (a + b) to 5 terms 
Apply to y18. y18 = .y·-,:-,16==----=-+~2 - (16 + 2)% = 
F1nd to four decimal places: yl7; \Y28; v32; v35 = y36 - J 
(62) % 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to make such expansions as 
a. (ax2+ b)S 
b. (2x - 3)G 
c. ( ~ - b2 )7 
2 3 
2. Ability to write any term of any expansion such as 
a. Find the 5th term of (b3 - a) 1 
b. Find ho 7th term of ( lhx - 3) 8 
c. Find the middle of ( x + ~) G 
X 
3. .A.b1b ty to extract roots by the binomial theorem and work such exercises as 
· a. Wnte the 1st four terms of ( c - 4) * 
b. Wnte the 1st four terms of (a - x)% 
. -4 
c. Write the 1st four terms of (az + x) 
d. Find the approximate values to four decimal places of 
v5I; -¥60; ~ 
XV. PROGRESSIONS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire abihty in the use of the progressions 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to use arithmetic progressions 
2. To be able to use geometric progressions 
Teacher Procedures 
1. The teacher will present the theory of anthmetic progressions through a prob-
lem such as 
a. A man is earning $1000 a year. For eight successive years he gets an 
increase of $100 a year. How much did he earn in the eighth year7 
2. The teacher will develop the formula ior the last term, the sum of n terms, and 
the arithmetic mean 
3. The teacher will present the theory of geometric progression through a prob-
lem such as 
a. If a man deposits $2 in a savings bank on the 2nd of January, $4 on the 
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2nd of February, $8 on the 2nd of March and so on, how much will he 
ha-ve deposited by the end of the year~ 
4. The teacher will de-velop the formula for the last t erm, the sum o.f n terms and 
the geometnc mean 
5. The teacher will develop the f ormula for the sum of an infinite decreasing 
g-eometric progression and Its application to exercises such as: 
F1nd the value o.f .666· - - ; of .24333- - -; of .3555- -
Pupil A ctivit ies 
1. The pupil will work such exerc1ses as 
a. If a denotes the fi1 st term and d the common difference, wnte four terms 
of the arithmetic progression, where 
a 2, d 3 a = 8, d = -3 
a = 4, d = 5 a = xz, d = x 
a=~d=6 a=~d=d 
2. The pup1l w11l work such examples and problems as 
a. Find the 16th t erm of -3, -8, -13 ------
b . \Yhat term is - 0 of the progress10n 7, 4, 1,-- · 
c. A man is paying for a house on the Installment plan. H1s payments dur-
mg the 1st three months are $20.00, $20.10 and $20.20. What will his 
20th and 30th payments bei 
d. A lot line is 165 feet long. Fencing It, a man wants to place the posts 
about 12 f eet apart 
( 1 ) Not countmg end posts, how many posts would he place7 
e. A p1le of fence posts has 40 in the first layer, 39 in the second, 38 in the 
thud. There are 20 layers. How many fence posts are there in the pile1 
3. The pupil will work such examples and problems as 
a . If a denotes tho first t erm and r the common ratio write four terms of 
the geometnc prog-ressions, 
a 1, r 3 
a = 2, r = 3 
a= 5 r = -2 
' 
where 
a= 6, r = lh 
a= xa, r = -x 
a = a. r = r 
4. The pup1l "ill work such examples and problems as 
a . Find the 7th term of %' 3, -6, ---
b. vVhat t erm of the progression 5, 10, 20, 40, is 640' 
c. Fmd the raho of the geometric progress10n when a 4, and the fifth 
t erm is Ys 4 
d. Find the 30th term when a = 50, r = 1.02 
e. Find the sum of the first six terms of the geometric progressiOn 4, - 12, 
+ 36 ---
f. Insert 2 geometric means be tween 71_ 6 and 4 
5. Tho pupil will work such exercises as 
a. Find the sum to Infinity of 
8 2 1 1-, -----
' ' -,. .. 
1 -11' + 11 -----
' 7 3' 79 
-
4
' - ~' -¥Is · ·--
6. 
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b. Find the value of the following- repeating decimals 
.444- - - .409090- - -
.636363 - - - .52222- - -
Puprls 'ull wotk mrscellaneous exercises and problems involving the progressions 
a. \Yhat sort of aprogresswn is 
-3 3 9 15---
' ' ' 3 10 17 24- - - . 
' ' ' ru, -m2, m3, -m4---
·/2, 2 + -vz, 4 -r v2---
' '2 2 2 v 2 4- - -
v ' ' ' b. Reauange so as to form an A.P. or a G.P. 
3, 15, -3, 9 
...;2, -v-,3v2 
4, -4, 8, 0 
x-4, 1, x-2, xz 
v3, v12, v4s 
1h, 14, 1, 2 
c. A vacation club calls for payments of 3 cents the first week; 5 cents the 
second "eek; 7 cents the third week and so on. How much will be col-
lected from one person in five weeks t 
d. In a peanut race each player statts from a matk and brrngs back 10 
peanuts, one at a time. Tho first peanut rs 5 feet from the mark, and each 
of the other:s 5 feet farther than the preceding. How many feet does 
eaA!h player tiavel in gathering 10 pcanutsf 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Abrhty to use arithmetic progressrons rn the solutron of such exercises as 
a. Frnd the arrthmetic mean of 3 and 27 
b. 
c. 
d. 
In a Chnstmas savings plan, the pa) meuts to he made for 50 weeks are 5c, 
10c, 15c, etc. \\rhat wrll be the fortreth payment~ 
In a -certain school system, a teacher is pard $950 for her first year 's work, 
and is given an increase of $50 per year each year thereafter. What w1ll be 
the teacher 's total income during ten years of service j 
If the fifth t erm of an arithmetic progression is ~1_ 5 , the twenty-first term is 
11, and the last term is 17. F1nd the number of terms 
3 3 
2. Abihty to use geometric progressiOn in the solution of sueh problems as 
a. Insert 4 geometric means bet" een 1 and 243 
b. F1nd the sum of the first 10 powers of 2 
c. Each year a man saves half as much again as he saved the preceding year. 
If he saved $128 the first year, to "hat sum w11l hrs savings amount at the 
end of seven years~ 
PLANE GEOMETRY 
FIRST SEMESTER 
I. THE ~TRODrCTION 
Unit Objective 
• 
To acquire ( 1) information about the ongm, ht~tory, and importance of geom· 
etry ; (b) abd1 ty to u::,e some of the funuamcn tal notions and some of the tools 
of geometry 
Specific Objectives 
1. To an5'' cr the question, '' \Yhy study gcomchy l '' 
2. To have a clear undcrstamhng of the new vocabulary and of the more exact 
manner tn which ccrtatn familiar worus arc used generally 
3. To be able to usc the protractor 
4. To be able to use the compass accurately 1n a few fundamental constructions 
without knowledge of the proofs of then accuracy 
5. To have an appreciation of the meaning and uses of assumptions 
6. To reahze the inauequacv of eyesight te ... ts as proofs 
7. To learn \\hat is meant by a formal proof 
Teacher Procedures 
1. The teacher will gi\ e a short talk on the Importance of the study of math· 
ematics with special reference to geometry. This talk should show the 
teacher's enthusiasm for the subject but only those claims should be maue 
which can be accomphsheu to a degree 1'. hich will be r ecognized by the 
puptls as said clauns or obJectives arc ngatn referred to during the year 
Illustrations from the teacher's O\\ n experience, and comments of other 
persons regarding the 'alue of the study of geometry to them, are more con· 
vinetng to the pupil than general comments This talk may include a dts· 
cussion of 
The increasing depenuencc of civilization upon mathematics as it becomes 
mote scientific antl consequently more mathematical 
The high school puptl 's need of planmng for more mathematics than his 
father used 
The use of the fundamental principles of geometry by the constructing 
engineer, the sallor, the machimst, the carpenter, the mechanic, the drafts· 
man, the electrician, landscape gardener, etc. 
The geometnc format10ns in nature, in architecture, and about us every· 
~here 
The importance of geometry in the culture of the past 
The study of geometry as the only formal traintng in logic in the high 
school, tra1mng In connected exact tlnnking and against jumping at con· 
ClUslOnS anu OYer dependence upon eyesight tests 
A collection of pictures of gothic arclutecture, modern engineering feats, etc., 
hung on the bulletin board for a few days or dispayeu in small groups 
throughout the year. 
• 
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2. The teacher "'111 rcqu<?st the pupils to put a light line through those words 
or paragraphs in the 1ntroduct10n which are not to be studied until they are 
needed later in the year 
Discuss10ns about most of the geomehic words before the pupils read the 
discussion of the text, e.g., to e:>..pla1n the difference between the geometric 
plane and the Iowa plains and 'Yhy the spelhng for the tool called. a plane is 
appli cable ; to sho"' an empty box and ask 1f 1 t is a geomctnc solid; to mark 
out in space with the arms a figure of three dimensions so the pupils get the 
image and then a.:;k 1f 1 t 1~ a geometric sohd; to put a chalk line on the 
board and ask if 1t is a geometric line and if necessary usc the length of 
the chalk to make a wide mark so the pup1ls see that what has been drawn 
is really in the general shape of a rectangle 
It should be made 'cry clear that complementary refer!-, to two nng1es whose 
sum is 90° and supplementary to two angles whose sum is 180° 
3. The teacher w1l1 demonstrate the use of the board protractor to measure and 
to make angles. To emphasize the fact that the cent er pomt must be lo-
cated and that point put on the 'ertcx of the angle and the same po1nt and 
the one marked 7ero should be used to determin<' the 1n1t1al side Con-
siderable emphasis ts needed here to a' 01d the assumed usc of the lower 
edge of the protractor 
4. The teacher ~nll beg1n con~tructions wtth compass and straightedge at onre, 
along with the reading material of the tc~t so that the lcarn1ng of terms 
does not become tedious; and will supervise most of the construct10n work and 
r equire it to be 'cry neat and accurate 
5. The teacher wtll explain the usc of the word assumption and of a'dom as a 
special kind of assumption 
6. The t eacher w1ll direct the pupil's attention to the uncertainty· of eyesight, 
or of the current notion that ''seeing is believing.'' A number of optical 
illusions dra" n with India ink on cardboard and shown as flash cards can 
be filed a·wav for usc vcar after vear 
., ~ " 
7. The teacher w1ll prove a s1mplc theorem, explaining the meaning of a proof 
and wnting out the steps of the proof. The first theorem 111ay well be one 
whose conclusion is unccrta1n as more interest will b e-; aroused 
8. The t eacher w11l accumulate a list of all technical terms met, make clear 
theu eAact meantug, and holu pupils for ability to use, define, and 1llustrate 
them 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pupil will read the hi~ tory of the origin of geometry in histories of 
mathematics, encyclopaedias, introductiOns 1n plane geometry te\.ts 
Roll call ans" er by the pup1l by naming triangles observed on the -way 
to school as, tn a<h erhs1ng signs, on a trellis, on the gable-end of a house. 
On other days rectangles, squares, rhombuses, trapezoides, anu circles seen 
in use in different ways or the number of them counted) furnish the response 
to roll call 
Three pup1ls "1th the aid of a knotted cord or a tape measure Imitate the 
early Egyptians 1n constructing a right triangle with the sides 3, 4, and 5 
and also 6, 8, and 10 feet 
Pictures from magazines, and other sources showing mosaic floors, linoleum 
patterns, and other geometric designs posted on the bulletin board 
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2. The <ltscussion of the mathematical Yocabularv is read in the text and 
follo" ed by class d1scuss1on 
Example~ of actn 1t1es tn class: One pupil rotates a ruler from an initial 
hne through angles of 90°, 1 oo, 270°, ~60°, 450°, etc. Rtght, acute, and 
obtuse angles arc po1ntcd out in the room The clock 1s ob-,crved in chs-
cusst ng angles of more than 360°. The puptls discuss together ways of r e-
mcmbC'ring ""hcthcr the word complementary 1s used for two angles whose 
~Um lS 00° Or \Y}H'ther the \\·ord is :--upplcmentary 
E~crct~es on compl •mentary and supplementarY angles 
'orne pup1ls remember that '' c'' comes before '' s'' 1n the alphabet and 
DO come~· before 1 0. TheY chscu~s the chffercnce between intersect and bi-
• 
sect. A true honzontal hnc and a tru<.' 'crtlcal line arc obtained with the 
o1·dma1y equipment of the room, with a dec1s1on as to which can be obtained. 
first 
Rhort daily objecti,·e quizzes \)n the understanding of geometric words 
whtch haYC been tlu-cu::;::;cd thoroughly in cla~s 
3. To make and mca.._urc angles 1n all sorts of po,ltlOn", cxr,hanging protractors 
of <hffercnt types and comparing re~ult:s 
4. Puptls "111 make const1 uchons of perpendicular b1secto1 s of lines; bisectors 
of angles; and of equal angles m all sort::- of posttlons, alone, and \Vhen parts 
of a given figure. If pm.;sthle each pupil should be seated at a table an d 
have the use of a dra" mg hoard and T-l:'quare in addition to his compa!:>s 
and stratght-edge rnruled paper: preferably dra""-ing paper, to be used. 
Supplementary act1Y1hes: 
Practlce of the requued construct10ns may be carried on and symmetry 
learned at the same tunc by constructmg symmetric figure!' 
Pract1ce may be socmcd and a future toptc may be introduced here to ad-
vantage, by the construction of the three bisectors of angles, perpendicular 
b1::;cctors of sides, mechans, and altitudes of tnangles. ...\fter thi s has been 
done all four set s of lines may be put on one triangle wtth a key as to the 
color or markings of each s"t . One or more pupils maY make a large draw-
mg on cardboard of all four sets oi bncs on au acute tnangle and also on 
an obtus<' triangle. One of tlw:--c dra1'- tngs on the bulletin hoard will 'cry 
often be r ef erred to throughout the year 
5. Pupils 'nll make a h st of a~sumptions "hich arc mathematical and another 
list wlnch are not mathematical. They "ill decide which could be proved if 
desued. They w1ll study the hst of assumptions in the text and illustrate then 
usc "1th numbers, etc. 
6. Puptls wtll react to optical illusions shown by the teacher or c:;een in the 
text, and find others t o show the class 
7. Puplls "111 r eason through the :first theorem (or theorems) under direct guid· 
anc e. 1'he need for a~scmhling all e<:;scnbal data before attempting the 
proof should be emphasized 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ahliity to writP a 300-word theme or floor talk on the origin of geometry. 
The names Egypt, Greece, Thales, and Euclid should be included 
The pupOs attacking the first fe" weeks of the work in geometry with 
interest and few pupils continuing to a...,k, " \Yhy do we study geometry1" 
2. Abth ty to define "ords and express10ns such as acute, obtuse, right, stra1ght, 
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adjacent, complementary, supplementary, and vertical angles; acute, right 
obtuse, equilateral, and i'3oo;;cele~ triangle!', altitude, and hypotenuse of a 
tnangle; Intersect and bisect; hne segment; radius and arc; vertical and 
horizontal lines; 'ertcx of an angle and of a tnangle; square and rect-
angle; congruent triangle~: words and expressions not to be defined but to 
be undcr::-tood as evidenced by explanations requiring several sentences, or 
by then usc, or by response.., to questions about them; angle, assumption, 
axiom, circle, corresponding part, geometnc figures, line, plane, point, sohd, 
surface 
• Symbols to understand and use~ 
=, L, l. 
3. Ability to measure or make any angle with the protractor to 1nthin one de-
gree of accuracy 
4. Ability t o make constructions 1n any position: bisector of a line and of 
an angle; at a point on a hnc and from a point off a line construct a per-
pendicular; to make one angle equal to another; to construct an tsosceles and 
an equilateral tnangle; to make an exact copY of a tnanglc b:~ making re-
~pectiYely equal two angles and the included s1dc, two ::>Ides and the included 
angle, and three sides 
5. Ability to undcr~tand assumpt10ns such as 
Through t" o p01nts 1t Is po~s1hlc to draw one st raight line, and only one 
A hne segment may be procluccd to any de"Hcd length 
The shorte~t path bet" cen t" o po1nts is the line sc•gment joining them 
One and. only oue pcrpen<hcular can be dra\\ n through a given potnt to a 
giYen line 
The shorte~t distance from a point to a line is the pcrpen<hrular di~tance 
from the }>Oint to the line 
Any figu1c may be mo' cd from one place to another 'vtthout changing its 
s1ze or sha pc 
All right angles and all straight angles arc equal 
If the sum of two adJacent angles equals a ~traight angle, their exterior 
sides form a straight hne 
All radii of the same or equal circles are equal 
T'' o straight lines cannot inter.;;ect in more than one point 
Equal angles haYe equal complements and equal supplements 
Yertical angles are ~qual 
If equals arc added to, subtracted from, multiplied br, or di,·ided by, equals, 
the results arc equal 
The whole 1s equal to the sum of all it~ parts and greater than any part 
Like powers or hke roots of equals are equal 
6. Ability to go deeper than such expressions as ''Any one can see that'', and 
u I can tell 1t is true just by look1ng at the :figure" 
7. Ability to apprec1ate the c:-..actncss of formal proofs 
Xote: For geometry te~ts sec b1bhography 
• 
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II. STRAIGHT LIXE FIGURES 
CON"GRUEXCE AXD P~\RALLELS 
A. CONGRUE~CE 
Unit Objective 
To acquuc ahility to under~tand and usc congruence and parallelism 
Specific Objectives 
1. Acquire the ability to 
a. Explain the word coincide 
b. Explain the words snpcrpo~ition and superimpose 
c. Explain the word congruent 
d. Prove the first theorem on congruent triangles by actual superposition 
e. Use first theorem a~ a tool to pro\ c other triangles congruent 
f. Give further application of the th eorem on congruence of triangles 
g. Pro' e the second theorem on congru ent triangles by actual superposition 
and 1ts use as a tool to proYc other tnanglcs congruent 
h. Choose the proper the01 em to work out original exercises 
i. Prove the theorem· The base angles of an isosceles tnangle are equal 
j. Use the theorems thus far proved 1n exercises such as are found in modern 
textbooks 
k . Pro" e the third theorem on congruent triangles and usc it as a tool in 
original exercises 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Tbc teacher will hold a general dt-.cu"ston with the class on how to de-
termine whether two shcks are of the same length or not and if not which 
onr is the greater (hy placing them together with one end of each on tho 
table or floor ) 
Do the same with other objects, calling attention to the fact that, if of 
equal length, they are said to coincide. This is common practice in the 
comparison of th1ngs (u~e squares. tnanglcs, dimes, quarters) 
2. The teacher ~ill call attention to the fact that in the aboYe test for 
equality, the act of plactng the objects tog-ether is called superposition as 
the one object is placed upon the other. The objects arc then said to be 
superimposed 
3. The teacher must ma.ke clear to the pupils the use of the words Pqual and 
congruent. Equal fi~ures arc not necessarily congruent, but congruent 
:figures are necessarily equal. This distinction must be made clear 
4. The teacher acts as a guide in the dtscu~sion of the first theorem on con-
gruent triangles to lead the pupil to sec the results desired Corresponding 
parts of congruent tnanglcs should be identified. Pupils and teacher will 
read the proof using the triangles, placing them together, as directed, ac-
tually doing what is usually imagined 
5. AR~ign for discussion in class: I ha\ e a triangle here and my friend fifty 
miles a~ ay has one. By using the phone bow can we test the congruence 
of thc"e two tnangles "1thout bringing them togetheri 
Pup1ls mu~t be able to usc as a tool the proposition: If t'' o sides of one 
tnangle arc equal rcspccti" ely to the two s1dcs of a not her and the in· 
eluded angles equal, the triangles arc congruent. 
The teacher should g1ve many exercises in applying thts therocm such as 
• 
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are found in the n10dern texts. It is more important at this time that the 
pupil be able to apply this theorem in original exercises than to repeat the 
proof word for word 
6. Take up the second proposihon on congruent triangles 1n the same m'lnner 
as the first. Con~truction from data. Supcrpos1tlon in the cla~~room 
,. 
I • 
Results d1scu ssed 
Parte; gi' en 
Parts rc~mlting 
Apphcat10n of the theorem to ~unplc exercises. 
proof of the theorem itself 
Pupil not asked to gh e 
Applications to p1 oblems where either of the t" o theorems may be used, 
to develop power in the pup1l to choo~c the right theorem 
A mimeographed lu.t of Slmplc e~ercl'H.'S c;hould be given to class. Few 
texts supply a sufficient number to gi Ye the pup1ls that power and con-
fidence so necessary at th1~ stage of the work. ::Many of the exercises 
should be in question and answer form. 
8. Let the theorem about the ba~e angles of an iso~ccles triangle be suggested 
through the construction of the triangle. Pup1l 1s led to the proof before 
ass1gmng it 1n the book. Also led to ~ee "hy the aux1hary hnc is dra~ n 
to t>isect the angle at the vertex. At first let It be drawn ·otherwise 
9. 
10. 
1. 
A picture cord makes an Isosceles tnangle with a line connecting the 
points of suspension. A hnc from the picture hook b1scc ting the angle is 
the line of Simple support or ~u-,pc nsion for the p1cturc. I~ an equilateral 
triangle also isosceles i 
By the use of 1so cele.., tnanglc and the first theorem on congruent tri-
angles prove the third theorem on congruent tnangles. Could th1s theorem 
be pr oved by supcrpos1h on as the first two "ere? 
Two r ight triangles are congruent If a s1dc and hypotenuse arc equal 
T" o right tnangles arc c>ongrucnt 1f a side and an acute angle ate equal 
Note 1. Proofs of tho eally constructions may be brought in here as 
simple apphcahon~ and they at the same time w1ll Yenfy the 
correctnc~s of the construction work 
~ ote 2. Attention should be cal1 cc1 to the five theorems on congruent tn-
angles and constant applicatwn made. Pupil ~hould be drilled 
on the choice of fh e "a~ s of pro' ing t rianglcs cougru0nt h~.r the 
use of rxercises to b e found 1n cun cnt t ext hook s 
Pupil Activities 
Pupils w1ll finu situations in "hi<'h cquahty or incquahty are determined by 
t h e pr inciples of this un1t 
2. Pupils will find illustrations of "uperposition such as : When a design is 
used as a pattern it :is placed upon a p1ece of paper and the next one cut 
from it. Th1s is superposition. Even the carpenter uses this method. In 
cu tting out rafters, he \\lll make one "cry carefully anu test it out using 
i t a<s a pattern to cut out others 
P upils w1ll cut out and test vanous figures for cong1 uencc by the above 
method 
4. Pupils m ll construct a triangle given t"o sides and the included angle (AB 
= 3'', AC = 5" and angle BAC = 45° ) . Use ruler and protractor. In class 
these t riangles are tested by superposition and results discussed 
• 
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5. Pupils will measure the sides and angles of the triangles t o find if they 
satlsfy the test for cong ruence 
6. Pup1b "ill solye such pro~ems as 
T o find the d1:::.tancc f rom A to B acro'ls a 'lwamp 
A 
• 
c D 
7. Pupils will present Thalcs' method of dctcrmimng th e distance of a ship at 
sea 
8. Puplls will work such a hst of exercises as 
a In the isosceles tnangle ABC, AB = CB, ana AE = B 
CP. Docs BE = BF1 Wby~ 
A c 
b. In the eqmlateral triangle ABC, B 1s the midpoint 
of AB and F is the midpoint of CB. B 
Does AE = CF? Why~ 
D o eo;; BE = BF i Why 1 
c. In the square ABCD 1s triangle ABC :::::: BCD~ \Vhy <i 
Does BD = AC1 Why ~ 
d. In the square AFGC, B is the midpoint of AC. 
F G 
BE and BD are drawn making angles ABD and 
D E 
CBE each = 60 o . .A.Ie triangles ABD and CBE 
congruent' Whyt Does BD = BEt Why7 A B c 
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e. In the triangle ACB, LA == { B. E is the midpoint F 
of AB and AD == BF. Does ED == EF'? \Vby 1 E B 
f. Given a triangle 1nth t" o sides equal, construct the triangle. Wntc a 
theorem about two of the angles of this tnangle Prove 1t. 
9. Pupils will apply the first three theorems to the ca~ec; of congruence of right 
triangles 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ab1lity to compare geometnc figures 1n s1ze, shape, and design, by the use 
superposition and coincidence 
2. Abihty to usc accuratelY the terms equal and congruent 
3. Ability to select the proper theorem by wh1ch hnes and angles may be 
proved equal if they can be ~hown to l)C corrcspondlDg parts of congruent 
t riangles 
4. Ab1hty to state the te~t for congruence, gn·cn in the second theorem. 
5. Abihty in handling the exercises given 
6. By this bme the pupil should be able to usc the following elements of a 
formal proof: 1. Statement of the theorem~ 2. Construction of the figu re; 
3. Hypothesis (or given ) ; 4. T'o proYe; 5. Proof and reasons. Pad paper with 
the form printed is an aid to tbi~ as the pupil Is then more concerned about 
what to put down than how to put it down. After a week or two the pad 
form may be taken away and the pupil will be found to have acquucd tho 
form. Sometimes the under:.;tanding of a proof is clouded by Insisting too 
early on the form. ~lost of this work should be done during the class penods 
so that pupils will not practice In error nor become unduly discouraged and 
get a wrong mental set toward the course 
7. Ability to proYe the usual set of theoremq and problems found in the modern 
textbooks, such as 
The bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle is perpendicular 
t o the base and bisects it 
An equiangular triangle is also equilateral 
If the three sides of one tnanglc are equal respectively to the two sides of 
another the tnangles are congruent 
8. The most important eYidence of ma~tery 1!:' ahihtv to recogni7e in a gross 
situation what proposition or theorem applies This is far more important 
than ability to proYe again pi oposi tlons who~e proof is given in the text. 
Th1s ab1litv must be shown b\ success 1n working new problems which de-
.. 
mand the abihty to select and apply the proper principle 
B. PARALLE L LINES 
Unit Objective 
To acquire an appreciation of parallchsm and its applications 
Specific Objectives 
1. T o acquire an understanding of parallel h nes by definition 
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2. To understand the ~ntuations brought in by· the transversal 
3. To understand the parallel postulate 
4. To understand other a~sumptwns on parallel lines 
5. To understand the fir~t theorem on parallel lines 
6. To understand other ways of pro\'ing hncs parallel by usc of the first 
theorem 
7. To acquire the technique for constructing parallel lines 
8. To ~ec certain relations about the angles when lines arc parallel 
9. To understand other theorems on relations of angles about parallel lines cut 
by a transversal 
1. D<n elop and make clear 
plane 
Teacher P rocedures 
the reasons "hv the lines ha' e to be in the samo 
• 
2. Pr~~ent the definition of a trans\ Pr .... al )fake clear that a trans,wersal is a 
line cutting or cross1ng an~~ two hue.., "hether parallel or not. Have pupils 
gn·e ulustratwns such as: frog ln ti acks, any crossing of streets, wires, crossw 
ba1 s 1n windows, sc1 ecn doors, trusses, etc. 
3. Prcscn t the cutting c1f parallel lines by a transversal 
Cutting more than t" o parallel lines 
:1101 e than one transversal used 
Anv figures formed 1n the aboYc 
4. Discuss the axiom: Through a gn en point one and onl~ .. one hne can be 
drawn parallel to a gi,·en line 
5. Discuss the theor<'m: If two straight h nes arc parallel to a third straight 
line, they are parallel to each other 
6. Present the relation: If two straight lines 1n the same plane are perw 
pendicular to the same straight line, they cannot meet, that is they arc 
parallel Through illust1 ahons and em cful dtscuss1on of tlus theorem tlns 
truth should be made clear and then S<'t do" n as a fact 
7. Present the relation: If a straight hne 1s perpcnchcular to one of two 
parallel hncs it is pet pendicular to the other also 
8. Present the theorem: Ii t\' o straight l11ws in the same plane are cut by a 
transversal, mak1ng the alternate u1tenor angles equal, the lines are 
parallel. This makes a good construction problem and later IS one of tho 
methods of constructing parallel hnes 
It IS suggested that the teacher lead the pupil to prove th1s theorem by 
the use of the precced1ng matenal on parallel lines and congruent triangles, 
thus making a more continuous dev<'lopmcnt than 1s to be found in the 
maJority of textboks. The following is gi'" en by way of illustration. 
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K H 
A p 
• 
F 
B 
Draw the line AB. Through some 
point D not on the line AB draw 
the transversal DC cutting AB in 
E. Through M, a po1nt on CD, 
• 
construct the line l{F making 
LI{1IE == L BEM. Bisect ~fE at 
0 and through 0 construct OP 
perpendicular to AB, ex tending 
1t to cut KF at II. Prove the 
tnangles HMO and PEO con-
gruent. L0Hi\f == LEPO anll is a 
right angle. Therefore the lines 
KF and AB are parallel 
9. Introduce analy'n.;; and train the pupil in 1h usc. The power of analy~1s is 
a ~trong and effective method of 1n' C<;,hgabon and 1ts u.::e should he en· 
courage<l. After the analy;:,lS, put the \\ ork 1nto the u~ual syn thetic form 
10. Prrscnt the theorem: If h' o hncs arc cut bv a trans\ ersal so that: 
• 
a. A pair of corresponlling angles arc equal the hne~ are parallel 
b . A pair of interior angles on the ~am' side of the transversal arc sup· 
lcmcntary, the lines are para1lel 
Note: Applicat10ns to show parallelism should he 1ntroduced here 
11. Present the theorem: If two parallel lines arc cut by a transversal the 
alternate interior angle~ arc equal Lead the pupil to construct the parallel 
hncs us1ng the theorPm: T" o lines pcrpcnclicular to the same straight l ines 
arc parallel. Bi~cct thu;, common perpcn<licular by a transversal and prove 
the nght triangles congruent. Tlns mrtbotl avo1ds 1ndirect proof and 
applies the prcccd1ng mater1al on cong1 urnt triangles 
12. Usc analysts in dc,·cloping these theorems 
'I'wo hnc, are parallel if when cut by a transYersal 
a. A pall' of corre'-'ponding angles arc equal 
b. A pau of in tenor angles on the Ramc s1dc of the trans" crsal are 
supplementary 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils should bring in illustrat10ns from the1r environment such as: 
The two ralls of a. track 
The t~o edges of a t" o by four 
The t" o edges of any st raight h oarll 
The corners of the roon1 
2. Pup1ls will draw line'> (oblique ) an<l cut across them by a straight hne or 
trans' ersal, naming all the angles around the point::; of intersection 
Pup1ls to bring in illustrations 
3. Pup1ls "1ll name all the angles formed. D1scoYering Iela t10ns of equah ty 
that may ex1st. Also son1e look ~upp1cmcntary. Test out w1th protractor 
4. Through constl uct10n and discussion pup1ls w11l see the ti uth of the par-
allel postulate and that it means that two intersecting lines cannot both be 
parallel to the same line 
5. By construction and discuss1on and prrhaps the informal introduction of 
indirect proof (if the class 1s one that can understand it th1s early in the 
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work) pup1ls "Ill ::,hO\\ the truth of the statement regarding lines parallel 
to a thud line 
lllustrabon: telephone wires; '\\here boards come together in a floor 
6. Pup1ls will present illust1 at10ns of lines perpendicular to same hne. Edges 
of straight edge; of T-~quarc; edge of a book; of a door; telegraph poles 
if set 1n correctly. They will usc T-squarcs to draw some lines perpendic-
u lar to a line or edge of blackboard or edge of drawing board and show 
what 1s revealed to them 
7. Pup1ls will give such illustrations as streets cutting other streets, crossbar 
on a telephone pole where sc,·eral w1rc:s arc fastened, book shelves and 
edge of door frame. A hnc perpendicular to the hnes of a ruled paper. 
Cross hnes on graph paper . Town~h1p hnes on a map 
8. Pupils will find illu~trat10ns and dra,,_. them and usc protractor to check 
them 
9. Pupils will state the pnnciplc invoh ed 
10. Pupils will show how a carpenter dra" s parallel lines by means of h1s 
square 
11. Pupils will draw parallel hnes by use of T-squarc and by measurements 
w1 th the protractor 
E vidences of Mastery 
1. Abihty to explain and use the concept of parallel lines 
2. Ab1hty to apply a transversal to other conditions than parallel lines 
3. Ab1hty to use the ba!:HC theorems for parallel lines 
4. Ab1hty to see and usc the t ruth in the parallel postulate 
5. Abihty through con~trucbon and analy~1:s to pre:scnt the first theorem on 
parallel hnes 1n such a ' ' ay as to g1 vc e\·idence that It can be used as a too] 
to soh·c original exer c1ses 
G. Ab ility to use theorems about angles and parallel lines, such as: 
a. The sum of the interior angles of a tnanglc is equal to two r1ght angles 
(T'his should be pro' cd in seYeral ways) 
b. An e~ tenor angle of a tnangle i~ equal to the sum of the two remote 
1ntenor angles of the tnangle 
c. Angles with theu ~adcs parallel each to each are either equal or sup· 
p lcmentary 
d. Angles with their sides perpendicular each to each are either equal or 
supplementary 
7. Ability to handle new problems which invoh e the use of the::,e plinciples 
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Ill. Q~ADRILATERALS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire an understanding of quadnlaterals 
Specific Objectives 
1. To understand tho definitwn of a polygon 
2. To be able to classify polygons 
3. To be able to cla~s1fy quadulaterals 
4. T o understand the usual theoretns on quadrilate1 als and parallelograms 
Teacher Procedures 
I 
1. Present con' ex and conca\ e polygons 
2. Present name~, ::,uch as hexagons, etc. 
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3. Present the meaning of the "ord and the cla::,~dica tion of quadrilaterals. 
Draw figures to illustrate 
4. The t eacher w11l present the follow1ng for dtscus~ion: 
Are sc reen door!) rectangles or parallelograms 1 Are they alwa' s rectangles~ 
H ow can they be made stable~ W hy 1s a stn p sometimes nailed across the 
corner of a screen door? 
Are window frames rectangles, squares, or parallelograms 1 
In deln enng window and door frames, "hy IS a st11p na1led <.hagoually across 
the frame from top to side~ 
How long is this stnp left in place~ 
5. The teacher Wlll present the usual theorems on quadrilaterals anu their use 
as tools in working original C'xe1 cises 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will draw different regular and nrc gular figu1 e~. The} "Ill .find 
illustrations In snow crystab; ~tar- ~hapcd figures 
2. Pupils will dra'' free-hand sketches of such figures 
3. Pupils will group <.lifferent quadrilateral-; to sho·r·.- the types from general to 
particular 
4. Pupils will prove the theotems having to do with quadrilaterals 
5. Pupils will usc the theorems as tools to solve proul<'ms 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to define polygon 
2. Abibty to understand and use the terminology of quadnlaterals 
3. Abtlity to draw antl name all kinds of quadrilaterals 
4. Ability to demon~tratc the important theorems of quaurilaterals 
5. Ab1hty to usc the theorem of quac1rilatctals a~ toob of thinking in the so· 
lutlon of ne~ problems 
Note. For geometry t ests sre bibliography 
IV. I~EQU.\.LITIES 
Unit Objective 
To acqUJre ability to u~e inequahties 
Specific ObJectives 
1. To understand the meaning of the symbol for inequality 
2. To understand the inequahty ax1oms 
3. To understand the theorems on Inequalities 
• 
• 
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Teacher Procedures 
1. Present for discusswn that mathemahcs deals mostly w'lth equalities, i.e., 
thing~ that are equal, hut that more th1ngs are unequal 1n the world about 
us than arc equal 
2. Similar to the axioms for equals there arc the axioms for unN1uals 
3. Have on hand sticks of different lengths to illustrate the possible and im-
possible cases of the construction of triangles 
4. Present for uiscus::;wn such questions as 
'"Why do you cut street corners and cut across the park~ 
Are there any advantages to diagonal streets 1n a ctiy i 
Can anyone tell ho'' \Vashington, D. C. 1s laid out'? 
What definition of hc1ght or altitude makes it impossible for us to find that 
the h01ght of anyone of you is t en feet 1 
What do we mean by the expression "as the crow flies"? 
Pupil Activities 
1. The puplls will U"i<' anll illu..,trate the following relation~, heing able to sub-
stitutes 1eabhes for a and b 
a. a equal" b is expressed a == b 
a is unequal to b 1s expressed a t b 
a 1s greater than b 1s expressed a > h 
a is les~ than b is cxpre:::.~etl a < b 
b. Equals added to equals gn·e equals 
Equals added to unequal" gi' e unequab 1n the same order 
Equals substractetl from equals gi ,-e equals 
Equals subtracted from unequals gn e unequal<; in the same order 
Unequal::; subtrach•d from equals gn c uncquals In the 1 e' c>rsc order 
c. Give other illustrations of the inequality axioms 
2. Pupils "1ll "ork :such problems and theorems as 
a. Construct triangles "hose sides arc 3, 3, and 7 inche~; 7, , and 10 inches; 
etc. 
b. 'rhe sum of t'' o sides of a tnangle 1s greater than the third ::-1de : or any 
stde of a triangle 1s les~ than the sum of the other two siclc>s (Thzs con-
stztutcs a cond1tlon that a triangle can he dra,Yn if the three sides arc 
g1ven) 
c. If two angles of a triangle arc unrqual the s1des opposite these angles are 
unequal, and the greater ~ide i~ opposite the greater angle (hypotenuse 
of right triangle) 
d If two stdcs of triangle arc unequal the angle::, oppostte these sides arc 
unequal and the greatez angle i~ opposttc the greater side 
e. If h\ o triangles ha' e two side of one equal respectn ely to two szdcs of 
the other and the Inrludell angles unequal the t11anglc that has the 
greatPr included angle has the greater third s1de 
f. If t" o triangles ha \ c t" o s1ues of one equal respecti' ely to two sides of 
the other and the tluru !:-ildes unequal, the triangle that has the greater 
thud side has the grea tcr angle oppos1 te 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to define and use th<• terrmnology and symbols of inequality 
2. Ability to give tllustro.t10ns 
I 
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3. Ability to ucmon~tratc and u e the axioms of inequahty 
4. Ability to apply a knowledge of the fun,lamcntal relations between the sides 
of a triangle to Inequahtjes 
5. Ability to solve new problems ''"hich In\O}\ e the use of these theorems 
Y. C'IRCLER 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to use the properhes of cncle~ 
Specific Objectives 
1. To he able to construct circles 
2. To be able to prove the common theorems of eirclcs 
3. To be able to use these theorems as further tools 
4. To understand the simple relatiOn of chords and arcs of a <·irclc or of equal 
circles 
5. To understand the relations of angle~ in and about a circle and their meas-
u rement 
6. T o ha' c a workmg knowledge of the relations of circles 
7. To sec and appl! the relationships of the circle in the every-dav world 
8. To use the theorem" as tools In the working of miscellaneous exerc1c;;es 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Explain the U!-ie of the compass at hoard; rualung of accurate circles 
2. Discuss circles through one p01nt; through two points; through three points; 
about a triangle · 
3. Take up concentric ci rrJe...,; intcr~cding circles; tangent ci rclcs; common 
c•hord; common tangent": hue of centers; clcsigns u-•.ing cii·cles 
Bung 111 illustration fron1 dilect and transverse belting 
4. Expla1n the 1n~cnphon of a hexagon in a circle; an equilateral triangle; 
polygon of 12, 24, 48, 96 sides, etc. 
5. H aYc the pupd:o; clra\\ equal chord" in same or equal circle~. Ha\. e them 
write a theorem about "·hat they see. Can they prove it f Suggest the con-
verse. Have the pupils draw t'vo chord~ equally d1stant from the center in 
-..arne or equal circles. \Vhat thcoH'lll i~ ~ugge-..tcd 1 Can they pro' e it~ 
Refer to text "hen nece~!'ary 1 n the~c p1 oofs. Ramc treatment with other 
theorems 
6. \Vith the pupil~ at board or ~cats. t <'achcr will dirert clas~ to draw a circle 
w1th radu mak1ng a ccntt al angle. Definition. Draw tvi o perpendicular 
d1ameter ·. ~lake four central angles dividing circumference into four arcs. 
Notice 1f the angles are equal. Nobcc if the arcs are equal. Notice the 
f-lze of the central angles. ~otice the length in degrees of the arcs Notice 
the relation between arc ancl co rresponding cenhal angle. B1sect these arcs 
and draw rad1i. Xohce the relation between angles and arcs now. For 
eYerv angula1 deo-ree at the center there is an arc degree in the intercepted 
• b 
arc. Trv ~arne as abo~ e "ith in~crihrd hexagon and angles at the center . 
• IIow are cPntral angles measurecl ~ \\1lat IS meant by the statement ''a 
central angle is measurrcl by its 1 n terccptctl arc". What rcla tlon e-xists 
about equal central angles in the ~amc or equal r1rcles? No proof necessary. 
Dra'\ an 1nscrihecl angle. How can it he measured~ Proof. Do the samo 
"
1
th angles formecl hy- two 1ntero;;ecting chord~; chord and tangent; two 
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tangents; tangent and secant; two secants. Try writing the truth of these 
theorems 1n one statement connected by moving the point of intersechon 
of two chords from center of circle to non-central pos1hon; to eircumfer-
ence; one chord becoming a tangent; the point moving w1thout the circle 
w1th one line a tangent and one a secant; w1th both lines secants; with both 
lines tangents. Tlus can be illustrated by using two rulers 
7. Take up the u~ual theorems and apphcabons which are of interest, and of 
use 1n later chapters 
8 Take up and present f'uch e~amples and illus~rations as: 
Circles of latitude '' tth ang-le~ at center of earth, cncles of longitude, cir-
cumference of earth, all "heels as Clrrle~-~pokes as raclu, circular ponds, 
circles in landscape garc1emng, eircular flowerR, circular "1ndows, circular 
pipes in cross serhon, ~emirircular windo"·s, arches in bridge construction 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupil-; will dra" a circle, thr rachus, chameter, chord, ar(!, tangent, antl 
~erant at board ancl properlv- designate each 
2. Cla..,s at board w1th compa~l'. take a point, draw a circle through it, an-
other, another. The) sre how many curies can be drawn through one point. 
They take two po1nts, draw a circle through them, another, another. They 
seo how many c1rcles can be drawn through two points. They take three 
pomts, draw a circlP through them, another, another. They see how many 
circles can be dra'\\n through three points 
3. Puptls draw two c1rcles haYing same center, another, another, Xame them. 
Draw t" o circlcl' mtrrscrhng each other. rse circles of same ~..tze and of 
chffercnt size to <.1o this 
4. Pupils chaw t" o cnclcs touching each other. They sec in how many" ays 
this can be done. TheY use circles of same size and of <hfferent size 
• 
5. At board or seats, pupd" draw a good s1red rucle. \V1th radiu~ as a length 
cut off an arc ancl see how manv- tunc" this w11l go around the circle. 
(Tearbrr will ha' e to <1irect thic;) ::\arne the pol:n;ron Connect alternate 
points. Xame the triangle Bisect the original arcs, connect. Continue 
th1s as far as pos~1bl~ 1n construction 
6. Pup1ls discuss what is happening. (Perimeter approaches circumference. 
Area of polygon approaches area of cnc1e. Line from center of circle 
perpenchcular to a side of polygon approaches radius. Polvgon then ap· 
proaches circles as near as we care to carrv on the doubhng of the sides) 
7. Pupils show bv- drawings that equal chords are suhtended hy equal arcs 
and con' erselv. Equal chords are equally dtstant from the center and 
con,-erselY. A bne through the center of a circle perpendicular to a chord 
bisects the chord and the two subtendecl arcs and con" er.,cly. Tangents 
to a circle from an exterior point arc equal A line perpen<hcular to a 
radius at its outer exhcmity is tangent to the circle. Parallel lines in· 
tercept equal arcs on a circle and con' erselv 
8. Pupils will present the theorems about central angles, such as 
Equal central angles intercept equal arcs ancl conYer"el~ 
l\Ieasurement of central angles; of inscribed angles; 
Angles 1nscribed in a scmi-ciTcle are right angles 
Angles inscnbed in the same arc are equal 
• 
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9. Pup1ls w1ll wo1 k out these theorems. D1scuss "ays and means of handling 
the more diff1cult exercises through suprr\ ised study work 
10. Pupils will obser\ e and bring in e\:amples of ClfCl<'c; 1n their journe' s a bout 
town, from tho1r reading-.,, about tho1r school, from the shops, from the 
house 
1. 
') 
.... 
3. 
4. 
Evidences of Mastery 
Ab1hty to uc:;e these theoren1s in the 8oluhon of new problems 
Abihty to demon"trate anu u<;:e the knowledge of the parte; of a circle 
Ab1hty to show through construction that three points not in the same 
straight line determine a circle 
Ab1litv to show what 1s meant bv the Yarious terms used in tho relation of 
w • 
two or more circle~; to use this terminologv 
5. Ability to show the various relation:s of hnes, triangles, and polygons in 
eire les th1 ough construction 
6. Ab1hty to cstabhsh fundamental relations between chords, arc", etc.) in a 
circle 
7. Ab1lity to usc angles in and about a circle "1th their measurements 
8. Ability to show where the geometry of the circl~ appears in the world at 
large 
Note: For geometry tests see bibliography 
• 
• 
SECOND SEMESTER 
YI. LOCI 
Unit Ob ject ive 
To acqui1 c ability to unl1<·r~tand and usc loc1 
Specific ObJectives 
1. To undcr::;tand the general mcamng of the word loci 
2. To unclcrstan<l the gcometnc meaning of loci 
3. To work out exercise::; on loci to gain a mastery of the idea 
4. To understand the chrechons for cletermining loci 
5. To understand the usual thcorl'ms concerning loci a~ found in the modern 
texts 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Take up loci as place ot· location (plural). The teacher i::; a leader in this 
discusswn 
2. 'I'akc up loci as the po~ition of all points satlsfying a gcometnc condition, 
or set of conditions. 1f akc these conditions real by questions about the 
loca bon of homes w1th reference to ~chool, church, post oiitcc, etc. Also 
discuss location of tOl\·n::; at a g1' en du .. tance from your town 
3. Pre!'icnt illustratwns by draw1ng a hnc AB and taking a point C on It. 
Draw ~evcral circles tangent to AB at C. \Vhat is the locus of their centers~ 
Take two point A and B Constru('t sc' eial Isosceles triangles with AB as 
a base. \\1Iat is the locus of the 'crttces of these tnangles 1 etc 
4. Locate three or more pOints satl',f} Ing the given condition 
a. Dec1dc what the locus is 
b. Prove that the decision Is correct 
3. T" o things must be pro\ eel 
a. E\ cry pmnt on the locu~ must satu~fy the gn en condition 
b. Every point that satl~fics the gl\ en condition mu~t be on the loru~ 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will beg1n "ith illust1atwns not necessarily geomctuc ~uch as telling 
a. Where arc all place$ on<' hlock cast of ______ street? wc:-:t of ...... ~trcct i 
three blocks north of ....... street l 
b. \Vhat postal zones are within certain di::;tances from ccn tral poc;;ition 
c. \Vhere arc all places 1n a room half wav bet1\ een two of 1ts opposite 
"alls 1 adJacent "alb? ceiling and floor 1 
2. Pupils will discuss ::;uch que~tions as 
a. What IS the locus of all poinb one inch from a given point~ two inches 
from a given line. 
b. What is the poHtlOn of ull points equid1stant from two given pointsi 
etc (Apply this 1n space) 
c. What IS the path made hy the hub of an automobile wheel a,q the car 
moves down the street? of a point (or piece of mud) on a tire~ on tho 
r1m 7 on a spoke half "ay bet\\ een the hub and rim~ 
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d. A point starts at the vertex of an angle and moYes so that It is always 
equidistant from the sides of the angle. What kind of a line docs it 
generatci 
Pup1ls w11l u:-.e compa~s, rulC'r, ancl protractor in these conc:;tructions 
Puplls 'nil construct the figures as far as posstblc 
Pupils will de,·tse illustration~ to ~how that thcc;e condition~ arc necessary 
a. Locus of all citlcs 1n Lat. 40° E.; Long. 00° \V. 
b. \ Vhy does the cm penter 's gauge draw a line parallel to the eclgc along 
which it is drawn 9 
E vidences of Mastery 
A15ilitv to usc the word loci corrcctlv 
~ . 
Abllity to usc the word 'l.s a gcomctnc concept 
Abihty to use the concept later "hen it occurs 
Abdity to handle ordinarY tec;ts for loci 
~ . 
Abtlity to handle the geometric te"tc:; for loci 
Abthty to prove and u..,c theorems such as 
a. The locus of a point (or all point~) rqui<listant from tno given points is 
the perpendicular lnscctor of the line JOimng the two pmntc:; 
b. The locus of a point (or all point~) cquu1istnnt from the ~ides of an 
angle is the hi~crtor of tllC' angle 
c. The locus of the "ertex of a right angled triangle with a given fixed 
hypotenuse is a ctrclc with the hypotenuse as a dtamcter 
d. The locus of a point at a giYcn di-,tancc from a given po1nt 1s a circlo 
with the gn en pmnt as a center and the given distance as a radius 
e. The locus of a p01 nt at a gi' en distance from a given lmc 1s two hnes, 
one on each stde of the gn en hnr, parallrl to it and at the given distanco 
f. The locus of a point equally distant from two parallel lines is a line 
parallel to both lines half "ay between the two lines 
Ability to pro\ e ancl u:se the usual theorems on concurrent lines 
a. The hi . ecto1 s of the angles of a triangle a rr concu1 rent (or pass through 
a single point) at a point that is equ1d1stant from the ~iucs of the tri 
angle 
b. 'rhe perpendicular hbectors of the HHles of a triangle arc concurrent at 
a point that ts cquidu;tant from the 'erhces of the triangle 
c. The three altitude., of a tuangle, or thei r prolongations, arc concurrent 
d. The medians of a t1 iangle arc concurrent at a potnt that 1s h' 1ce as far 
from the Yertex as from mid-point of tl.le opposite side 
VII. PROPORTION 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to un<ler--tand and use proportion 
Specific Objectives 
1. To understand the idea of ratio 
2. To gra-.p ratlo as a fraction 
3. To understand the Hlca of proportion 
4. To know "-hen f 1JU1' quantltle"' are in proportion 
5. To kno" how to test a proportion 
6. To unuerstand and u~e the usual first two theorems in proportion 
7. To unuerstand two laws of proportion 
• 
• 
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To understand the meanmg of proportlonahty 
To understand the proof of the theorem: A line drawn through two sides 
of a triangle parallel to the third R1de dn ides those sides proportionally 
To know the proof of the therom 1n 9 for the ratio of m to n 
To extend the above theorems. Also to b ring out some of the properties 
of a proportion 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Present measurements. Companson of measurements 
2. Present raho as a fract10n and so express the operation of div unon 
3. Pre:::-ent proportion as equal ratios 
If certain magmtudes can be measured so that equal ratios are found, the 
idea of a proportion as an equality of ratios can be de\ eloped. \Y1th the 
clas::., measure Sidewalks, yards, gardens, room dimensions or magnitudes 
w1th1n the room. If one ratio 1~ 2~ and another 4;,6 then 2') == 4~ and thus •) '"' / o form an equality of ratios or a proportion. Develop by other illustrations 
4. Present how four quantities fol'm a proportwn 
5. Present the te t for a proportion 
6. Present the theorem: '!'be pr0dud of the means equals the product of the 
extremes 
7. Pre::;ent the conYerse of the theorem in 6 
8. By the use of the pre' 1ous theorem present the theorem: A line drawn 
through the midpoint of one sHle of a tnangle parallel to the base b1scct::; 
the other side 
9. Lead up to the theorem: A line drawn through two sides of a tnangle 
parallel to the third s1de dn tdcs those s1des proportionally, by construction 
and measurement 
10. P1 esent the proof of the theorem in 9 
11. Lead up to what is usually g1ven as a corollary 
AB AC 
-=- etc. 
AD AE, 
A 
12. Present the usual theorems on proportional lines 
Pupil Activities 
1. Using a yard stick, the pupil 1\ ill find the relative length of the teacher's 
desk and h1s own desk and express the comparison 
2. Pup1ls w1ll reduce ratios by the same laws as fractions 
3. Pupils will write a group of proportiOns using the following numbers: 3, 5, 
B, 8, 9, 16, 10, 14, 18, 27, 36, 4, 1, 15, 20, 1, 35 
4. Pupils will show that four quantities arc r equired for a proportion 
• 
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5. Pupils "ill test prop01 t10ns to ::::Pe if they are t1 ue. 
proportion 1 
I s% 1:V! 2 a true 
6. 
7. 
Pupils w1ll sh w the test for a true proportion 
Pupils w1ll proYc the usual theorems and excrc1scs 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to usc readily the word and Hlea of raho 
in proportion 
2. Ability to show that proportion is a renaming of an ol<l idea 
3. Abllity to usc proportion in the solution of problems 
4. Ability to test a proportion 
5. Ability to use the terminology 
6. Ability to u sc certa1n la" s of proportion 
7. Ability to use the "ord proportionality "tth meaning 
YIII. SIJ\liLARITY 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to understand and use the pnnciple of simllan ty 
Specific Objectives 
1. To knov~ the meaning of similar 
2. To formulate a definit10n of stmilar figures 
3. To acquue abihty to apply the knowledge of similar figures to polygons 
4. To und erstand the application::- of the usual set of theorems 
5. To understand ihe usc of similanty of figures to prove lines proportional 
Teacher Procedures 
1. Develop comparisons of different figures 
2. DeYelop the definthon of stmtlar figures 
3. Take up the theorems recommended by the National Committee and a few 
others 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils will answer such questions as the following and give reasons 
a. Do all tnangles look ahke 111 some respects~ ''"hat i all nght ti iangles 1 
b. What 1s the mathematical te1 m used for u look alike"~ 
2. Pupils will gn e t ests for s1m1lanty of geometric figures 
3. Pupils will discuss and prove: Two triangles are similar if they arc mu-
tually equiangular. Two triangles are sim1lar 1f two angles of one are 
equal respectively to the two angles of another. Two right triangles are 
similar 1f an acute angle of the one 1s equal to an acute angle of another. 
If two tnangles haYe an acute angle of the one equal to an acute angle of 
the other and the tncludmg stdes are proportional, they are sinnlar If two 
tnangles have their corrcspon<hng sides proportional they are s1nular. If 
two parallel lines arc cut by three or more transversals passing through a 
common point, the correspon<hng segments of the parallels are proportional 
4. Application of the tool theorems to the usual sets of theorems and exerc1ses 
to be found 1n the modern textbooks 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to dcmonst rate the idea of simtlan ty through ~nmple Illustrations 
2. Ability to apply the tests for similarity 
• 
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3. Ab1hty to usc the term similarity, with the simpler theorems on s1milar 
figures 
4. Abthty to applv the ideas of similar figures to other things 
5. Ab1hty to proYc in<lcpcnd.cntly the theorems on similarity 
G. Abdity to recogm7c and use the pnnctplc of these theoremR i n a total sit-
uation, "hcther a 'crhal exercise, a drawtng, or an aspect of real experience 
IX. TRIGO~O.JIETRIC RATI O.' .\ XD THEIR APPLICATIONS 
U nit ObJective 
To acquire ability to understand and u"c tngonometnc rat1os 
1. 
Specific Object ives 
To acquir e abthty 
a 'l'o finu he1ghts by means of length of ~haclo·ws 
h. To represent thc~e relations by a geomctnc drawtng 
c. To develop anu under'jtand the u"c of the tangent tn mcasunng the re-
lations which ha vc been dtscoven•<.l 
cl. To develop anti understand the usc of ~nne 
c. To de' clop a ncl uncler~tand the usc of t be cosine 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. The teacher will prc~0.nt the problem: To find the hetght of a tree from its 
shadow. He will tell them t he follo,nng: 
In 500 B.C. a Greek mathcmatlctan named Thales surpri.;;cd the Egyptian 
ktngs by measuring the heights of the pyranuds by means of their shado" s. 
Thts ' ' as a great C\ en t in 1ts hmc. But any hoy or girl may do as well 1n 
this age of algebra and geometry. In ~our arithmctlcs you "Ill find prob-
lems similar to the followmg : H o" htgh is a tree that casts a shadow 30 
feet long if at the samP time a po::,t 10 ft. high casts a shaclo" fi,·c feet long9 
Thalcs measured the height of the pyramids by mca~uring thcu shadows 
at the same time that he measured the ~hadow of a stick of a kno" n 
length. But let us ~ct up this example about the tree and po!'t and look O\ er 
the geometry of the ~1tuation for we "til have occas10n to use this principle 
1n a new and useful "ay 
2. T he teacher will p resent t his drawing and these problems: What is t ruo 
P ost 
10 
E 
X 
Treo 
A 5 B D 
30 
geometrically~ Two ught triangles. Whyt 
\Vhat kind of right t r ianglesi (simtlar) W hyi 
\Vbat relatwn does th1s gn·c 1 x/30 = 10/ 5 or 
X= 60) 
If AE were extended where would it go9 
That 1s "hy this angle EAD 1s called the 
angle of elevation of the sun 
• 
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3. Suppose at this time a certain smoke stack "·ere to cast a shadow 50 feet 
long. Ho'~ high would it be? \Vhy ~ \Voulcl all objects at that particular 
time and place be twice as high as their shadow~ are long? \Vhat makes 
this true 1 (All the triangle~ formed by shadows and obJect a1 c sinular) 
\Vhat really make:s them ~1mtlar~ (That the triangles are nght triangles 
or that this angle E ... \D is constant 'l Both, but the latter will be cons1dered) 
'I'hen it is true that for this particular angle EAD the ratio of BC. or DE 
AB AD 
or the ratio of the "1ac oppo,1te the angle to the side adjacent to the angle 
is always equal to 2. As th~ sun ri~P~ tlns angle will be larger and the ratio 
for each angle also lazger. Thi_, ratio Is called the tangent of the angle .\, 
and 1s defined as the ratiO of the sule oppo~1tc the angle to the sHle adjacent 
to the angle 
• 
The teacher may now ha' e the pup1b construct this figure to sralc and 
measure the angle EAD "1th the protractor. Compare tlus value "ith that 
to be found in the table of tangents 
The teacher may ha,·e the pupil" ron"truct a 30°-G0° right triangle and 
lead them to find the tangenb of 30° and 60°. By the usc of an Isosceles 
nght triangle the tangent of 43° mav be found 
This work will make the \ alue of tangents more real to the pupil 
Follow with exercbcs 1n he1ghts and 1hstances "hc1 e the tangent of an 
an angle IS to be used 
4. The teacher shoulJ <1''' clop the ~Inc and co')inc of an angle and its u~e in a 
n1anner sinular to that of the tangent. The 30°-60° right t11angle and the 
Isosceles right tnangle can be u~ed In thb :situation 
Follow with exe1 cu:·e~ using the ne1Y func~tion and finally '' 1 th a mis· 
cellaneous hst of e\.erc1ses "here the pupil must choose the function nec-
essary to solve the problems 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupils "·ill make problems in' ol ving tngonometnc ratios from obsen: ations 
of their o"n 
2. Pupils will work many exerci. es involving the usc of the tangent for finding 
height and distance 
3. Puptls will make tnps and U"\C the trarl'nt and tape to measure heights an<l 
distances of object ... In the immediate neighborhood 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to use the methocls of fin<hng heights an<l distance~ by means of 
the tight triangle and the u"c of the s1nc, cosine, and tangent of an acute 
angle 
2. Abihty t o solve problem') like the following: 
a. The brace" ue of a po~t makes "ith ground an angle of .'50°. It reaches 
the ground 10 feet from the foot of the post. Find the he1ght of the post 
b . A 16-foot ladder ts leaning aga1m;t a "all. \Vhat angle docs it make 
w1th the wall if the foot of the ladder is 6 feet from the base of the '' all9 
c. A kite shing is 0 feet long and makes an angle of 40° with the hori-
zontal H o\"\ high is the kite above the ground 1 Assume that the end of 
the stnng is 3 feet abo' e thtl ground and that it is kept ~traight 
Note : It is recommended that the shde rule be m~e<l to check trigonomet-
ric computation 
• 
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X. AREAS Or POLYGONS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to find the areas of polygons 
Specific Objectives 
1. To understand units of measuremPnts 
2. 'ro understand congruency vs. equivalency 
3. T10 understand the areas of simple figures 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. Teacher will take up the development of the units 
The question of measurement goes back to early h1story. When roan first 
became interested in how much ground he owned he bad to de\·ise a unit of 
surface measurement. Before this he was undoubtedly interested in distance 
and so the linear un1t ·was in use. Yanous races of people had different un1ts 
of length. Let us suppose they ''ere out 1n the woods and wished to know 
how far two trees "ere apart. How would they do 1t~ (~ tep it off, or 
take any convenient stick and usc 1t as a unit of measurementn If they 
des1red to tell how far apart these tree:s are 1t becomes necessary to talk in 
teuns that all "Ill understand. Ro a recognized standanl of measurement 
becomes necessarY. \.~\That unit is used in our countrv1 In France~ Rhow 
• • 
the pupils that to finu the length of a pole we divide by the unit of length; 
to find the area of a rectangle "e dn ille by the unit of surface, etc. 
2. Pre')cn t the companson of figures 
P upil Activities 
1. Pupils will define a umt of length; a umt of ::;urface; a umt of volume, and 
show the relation existing between these units and show 1n each case meas-
urement is the result of d1vision 
They will measure the sides of the room. Lay the yard stick end for end 
along the s1de, 1 c , see how many time..::. the side of the room will contain the 
yard stick. 1Ieasure the area of a rectangle by laying the unit of measure 
(a square unit) upon the rectangle to be mea~ured and determine how many 
t1mes 1t will lie along a s1de 
2. Pupils will discuss such questions as 
a. Arc two congruent figures also equal in area~ 
b. Are two figures that are equal 1n area necessanly congruent? (Examples) 
3. Pup1ls will show the following 
a. Any two rectangle:; are to each other as the products of their bases and 
alt1tudes. Rectangle~ haYing equal bases are to each other as their 
alhtudes. (Areas of the two rectangles 1s what is meant by th1s theorem) 
Also rectangles ha\ ing equal altitudes are as their bases 
4. Pupils do numerical exercises involving the theorems studied 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Abtli ty to show the meamng of "um t" and the origin of um ts 
2. Ability to explain the idea of area 
3. Abihty to use the principles involved in areas of polygons 
• 
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XI. REGULAR POLYGO~S AND CIRCLES 
lvieasurement of the Circle 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to understand and apply the theory of measurement of tho 
circle 
Specific Objectives 
1. To know the meaning of regular polygon 
2. To acquire the princ1ples in' olveu 1n cucles 1n~cribed in and circumscribed 
about r egular pob·gons 
3. To know how to make a companson of the areas of sin1ilar polygons 
4. To know how to find the area of a polygon 
5. To know the relation between the 1nc;c1ibed pol~·gon and the circumscribed 
circle when the number of ::;idee; of the polygon 1s indefinitely increased 
6. To know and apply the principles 1n~olved in comparison of circles 
Teacher Procedures 
The teach er w1ll develop this unit in accordance with the textbook used 
Pupil Activities 
1. Pupil activ1ty for this unit wiU include 
a. Study of the theorems 
b. Presentation of proofs for the theorems 
c. Solution of problems in the text and others set by the teacher to illustrate 
the pnnciples 
d. Con~truct1on of problems of their own 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ab1ht:., to sho'v the relation between regular polygons and their related 
cucles 
2. Ab1hty to 1n~cribe circles 1n regular pol~ gons, and ability to circumscribe 
cucles about regular polygons 
3. Abthty to compare atcas of polvgons 
4. Ability to find the area of a polygon 
fi. Ab1hty to estabhsh a reasonable hasis for the important relation between 
area and cucumference of a circle and the radius or diameter 
6. Ab1hty to compare circles 
Note : For tests of achievement 1n geometry· sec bibliography 
~ 
• 
• 
SOLID GEOMETRY 
Objectives 
The main obJectives in solid geometry arc: ( 1) to develop more fully spabal 
r erccpbon and the ab1hty to picture spatial relations by means of a drawmg 
on a plane; (2) to gn c further kno'' le(lge of the fundamental spatial relation-
ships anu the power to work w1th them; ( 3) to rev1ew in actual practice algebra 
and plane geometry. To ac;:s1:st in devcloptng a space concept, it 1s desirable to 
have some simple apparatus such as km thng needles or pieces of small wire, 
some corks, pieces of rardboanl and of glass to be used in mak1ng models 'I'he 
pupil should be encouraged to build up modele; for a few propositions at the 
beginmng of the course hut he should not usc these too much or too frequently. 
H e must learn to Ylsuah7e a sohd f1om a flat outline p~cturc and in turn to 
represent a solid figure bv means of a plane drawing. Stereoscopic VIC'\\ s, home 
made and commercial models, and colored chalk are helpful but a teacher must 
guard aga1nst too extensivc' usc of them. All definition~ should be introduce() 
''hen needed. Constant reference should be made to corresponding theorems in 
plane geometry; and all formulas c onnec·ted ·with various geometric sohds should 
be stated algebraically; and, by applying these to the solu tion of many practical 
problems, the previous algebraic " ·ork should conH' to seem more real, u-;<>ful, and 
\ 1 tal. 
The development of theorem-. which '-'CCm nearly self-evident should be mini-
mized and emphasis should he gtven to problems of construction and computa· 
bon. 
Theorems 
*On hst of College Entrance Exanunahon Board 
* · On hst of "Fundamental Theorems" In Report of National Committee 
#On hst of '' Sub:::,I<hary Theorems'' 1n Report of Xational Committee 
** 
** 
.. * 
** 
*1. 
.. 9 
.... 
3 . 
4. 
# 6. 
BOOI{ VI 
Lines and Planes in Space 
The intersection of t" o planes in a straight line 
If a line is perpendicular to each of two lines at their intersections, it 
is perpendicular to their plane 
All the perpendiculars to a gn·cn line at a pmnt on the line lie in a 
plane perpendicular to the line at that point 
Through a gl\·cn pmnt e1thcr on or external to a plane, only one line 
can be pas:sed perpendicular to the plane 
Through a g1ven point either on 01 external to a line, only one plane 
can be passed perpendicular to that hne 
If from a point without a plane a perpendicular and oblique line-scg· 
ment are drawn to the plane 
a. The perpendicular is sho1 ter than any oblique line-segment 
b. Oblique line-segments cutting off equal distances ftom the foot 
of the perpendicular are equal 
98 
• 
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c. Oblique line-segments cutting off unequal distances from the foot 
of the perpendicular are unequal, the one cutting off the greater 
distance being the greater 
Two hnes perpendicular to the ~amc plane arc parallel 
** * 8. If a plane contains one of t" o parallel lines, the plane and the other 
line are parallel 
** 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
If one of two parallel lines is perpendicular to a plane, the other is also 
If bYO parallel planes are cut by a thirc1 plane, their lines of inter-
section are parallel 
Two planes perpendicular to the same line are parallel 
A hne perpendicular to one of b' o parallel planes is perpendicular to 
the other also 
** *13. If two angles in different planes ha vc their sides parallel anc1 extend-
ing 1n the c;ame direction from their vertices, the angles are equal and 
their planes are parallel 
#14. If two hnes intersect three or more parallel planes, their corre~ponding 
segmcn ts arc in proportion 
Dihedral Angles 
15. Two dihedral angles arc equal if their plane angles are equal 
16. If two planes are pcrpen(hcular to each other, a line perpendicular to 
one of them at any point of their Inter!"cction will lie 1n the other 
•* *17. If two planes are pcrpenchcular to each other, a line drawn in one of 
them perpendicular to their inter~ection is perpendicular to the other 
** *18. If a line 1s perp<>ndicular to a gn en plane, every plane which contains 
this line 1s perpendicular to the gn en plane 
~-* *19. If two intcr~ecting planes arc each perpendicular to a third plane, 
their line of Intersection 1.:; perpendicular to that plane 
20. The locus of a point equiduitant from the faces of a dihedral angle is 
the plane bisecting the angle 
#21. Bet\\ ecn any t-n~o skew line~ there is one and only one common per-
pendicular 
Polyhedral Angles 
# 22. The sum of any two face angleR of a tnhedral angle is greater than 
the third 
#23. The sum of the face angles of any con' ex polyheural angle 1s less than 
four nght angles 
BOOI{ VII 
Prismc;, Parallelepipeds, Pyramich, Cylinders, and Cones 
** ""24. The sections of a prism made by t" o parallel planes cutting all the 
lateral edges are congruent polygons 
* 
~2-
.), 
** *26. 
• 
~i( 27 
• 
The lateral area A of a pn~m is equal to the product of a lateral edge 
I and the perimeter, p, of a 11ght section that is, A == lp 
An oblique prisn1 is cqun alcn t to a rtght pnsm having for 1ts base a 
right section of the oblique prism and for 1ts altitude a lateral edge 
of the oblique prism 
The opposite faces of a parallelcpipeu arc congruent and lie in parallel 
planes 
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•• *28. The plane that passes through t" o d1agonally opposite edges of a 
parallelep1ped d1 v1des the parallelepiped into two equal triangular 
prisms 
** 
** 
29. The volume of a rectangular parallelepiped is equal to the product of 
its three dimens1ons 
30. The volume of any parallelepiped is equal to the product of its altitude 
and the area of its base 
*31. The volume of a triangular prism is equal to the product of its altitude 
and the area of its base 
32. The '\ olume of any pnsm is (\qual to the product of 1ts altitude and the 
area of its base 
Pyramids 
** *33. The lateral area, A, of a regular pyramid is equal to one-half the 
product of the slant height, s, and the perimeter, p, of the base, that 
is A= 1h sp 
** *34. If a pYramid I<; cut by a plane parallel to the base 
a. The altitude and lateral edges are divided proportionally 
b. The sect10n 1s a polygon smnlar to the base 
e. The areas of the section and of the area of the base have the 
same ratios as the squares of their distances from the vertex 
** *35. The volume, Y, of a tnangular pyramid is equal to one-third of the 
product of its altttude, h, and the area of Its base, b; that IS Y = bh 3 
#36. The ,·olume of the frustum of a regular pyramid of bases with areas B 
and B' and alt1tucle his given by the formula Y = (B + B '+yBB')h 
3 
#37. Two triangular pyramids having equal bases and equal altitudes are 
equal 
Similar Solids 
#38. The volumes of two tetrahedrons that ha,·e a tnhedral angle of one 
equal to a tnhcdral angle of the other ha,·e the same ratio as the 
products of the edges incluchng the equal angles 
#39. The volumes of two similar polyhedrons have the same rabo as the 
cubes of their corresponding edges 
#40. The volumes of h\ o :s1milar tetrahedrons ha\ e the same ratio as the 
cubes of the1 r c orre~ponding edges 
41. There are only .fi. \ e regular polyhedrons 
#42. 
** 43. 
44. 
45. 
Cylinders 
The bases of a cylinder are congruent 
• 
The lateral area, A, of a circular cylinder is equal to the product of an 
element, e, and the penmeter, p, of a right section; that is A = ep 
The volume, V, of a cyhndcr 1s equal to the product of the area, B, 
of the base and the altitude, h; that IS, V = Bh 
The lateral areas, or the total areas, of two simtlar polyhedrons have 
the same ratio as the squares of their corresponding dimensions. Their 
volumes have the same ratw as the cubes of their correspondtng dimen-
• SlOnS 
*46. 
47. 
48. 
#49. 
. 
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Cones 
In a circular cone, a ~cctlon made by a plane parallel to the base is 
a circle 
'The lateral area, A, of a right circular cone is equal to one-half tho 
product of the circumference, C, or the base and the slant height, l; 
that 1s A= lC 
-2 
'.Phe volume, V, of a circular cone 1n equal to one-third of the product 
of the altitude, h 1 and the area of its base, B, that 1s V = ~1 
3 
The volume of the frustum of a circular cone with bases of areas B 
and B' and with altitudes h is giYcn by Y 
BOOE:: \III 
The Sphere • 
(B + B'+ VBB')h 
3 
** 50. All point:; of a circle of a sphere arc cqui-d1~tant from the poles of 
** 51. 
# *53. 
54. 
._-."' *55. 
#57. 
#58. 
** *GO. 
** 62. 
the circle 
.A hnc on a plane pt'rpendicular to a radin~ of a sphere at its extremity 
is tangent to the sphere 
One sphere and onlv one c·an be inscribed in (circumscribed about) a 
g1ven tetrahedron 
If a plane intersects a sphere~ the intersectiOn is a circle 
The number of degrees 1 n a spherical angle is equal to the arc of the 
great circle that has the vertex of the angle for its pole and which is 
intercepted b\- the s1dcc;;, of the angle, produced if necessary 
On any sphere, a point ·wlnch ts at the distance of a quadrant from 
each of two other points, not the extremities of a diameter, 1s a pole 
of the great circle pas<;ing through these po1nts 
An angle formed by arcs of t" o great circles 1s measured by the arc 
of a great circle described from it-; Yertrx as a pole and included be· 
tween its sides, produced if necessary 
Spherical Triangles and Poh gons 
The sum of any two sides of sphencal triangle 1s greater than the third 
side 
Two qphcrical triangles on the same sphere arc either congruent or 
symmetric if (a) two sll1es and the includccl angle of one arc equal 
to the corresponding pads of the other; (b) two angles and the in-
cluded side of one arc equal to the corresponding parts of the other; 
(c) they arc mutually equilateral~ (d) they arc mutually equiangular 
If one spherical triangle is the polar of a second then the second is 
the polar of the first 
In two polar triangle<; each angle of the one is the supplement of the 
opposite side of the other 
The sum of the angles of a spherical triangle is more than two and less 
than six right angles 
The area S of the surface of a sphere is equal to the product of the 
' ' diamete-r 2 r and the cncumfcrencc 2 'iT r of a great circle, that is A = 
' ' 4 7r rz 
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63. If two solids he bet1\ een parallel planes and are such that the two 
secbons made by any plane parallel to the gi\·en planes are equal in 
area, the sohds arc themseh·es equal in volume 
64. The volume, V, of a sphere is equal to the product of the area of its 
surface, 4 7r r 2 and one-third of the radius, r; that 1s V = 4 7r r 3 
3 
I. LINES AND PLANES ~ SPACE 
BOOK YI 
A. DIHEDRAL ANGLES 
Unit Objective 
To acqu1rc ability to unucrstand and use the relations between lines and planes 
. 1n space 
Specific ObJectives 
1. To acquire the abihtY to \ umahze hnes and planes in relation to each other 
and to represent the::,e relations by means of drawings 
Note: These outlines afford a bas1c study and should be used in connection 
WIth a modern textbook 
2. To understand the 'arious conditions that determine a plane 
3. To understand the nature of the intcr~ectlon of two planes 
4. 
-J. 
6. 
,.. 
/. 
To under::;tand the condition.::; that make a line perpendicular to a plane 
'I'o acqu1re the conception of the locus of points in :;:.pace as treated in sohd 
geometry. Also the Idea of projection 
To determine the locus of a point in space relabYe to two gh·en points and 
t o the circumference of a circle 
To determine the relations of parallel lines anu planes and of perpendicular 
hnes and planes 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. The teacher will sho'' how the!:'c 1 elat10n.::; arc invoh·ed in architecture, ma-
chinery, works of art, etc. She should ass1st the pupil to develop ability 
to vuma.lizc these hnes and planes in relation to each other and to represent 
these relations by means of a drawing in a plane; to dc\elop Informally pre-
liminary definitions and theorems such as 
s.. Prehminary theorem: A given stratght line lies on an infinite number 
of planes. Example: The lea' Ps of a book. A line 1s fixeu bv two points 
in space. Corollary: At a gn:en point 1n a given hne an infinite number 
of perpendiculars can be dra,~n to that line. Example: The top or bottom 
euges of the leaves of a hook. Note that the corresponding theorem in 
plane geometry is a special case of thib corollary. Definition of phrase 
etta determine (or iix) a plane" 
2. The teacher ,, .. ill gn e m~ny simple problems 1nvol dng location of points, 
lines, and planes, 1n space. She shou1<1 define ~kew lines and illustrate them 
by needles and show the drfference between parallel anu skew hnes 
3. The teacher 1'ill call attention to the intersection of two planes as in corner 
of a room; to the intersection of more than two planes 1n various pos1t10ns 
a. In one line • 
b. In three lines 
• 
• 
i 
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4. The teacher will develop the defin1tion that: A line is perpend1cular to a 
plane if it is perpendicular to e\ cry hnc in the plane that passes through 
the point at which it meets the plane. That the plane is also perpenihrular 
to the line 
Note: Here use is made of the important idea that in order to pro\ e that 
a line is perpendicular to every line on the plane passing through 1ts foot, 
it i s necessary to pro<;;e that it i::; perpendicular to any hne on the plane that 
passes through its foot. Pup1ls' attention should be called to the various 
facts that are illustrated in tlns theorem 
5. The teacher w11l present the theorem: All the perpendiculars to a given 
line at a point on the line he 1n a plane perpendicular to the line at that 
po1nt. 'he w1ll c1te illustrations such ac; 
a. Sw1nging a sling rapidly around an arm as an axis 
b. Spoke of a wheel 
c. Contrasts with the theorem in plane geometry: At a point on a line only 
one hne can be drawn to the gn en line, which is a special case of the-
orem 3. 
• 
She will develop the concept of an angle that a line makes with a plane. 
The close relationship between theorems, 3, 4, 5, should be emphasit.ecl 
Discussion of the projection lantern and movie machine will fit in at th1s 
point 
6. The teacher will develop theorems 6 and corollanes: The locus of a point 
equally distant from two giYcn points 1s the plane perpendicular to the line 
-segment joining the two gi\ en points at 1ts midpoint. The locus of a 
point equally distant from all points on a cucle is a line perpendicular to 
the plane of the circle at Its center. In connection with this work, the idea 
of the prOJection of a point upon a plane and of a line upon a plane should 
be developed 
7. 'I'he teacher will take up 
a. Discussion of lines perpendicular to the same plane by use of needles and 
cork pad 
b. Planes perpendicular to the same plane 
c. Planes perpendicular to the same line 
Pupil Act ivities 
1. The pupil will locate three points, A, B, C, 1n space by s.ticking three knit-
ting n eedles of different lengths 1nto a cork pad and then laying a glass 
or cardboard plane on these points to illustrate the theorem: A plane 1s 
determined by· three points that are not in the same straight line H e wtll 
investigate the case when the three potnts are 1n a straight line, and com-
pare With the preliminary theorem. He will take up the followmg questions: 
a. Why is a tripod used to support a camera, or a surveyor's transit i 
b. Why do the four legs of a chair sometimes not all rest on the :floori 
c. How many planes are determined by fou1 points not all lying in the same 
plane or in the same straight line i 
2. The pupil will investigate 1n a sim1lar way whether a plane is determined 
by a line and a point without the line; by two intersecting straight lines; by 
two parallel hnes and state the theorems that result from the investigation. 
He wlll discuss the following questions 
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a. \Vhy does a mason use a trowel with long straight edges when ( (truing 
up" a wall~ 
b. Arc hnes in space that make equal angles with a given line always 
parallel to one anothcri 
c. How does a carpenter determine whether a floor is levcli 
d. :Must a triangle be in a plane' 
e. ~fust a parallelogram be in a planci ~Iust any quadrilateraH 
3. The pup1l will pro' e the theorem= The Intersection of two planes is a 
straight hne. He "Ill ch~cuss the following 
a. \ Vby does folding a ptccc of paper gn c a straight linci 
b. \Vhat IS the locus of all points common in two straight linesi 
4. The pup1l ~nll pro' e the theorem: If a line IS perpendicular to each of two 
intersecting lines at their point of intersection, it is perpendicular to the 
plane of these lines. It 1s suggested that the pupil 
a. ~Iakc an adequate morlel or figure "lnch shows the gh·cn facts clearly 
b Analvze what procedure is necessary in the hght of the above definition 
c. Add to the model already maclc all the lines and planes that must be 
added in the light of th1s analysis 
d. ~fake a drawing of tlns model. Tlns leads naturally to the question as 
to what conditions arc sufficient for a hne to be perpendicular to a plane 
and hence to the proof for Theorem 2. 
e. Show how a perpendicular to a plane can be determined by two car-
penters' squares 
f. ' Vhether the hands of clock re' olYe in a plane or not and why 
g. IIow a carpenter may "et up a p1ece of timber perpendicular in the floor 
of a bu1lding. How many brace:; docs he need to keep the piece in place' 
5. The pupil will d1scuss and proYe the corollaries giYcn 1n teacher procedures 
and the follow·ing 
a. \Vhat is the locus of a hne that pas-.,es through a gi\ en point, and is 
parallel to a gn cn plane 1 
b 'Vhat 1s the locus of all points equichstant from the Ycrhccs of a triangle? 
c \\'bat ic; the length of the locus of a pomt that is 5 Inches from each of 
two given points that are 8 inches aparti 
d. 'Vhcre are all the po1nts on a gn en plane that arc equally distant from 
2 given points in space <i 
6. The pupil will pro' e Thcorem G. H ere the pupil should develop ability to 
c;elect the theorems from plane geomctn"" that are of use and to see that the 
farts of plane geometry arc sufficicr1t for pro' in15 the new theorem m solid 
geometrY. The convcr"e of each part of thi~ theorem should he stated and 
'alidtty invec;tlga ted. Solve c;uch problems as 
a. Some bovs build n shack in the wook~ Thev- usc for its frame six 
• • 
10-foot poles "1uch arc so placccl as to meet at a common vertex and 
rest on the ground 6 feet apa1 t. 'Vha t is the height of the shack and 
the area of the fioori • 
b How does the length of the projection of a line upon a plane compare 
with the length of the line when (a ) the line is parallel to the plane, (h) 
the Hnc i!' ptlrpcndieular to the plane. (c ) neither parallel nor perpendic-
ular to the plane 
c. F'tnrl the prn icrtion of a llnf' 1 H iTlChP~ lon:: upon n plane Jf the an(r]e it 
Ill:\ kf' With tl11• pl llllf' j ..,. .j ) 0 lj() 0 :~11° 
• 
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d. Show how a line G inches long and one 10 inches long may have equal 
projections on a gn en plane 
7. The pupil will pro' e Theorem 7. In considering 'I1l(\Orem 7 he -n·ill pass a 
plane through the pa1allcl lines and compare with the theorems of plane 
geometry. Then prove Theorem 10, and wo1 k su ch exercises as: If one sa'' s 
diagonally through a board the cross sect ion is a pa rallclogram 
E vidences of Mastery 
1. Abihty to recognize the difference between two dimensional and three 
dimensional objects 
2. Abihty to draw solids such as table top and chalk box acconling to per· 
spective 
3. Ab1lity to · explain and applv wa' s of determining a plane 
a . Th1 ee points not in the same hn e 
b. Two intersecting lines 
c. Two parellel hnes 
4. Ability to distinguish bet-n·een parallel and skew lines 
5. Ability to pro' e: The intersection of two planes IS a straight line; The 
intersection of more than two plane~ may be a line or se\ eral lines 
6. Abthty to '1sua1ize plflnes intersectmg at ''arious angles To put this 
v1suahzahon Into a drawing in two dimcn:sious. To a pply th e t hcorcms of 
plane geometry as needed. To const ruct a perpendicular to a given plane 
through a gn en point · 
7. Ability to apply this theorem to practical problems c:.uch as loca ting the 
guy w1res for a stack. Wher"' should the. r "Hes be fastened 1 Defi m t10n 
of (1) distance from a po1nt to a plane, (2) locus of a point satisfy1ng a 
given condition, same a s in plane geometry 
8. Ability to determine the locm~ of points satisfying 'arious conditions. For 
example, five feet from one of the ~ails of the room, ten 1nche~ from the 
ttp of a light bulb, four feet from the curb in front of the build1ng, equally 
distant from iwo given points in the room 
9. Abihty to uncler~tand the relat10ns of perpendicular and obliqu~ lines 
drawn from a point to a plane 
10. Ab1lity to recogn1ze this principle in objects around us. For example, ap-
posite corners of a room are coplanar 
11. Abihty to answer such questions as: 
a. \Yhat are the relations of the following to each otheri 
hnes parallel to the same line 
planes parallel to the same plane 
hne!:) parallel to the same plane 
planes parallel to the same line 
12. Ab1lity to answer: \Yhat arc the relations of the following to each otheri 
hnes perpendicular to the same line 
lines perpendicular to the same plane 
planes perpendicular to the same hne 
planes perpendicular to the same plane 
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B. POLYHEDRAL ANGLES 
Unit Ob jective 
To acquire ab1hty to understand the dcihut10n o;; of dihedral, tnhedral, and poly-
hedral angles, theu uses and relations to space conceptions 
Specific Objectiv es 
1. To be able to unuerstand the definition of a dihedral angle; the definition 
of a trihedral angle; the defini hon of a polyhedral angle; and the plane 
angle of a dihedral angle 
2. 'ro be able to proYe the theorems InYolv1ng dihedral angles 
3. To be able to handle the snnple theorems on trihedral and polyhedral angles 
• 
T(!acher P rocedures 
1. The teacher ·will disru~s dern at ion of woru-s, cc di '' mean1ng two, cc tn'' 
meaning three, '' hctlral'' meaning face D1scus:s way of measurmg a di-
hedral angle and c1 t e many simple Illu::;tra hans of d1hedral angles. Show 
ho,,· this can be brought under a theorem 1n plane geometry 
2. The teacher w1ll take up the theorem on dihedral angles and lead the pupil 
to get these concepts fixed firmly 1n h1s mmd before go1ng on in the general 
polyhedral angle 
3. U::-1ng a pyraund, compare the sum of the plane angles of the triangles 1n 
the base ~nth the ~um of the plane angles 1n the sules of the pyramid, 
apply Theorem 22 to each trihedral at the base 
Note: For solid geometry t est s see biblography 
Pupil A ctivities 
1. The pupil will pick out illu"trahons of dihedral, trihedral, and polyhedral 
angles In the cla:ssroom; "ill prO\ e Theo rem 15 ; -.;nll make models; will 
proYe Theorems lu, 17, 1 , 19, 20, 21. He should make a model or careful 
draw1ng and gn·e the proof for Theorem 20 
2. 'l'he pupil will make a. model, draw a. figure, and prove Theorem 22 
3. 'J:'he pupil will prO\ e Theorem 23 and take up the following questions 
How many equilateral hiangles could be placed together at one vertex, so 
to make a polyhedral angle i How many squares, regular pentagons, hexa-
gons, etc.~ 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. A bill ty to recognize each t;rpe of polyhedral angles and to define the plane 
angle of a dihedral angle 
2. Ability to correlate the bisection of a plane angle with the bisecting plane 
of a dihedral 
3. Abllitv to determine upper anu lower limits for number of degrees in each 
face angle of a tnhedral 
4. Ability to p1·ove that there are only fi\ e regular polygon.;;, and to recognize 
and name each. Also to prove Theorem 41 
• 
• 
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IT. PRI hlS, P ARALLELEPIPED8, rYR.Al\ilDS, CYLIXDERS, CONE<) 
BOOI\: VII 
A. PRISMS AND CYLINDERS 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ab1hty to unrlerstand and u<.;c some of the ~olich; mof't commonly ob-
• 
served in nature and 'ery frequently used in architecture, engineering) and the 
arts 
Specific Objectives 
1. To acquire an understanding of the pn~m and the cylinder 
2. To acquue an under~tanding of the relation of the parts of a prism and of 
a cylinder 
3. To understand the nature of parallel sections of a pr1sm and of a cylinder 
4. To be able to finu the value of the lateral area of a prism 
5. To be able to find the relation between a nght and an obhquc pnsm 
6. To be able to find the lateral area of a circular cylinder 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. The teacher will d1scu~s Informally the follo" Ing facts· 
a. Lateral edge::; of a prisn1 or the clements of a cylinder arc equal 
b. The lateral faces of a prism arc parallelograms 
c. A right section of a prism, or cylinder 1s perpendicular to all the lateral 
edges or clements 
d. The section of a prism ma<lc hy a plane parallel to a lateral edge is a 
parallelogram 
e. A sectiOn of a cylinder made by a plane containing t"o elements 1s a 
parallelogram 
2. The teacher w1ll de' clop the proof for theorem 24: Show that every section 
of a prism parallel to the bases is congruent to them, and develop corres-
ponding theorem for cylinder, Theorem 42 
3. The t eacher will discuss the shape of the face of any prism; how the area of 
this plane figure 1s determined; how the area of all the faces can be de-
termined; ha" e the proof of Theorem 2G g1 \en 
4. The teacher w1ll explain how You can make a right prism, cut it up, and 
rearrange the two pieces in the form of an oblique prism. He will have 
the pupils proYe Theorem 26, and compare with the theorem in plane geom-
etry: Any parallelogram is equivalent to a rectangle that has 1ts base and 
altitude equal respcct1 Yely to the base and altitude of the parallelogram 
5. In taking up the la tcral area it IS suggested that the teacher consider it as 
that of the rectangle formed by straightenmg out the cylindrical surface. 
~1akc drawings t o 1llustrate . 
Pupil Activi ties 
1. The pupil will follow the definitions and generate in turn a plane surface, 
a prismatic surface, a cyUndncal surface; and discuss the essent1al dif-
ferences in each 
• 
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2 The pupil will gn e examples of a right pric;;m, oblique pri~m, and regular 
prism. When is a prism called a parallelepiped~ 
3. The pupil will make a model or good drawing to show parallel ~ections; will · 
in' estlgate the relation between the lateral edge and alt1tude of right 
prism; will show that the lateral faces of a right prism arc rectangles and 
the corrcspondmg 1 elations for cylinder 
• 
4. The puptl will make a good drawing and analyze the method of finding the 
area of each face 
5. The pupil will make n careful drawing of the figure-;, used in work explained 
in teacher procedures 
G. The pupll will dtscu~s the idea of inscrihed and circumscribed pri::.m and 
di:;c·uss r"lations hct" ecn such reguhr pri~ms and the cylinder as the num-
ber of s1des is inc1 cased; will de' elop informallv such theorems as: If 
pr1sms ~hose bases are regular polygons are inscnbed in and circumscribed 
about a circulat C) huder and if the number of faces of the prisms is In-
definitely doubled (1) The perimeter of a right section of the cyhnder is the 
common limit of right sections of the prisms, (2) The lateral area of the 
cylinder is the common lirmt of the lateral area of the pnsms, (3) The 
volume of the cylinder 1:; the common limit of Yolumcs of the prism. ProYe 
Theorem 43, 44 
1. 
C) 
w 
3. 
4. 
E vidences of Mastery 
A btl it. to de line pb ne surface. c~·lintlrica l ~urfacc, and prismatic surface, 
~cct1on of a cloc;;ed surface 
Ab1lit.v to pick out pnsmc;; from nn;· group of polyhedton", and to classify 
them ac:; to type and number of stdes of the bases 
Ability to pro' e Theorem 24; t o define right section; right prism: regular 
pnsm; and altitude of pri~m. Ab1hty to prove 
a The bases of pnsrns arc congruent 
b. EYcrr lateral eclf..{e of a p115m i8 parallel to the plane determined by any 
other t~ o lateral edges 
c. 'Vhat is the locus of all points cqu1d1stant from a straight line7 
Abihty to state anrl pro\ c theorem concerning lateral area of a right prism. 
To soh e su ch excrci~cs as: Find the lateral area of a regular hexagonal 
pnsm each s1de of who:::c base is 4 inches and whose altitude 1s 16 inches . 
. A hio :find the total area 
5. Abihty to distinguish between terms equal, congruent, and equivalent as 
apphed to solids; to prove: In a truncated pusm ha dng a parallelogram for 
base, the sum of two oppos1 tc la tcral edges 1s equal to the sum of the other two 
opposite lateral edges 
G. Ability (1) to dcYclop formula for lateral area of right circular cylinder and 
to solve such problems as: 
a. Find the lateral area and the total area of a right circular cylinder having 
altitude 10 and radtus of base 
b. A steam boiler has a d1amctcr of 72 inches, is 18 feet long, and contains 
70 tubes each having a diameter of 4 inches, extending length-wise of 
the boiler. Find the heating surface of the boiler, using ''one-half'' in 
• 
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the following rule. In finding the heating surfare fo r a horizontal boiler 
it is customary to take one-half to two-thirds the lateral area of the shell,, 
the lateral area of the tubes, one-half to two-thuds the area of t he ends 
of the boiler, and subtract the area of both ends of the tubes 
B. P ARALLELEPIPEDS 
Unit Objective 
To acquue the ability to explain, use, and Illustrate the principles involved in 
parallelepipeds 
Specific Objectives 
1. T o be able to show that parallelepipeds are special forms of prisms 
2. 'I'o be able to find the 'olume of a pr1sm 
3. To be able to find the Yolume of a circular cYhnder 
• 
4. To be able to determine the relation of ~nrrular polyhedrons to each other 
Teacher P r ocedures 
1. The teacher "1ll ha Ye the pupils pro\ c 'fheorems 27 and 29; and consider 
Theorem 29 as a special case of Theo1 em 30 
2. The teacher ~nll ha v0 the pupils prove Theorem., 28, 31, 32. Theorem 32 is 
one of the basal theorems of solid geometry and has manv applications. This 
theorem was known to the ancients, as one finds in the Ahmes papyrus direc-
tions for measunng bins 
3. The teacher will deYelop the formula for the volume of a cylinder and give 
examples for the pup1l to work 
4. The teacher "·Ill develop the proof of Theorems 38, 39, and 40 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pupil will discus" the definitions of 
a. right parallelepiped 
b. oblique parallelepiped 
c. rectangular parallelepiped 
1) cube 
2. The pupil will investigate the relation between prisms and parallelepipeds 
3. The pupil will make applications to the computat10n of the volumes of bins, 
silos, etc. 
4. The pupils will recall the idea of similarity and obtain the definition f or 
s1m1lar polyhedrons 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ab iltty to solve such problems as : 
a. A box car that is 36 ~h feet long and 8 feet wide, inside measurements, 
can be :filled with "·heat to a height of 4~~ feet. How many bushels of 
wheat will it hold if there are 5/4 cub1c feet In a bushel i 
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b. If the length of one of the diagonals of a cube is known, can the edge be 
found~ the area 1 the volume~ 
c. Find the diagonal of a cuhe ''hose 'olume is 512 cubic inches 
2. Abihty to solve problems hke : 
a. A flow of 300 gallons per second will supply water for a stream of what 
depth, if the stream IS 4 feet ·wH1e and flows 5 miles an hour9 
b. An iron casting shrinks lh inch per hnear foot in cooling down to 70 
degrees Fahrenheit. How many cubtc inches is the shrinkage per cubic 
footi 
c. A rectangular solid "Ith a square base has a volume of 80 cubic feet and 
a surface of 112 square feet Find Its dimensions 
3. Abihty to solve such problems as 
a Find the height of a 10 gallon "ash boiler whose base is 10 inches wide 
with semi-circular ends, the length of the straight part of the Sides bemg 
9:14 inches 
• 
b. The outer diameter of an uon p1pe is one inch and the inner is 3,:1 inch. 
\Vhat will ten feet of the p1pe "e1gh lf the specific grav1ty of the iron 
is 7.2 i 
c. '\Vhat is the locus of all points at a given distance from a cylindrical 
surface whose right section is a cir cle? 
d. Why is there such a close relation between the theorems concermng prisms 
and cylinders 9 
4. Ability to soh·e such problems as 
a. Find the ratios of the 'olumes, the lateral areas and the total areas of 
two similar nght pnsms having hexagonal bases two of whose corres-
ponding edges are 2 and 5 inches respecth·ely 
b . Two similar right circular cyhnders haYe bases whoc;;e areas are 20.25 
square inches and 100 square inches respectively. Find the ratio of their 
volumes 
c. \Vhat effect does it haYe upon the volume of a prism or cylinder if the 
base is doubled 1 If the altitude is doubled i If both base and altitude 
are doubled i 
d. The volume of an irregular shaped body may be found by immersing it 
in water and determining the amount of water displaced. A cylindrical 
vessel that has a diameter of 4 inches is partly filled with water. A stone 
immersed in the water raises its le,·el 3~% inches. What 1s the 'olume 
of the stone~ 
C. PYRA.~fiDS AND CONES 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to clearly define pyramidal surface, conical surface, pyramid, 
cone, regular pyramid, nght circular cone or cone of r evolution 
2. To be able to find the lateral area of a regular pyramid and a right cir cular 
cone 
3. To be able to find the 'olume of a triangular pyramid and of the frustum 
of a r egular pyramid 
4. To be able to :find the volume of circular cone and of a frustum of a circular 
cone 
• 
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Teacher Procedures 
1. The teacher w1ll have the pup1ls prove informally 
a. The lateral faces of a regular pyrn.mid arc congruent 1sosceles triangles 
b . The lateral edges of a regular pyramid arc equal 
c. The elen1cnts of a right circular cone arc equal 
d . 'I'hc sec bon of a circular cone made by a pia nc containing an clement is 
a t nanglc 
e. The section of a pyramid made by a plane through its Yertex is a triangle 
f. Theorem 46 
2. The teacher will de,·elop the proofs for Theorems 33 and 47 
3. The teacher will call attention to the fact that foundations of hca''Y rna· 
chinery arc u"ually frustums of pvramids 
4. The teacher "ill review the relation of a cone to the Inscribed and circum· 
scribed regular pyramids and prove Theorems 48 and 49 
Note : For sohd geometry tc!:>ts sec bibliography 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pn'(>il will contra::>t these surfaces ''I th thoc;e developed bv a straight 
line which passes through a :fb .. ed potnt and al~ ays intersects a given straight 
line. Prove Theorem 34 
2. The pupil '"111 inYestigatc the relations between the volumes of two tn· 
angular py·ranuds ha,·1ng equi\ alent bases and equal altitudes. Prove The-
orem 37. Con')truct a model for Theorem :13 and give proof. Also prove 
Theorem :16. Read about pyrannch 1n Egvpt and work problems such as 
a. 'l'he pyramid of Cheops hac; a square base 720 feet on a side and an 
a l titude of 480 feet. Find the numher of cubic vards in it 
~ 
b. H ard coal dumped in a ptlc lie's at an angle of 30° with the horizontal. 
Estimate the number of tons in a pile in the shape of a right cucular 
cone hav1ng an altitude of ten feet. Large egg stzc "Wetghs 38 pounds per 
cubic foot 
c. T'he diameter of the top of a "atcr pall is 12 inches, the diameter of the 
bottom 10 inc-hes and the alt1tude 1012 Inches. How many quarts w1ll the 
pail hold~ One quart is 57.75 cubic Inches 
d. A glass 1s in the shape of a frustum of a cone, the radii of the bases 
being 11'2 inches and 2 inches. \Vhat must be the depth of the glass in 
order that 1t may bold 15 cubic tncbes1 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to state and prove the fundamental theorems for a cone, and pyr· 
am ids 
2. Ability to derh e and apply the formula for the lateral area of a regula r 
pyramid and of a right circular cone, and "ork problems such as 
a. A farmer has a cylindr ical shaped silo, diameter 16 feet and height 28 
feet. It has a roof cap "ith a slant height of 10 feet. If a gallon of 
pain t CO\ ers 300 cubic feet, hO\\ many gallons w11l be required to paint 
the outside of the silo includtng the roofi 
• 
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3. Ability to see c·learly that any triangular prism may be divided into three 
equal triangular pyramids. Ability to deri\'e and apply the formula for the 
volume of a pyramid · 
• 
III. THE SPHERE 
Unit Objective 
To acquire ability to understand and use the fundamental properties of a sphere 
Specific Objectives 
1. To be able to have a knowledge of spherical angles and ways of measuring 
them 
2. To be able to have a knowledge of spherical triangles and polygons and the 
the relations of thou various parts to the parts of the polyhedral angle 
formed at the center of the sphere 
3. To be able to ha" e a kno" ledge of polar triangles 
4. To be able to understand and use congruent and symmetrical spherical tri-
angles 
5. To be able to find the formula for the area of a sphere 
6. To be able to find the "olume of a sphere 
Teacher P rocedures 
1. The teacher wlll explain the definition of a sphere, and show how a sphere 
may be generated by revolving a circle about a diameter. He mil develop 
t he difference bet~ een great and small circles and the "ay of measuring' 
distance between two po1nts on a sphere; develop, from the definition, ways 
of determining a sphere; extend the Idea of tangent line to that of tangent 
plane; develop the relation between a spherical angle and the plane angle 
that measures the d1hedral angle formed by the great circles that form the 
spherical angle 
2. The teacher will emphasize the fact that the sides of a sphcncal polygon 
a re arcs of great circles in contrast to sides of a plane triangle 
3. T·'he teacher wlll give the definition of a polar triangle and of the spherical 
excess 
4. The teacher will explain the difference between congruent and symmetric 
sphcncal triangles and de\ elop the conditions for symmetry and congruency 
5. The teacher will discuss various sohds generated by revolving a line about 
another as a n axis 
Pupil Activities 
1. The pupil will prove Theorem 53 and gn•e some examples of great and small 
circles; give some examples of great and small circles on the earth; prove 
Theorems 50 and 55; prove Theorem 52 
2. The pupil will determine how the sides of a spherical polygon are measured 
by the face angles of the polyhedral angle at the center of the sphere, and 
thus lead to proof of Theorems 57 and 61. Prove Theorem 58 
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3. The pupil ·will construct on a spherical blackboard or globe a triangle and 
its polar ; measure the d1stance of each vertex from the oppos1te side of the 
other t r iangle, and prove Theorems 59 and GO; contra c;t the number of right 
angles that a sphcncal triangle may have with the number 1n a plane tri-
angle 
4. The pupil will compare these conditions with the corresponding ones for 
plane triangles, and re\ 1ew Theorem 58 
5. The pupil will usc thic:; point of view and derive formulas for the area of a 
cylinder 1n terms of the projection on the axis and the perpendicular erected 
at the midpOint of the line. qimilarly derh e proof for Proposition G2 
6. The pupil will pro\ e Theorems 63 and 64, and work the problem: to double 
the volume of a sphere by what per cent must the radius be increased i 
Evidences of Mastery 
1. Ability to show knowledge of the definition of a sphere, great circle, small 
circle, poles of a ctrcle, polar distance, tangent hnes and planes and v. ays 
in wh1ch a ~phere may be determjned. Abihty to soh e such prohlemc:; as: 
a . What parallels of lat itude are each equal to half the equator t 
2. Abihty to recogn1ze spherical angles and to finn the number of degrees in 
them 
3. Ability to define and con,truct polar triangles and to solve simple exercises 
t hat call for application of theorems such as: 
a. The sides of a spherical triangle are arcs of 70, 85, and 90 degrees. Find 
the angles of the polar triangle 
b . The angles of a sphencal triangle are 77, 93, and 107 degrees. Find the 
sides of the polar tnangle 
c. What spherical triangle is its own polar1 
4. Ability to denve formula for area of a sphere and to apply it to problems 
in computation, such as: 
a. The ratio of the radi1 of t" o spheres is 1:2. If the area of the smaller 
sphere is 20'iT, find the area of the larger. If the area of the larger is 
20'ii, what is the area of the smaller~ 
b. Find the ratio of the area of the surface of the moon to that of the earth 
assuming the diameter of the moon is 2,162 miles 
5. Ability to apply the formula for volume in computation, such as A cone 
has a radius equal to the radius of a sphere and an altitude equal to the 
diameter of the sphere. \Vhat 1s the raho of their volumes~ 
Note: F or solid geometry tests see bibhography 
• 
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In high school mathematics a most important part of the teacher's work is 
to assist the pupil in forming correct study habits. Experimentation with pupils 
will show that most of theu difficulties arc due to wrong study habits. There 
1s too much ass1gn1ng of lessons 1n the simple faith that in some mysterious way 
the work assigned 1\111 enter 1nto the in tellcctual hfe of the pupil and in"pire him 
to greater 1'\fforts. Unhl Yery recently shght attention has been paid to the 
important matter of teaching pupils to study. 
Follow1ng are some study helps which should be kept before pup1ls: 
1. Have proper study conditions-a comfortable room properly lighted and 
adequately furnished 
2. Pro'\ 1de necessary materials such as penc1lg, rulers, protractors, compasses, 
and paper. The necegsaty equipment ig nc1thcr elaborate nor expensive 
3 Note ass1gnmcnt'i carefully before beg1nn1ng to study. If in doubt about 
nny pomt consult your teacher 
4. \York alone as a general policy. There 1s a tendcncv to waste time 1n 
group study. Learn to think independently. You will be compelled to settle 
your 0'' n individual difficulties in later hfe 
5. Plan your study time carefully. Do not lose any time in getting to work. 
Work gteaddy after you ha\ e started and stop when the task is finished 
6. V'se the textbook as a gut de and helper. Do not make It your master to 
be followed blindly 
7. Go over the assignment for the first time for a general impression of its 
r eqUirements. A second reading will go into details as to number relations and 
possible mathematical expression of such relations. Later readings w1ll complete 
your preparation 
8. Be interested in your work. Enthusiastic interest is a powerful solvent 
of dlfficultles in mathematics or any other subJect. Discuss Interesting items 
with other members of the class or with your teacher. Enter into your study 
without knocking and go out the same way 
9. Be on the lookout for practical applications of the subject matter whtch 
you are studying 
10. Keep your work up to date. An eff1cient workman does not let his work 
pile up ahead of him 
11. If after continued effort you find some apparently insurmountable diffi-
culties, lay aside the work for a time, or do some reviewing. Talk over the 
difficulty with your teacher. There is always a way out 
12. Get the habit of wider v1sion. Xote the relationships of algebra and 
geometry to the whole field of mathematics and of mathematics to the whole 
field of human knowledge 
(See The Teachtng of Mathematics h~ Secondary Schools, Breslich, Chapter IV, 
for an excellent discuss10n of this topic w1th references) 
DEBATE RECITATIONS IN GEO:llETRY 
The debate recitation has been used a number of years and has proved much 
worthwhile because It 1s not just another device, but a method which is cor-
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rective of the teacher-pupil dialogue recitatiOn which has been so outstandtng a 
fault of geometry teaching. 
Early 1n the year the class is divided into two sections, equal in number and 
as nearly equal in abllity as can he ascertained. The two sections, or ''sides '' 
should be seated separately, as in the south siuc of the r oom and the north side. 
This plan should not necessarily change the original seabng, except that one or 
two good puptls from one side may exchange scats wtth poorer ones on the 
oppostte side in order to equalize the sections. This arrangement last~ throughout 
the vear. The debate recitations arc held once or twice a week On other davs 
w w 
there 1s the usual type of recitation or a laborato ry period. 
The names of the pupils in each group arc wntten on a pack of cards. The 
teacher shuffles the cards and dra '' ~ a card ft om one pack and then from the 
other until !:ihe has selected the two teams of t\YO or three puptls to whom she · 
as:,Igns four or stx theorems or problems She ah;o draw~ an extta name from 
each pack and these pup1ls sen·c as cntics for their respectn e sides. 
Each stde has a permanent section at the board "here they put thetr work. At 
the first of the year the teams drawn wn te out the proofs completely and later 
in the year they usually put on the board only the theorem, the figure, the gi \en, 
and ~hat is to be proYed; the proof is gtvcn 01 ally It counts against an in-
dividual to recci,·c help front the critic hut if the cntic helps him to get a 
problem he could not get alone, of rou rsc the c n he 1s helptng his s1dc to ''in. A 
definite time hmit ts gn en to tlus wot k at the board ~Icanwhlle the rest of the 
class may be working at somethmg cbe or they ma.v be'' atchtng the work at the 
board in order to be ready with en tlctsm:s of the·" ork of the opposing stdc, or 
be ready to help for thctr own side 
'\Vhcn the time allotcd to the work at the board is up, first a member of one 
team and then of the other, gn es hi~ proof, if th(l proofs ha~·e not been wnttcn 
out at the board. The opposing su1c then cnhcizcs. If there ts anyth1ng left 
fo r the stde whose representatn·e gaye the proof to cutlctze, or for the teacher 
to criticize, 1t counts against the side "·ho5e rcpresentati\ c gave the proof. 
The teacher is the judge of whether a proof 1s \\on or lost. A W or an L is 
put on the board beside a problem after tt 1s fintshcd in order to help keep track 
of the sco re. Somct1mes the teacher finds 1t necessary to count a problem as 
neutral or 0 when it was only partly right and the opposing stele corrects it If 
the one assigned the problem docs not gh·e a correct proof, then no one on h1s 
side has a chance to do it unhl C\ cry one on the opposing side who wishes has 
tried it. This regulat10n is made so that the burden of winning the debate will be 
on the team and not primanly on their stde a:s a "hole. 
The teacher is the judge of the contest, decuhng which stde won or in some 
cases pronouncing the decision as a tie. She also dcctdes who won indh 1dual 
honors. The ones on the team have a httlc better chance to wtn this honor, yet 
It often goes to someone not on the team, '~ ho was a ,: ery good en tic. An S 
(south ) or an N (not th) in the grade book \nil keep the record of which s1de won 
and an I "ill k eep the record of \\ ho rccen ed the tndi" idual honors. T1te num-
ber of indn1dual honors rccetYcd may be the dccidtng factor as to whether a 
pupil is worth an A grade. Somctnne:s it is announced that no one has won 
individual honors. That serves as a tonic to the good pupils. There is a chance 
for all to partictpate tn the criticisms. The poorest pupil can criticize the form 
in wlllch the work is written up, or the omissions of reasons in an oral proof, etc. 
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The poorer pupils who volunteer criticisms ~hould, in general, be called on first 
in order to encourage all to participate. . 
When the pupils ha' e learned how to go ahead with a debate recitation, they 
will even remind the teacher that she 1s takmg away their opportunity to 
criticize, if she speaks up before they have had their chanee. The teacher has 
a good spur to use. She can say to the opposing side that there is an important 
criticism which has not been given and for which she will wait a few seconds. 
Added zest is given to the debate recitat10ns if the pupils decide that the 
losmg side w1ll gtvo the "inners a picmc JUst before the end of the year. If 
there are several sections, the losing Sides of each may combine to entertain the 
Winners of all sections. 
Of course the details of how· the debate recitation is carried out are not essen-
. t1al. They are given as suggestions to show how the pupils may be induced to 
earry the load in an oral recitation. 
I MATHEMATICS CLUBS 
Purpose 
1. To bring together teachers and pupih who are interested in mathematics 
2. To afford an opportum ty for discuss10n of a wider range of inspiring sup-
plementary mateual than can be co" ercd in the classroom 
Organization 
The organization should be as simple as is consistent with effective work . 
... \n enthusiastiC faculty adviser Is indispensable. 
Programs may include 
1. Htstoncal and biographical topics 
The lives of noted mathematicians may be studied. The hi~tory of arith-
metic, algebra, or geometry may include the development of present symbols 
and the reasons for Introduction of new topics and exclusion of others. 
Various number systems other than our pre<5ent one based on the number 
t en are not only Interesting but arc actually enjoyed by the pupils com-
puting in them. 
Studies of the mathematics of the American Indian, nnd other primitive 
peoples and of vanous countnes, includmg both the past and present 
methods of computing and their system of mensuration, are enlightening. A 
pupil from almost any foreign county can be useful in this regard. 
A program on Egyptian mathematics can be made particularly Interesting 
by including the early surveying with the help of rope stretchers (pupils 
should actually usc the knotted ropes) . A poster with a pyramid on it and 
early characters for vanous numbers may announce the meeting. A report 
may be given about the pyramids and a contest staged between two sections 
of the club, or individual members, on Information about these pyramids. 
Napier's Rods, the history of pi and magic squares furnish material for 
other programs. Pupils enjoy not only the history of the magic squares, 
but like to learn how to fill the squares. 
2. Famous problems 
There are many famous problems wh1ch ne"·er grow old such as the tri-
section of an angle, various proofs of the theorem of P) thagoras, squaring 
the circle, the golden section, duplication of the cube, and the nine point 
• 
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circle. Considering motion possible in a one, two, or four dimensional world 
is stimulating. Very simple discussions of the fourth dimension are avail-
able. 
3. Fallacies 
Proving that 1 == 2 and similar fallaci(\ s, and optical illusions, including 
such geometric puzzles as changing a square into a rectangle o.f unequal 
area, Illustrate the many possibihtles of wo1 th-while entertainment. 
4. Geometric forms 
Uses of Similar triangles in practical situations such as in photography, 
the study of physics and scale dra'\ ing arc almost numherlesc:; 
A program on '' Cur\·es other than Circles'' proves exceptionally in-
teresting. Tbe pupils will all be surprised to learn that there arc many 
different cun·es. The parabola, ellipse, hype1 bola, catenary, and cyclo1d 
curves may be discussed in a non-technical manner and simple ways of 
constructing the elhpse and parobola may be rxplainell. The members of 
the club will be most interested to learn about tho curve of the headhght on 
an automobile, the airplane search light, a chain ::,\\ ing, and the path of a 
stone "hich has been thro" n. 
Roll call at a number of mechngs may be r rsponcled to by dcscrib1ng 
triangles, trapezoids, circles, and cun cs other than circles seen outdoors. 
5. Recreations 
Catch problems and puzzles are innumerable and many of them are in-
strucbonaL If they are not usecl in a misC'nlla.lH'ous group but are grouped 
so that there IS a central idea for the program, thry are more interesting. 
For instance circle puzzles may be the topic at one meeting and catch 
problems in algebra or anthmet1c at another meeting If these problems 
are worked in a group contest rather than in an ind1Y1dual cont e-;t the in-
terest IS greater because the method Is farther removed from class procedure. 
A guessing conte~t on e::;t1mat10n of lengths, areas, Yolumes, or "eights 
is good practice. The length of the room, the hlackboanl, the door, and 
objects seen outdoors may be used. 
Paper folding may be enjoyed. for one or more programs and may involve 
considerable geometry. 
A treasure hunt may be so conducted a~ to apply the 1deas of the topic 
of locus. Directions may be given for finding a trca::;ure hiu outdoors. Pins 
may be hid ~I thin the room and locus problems which determine their lo-
cation "ri tten on the board. 
6. Spec1al days 
Programs may be made to fit special da~ s. Just before Christmas a 
''star'' prog1 am 1s appropnate Club membet s may lean1 to const1 uct ac-
curate stars. Problems can be found relating to sta1 s as this one: H ow can 
one plant 10 trees In 5 1ows with 4 in each l'O\\ 1 Tins prog-ram may Include 
Information concerning the mathematics used in a~tlonomy. 
A Hall owe 'en program or a club party may feature a black cat contest in 
which queer cat-problems (found in Boy's Own A.utltmctw and elsewhere) 
can be written in white ink on black cats. A bit of diversion may be 
furnished by guessing the nun1her of .,ec<.l~ 1n a pumpkin. 
7. Rapid calculation 
Speed tests in computation are occasionally Intere~ting. Short cut~ may 
... 
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be learned. The ad,·antages of the metnc system may be brought out 
through debates, contest, or play as well as by a report of Its history. 
Calculating Instruments of all sorts may be studied and used. 
8. The use of mathematics for 'ar10us school 5ubjects and for various occupa-
tions 
See 
A program may be de,·oted to the mathematics needed in high school 
physics. The teacher of physics or a member of the club studying physH'S 
may give the report. Chemistry, shop, cngineenng, commerce, and other 
studies may ~ bo be Included. 
A lantern shde program may be made from graphs used in business. Some 
of these may be local. Opportunities other than In engineering or teaclnng, 
offered to pupils of mathematics, will be a surprise to all. The girls will 
be interested in women mathemahc1ans. (See the American Matltemat1r:al 
Monthly, 1918) 
Such matenal for the club mav be gradually accumulated. To begin a 
club only se\ eral books and magazine articles are essential. 
1. Breshch, The Teaohwg of Jlathcnwtios i1t Secondary School~, Chapter III, 
''Arousing and ~Iamtanung In te1 est'' 
2. Smith and Ree' e, The Teaolnng of Juntor Illglt School Jlath cmattes, Chapter 
XIII, ''Mathematics Clubs and Contests'' 
3. Reed, Zula, ''High bclwol Mathematics Clubs,'' The Jlathem.atws Teach er, 
October, 1925. Smgle copies 40c. An excellent discussion of mathematics 
clubs w1th sample prog1 ams, tncks, songs, games and a pageant, also a very 
complete bibliography 
4. "\Voodring and Sanfot d, Source Boo T. Tlus book contains a bibliography of 
material suitable for almost e' cry pt ogram here suggesteu. It should be in 
the possess1on of eYery mathematics teacher 
MATHE~fATIC8 PLAYS 
Appeal to the dramatic insbncts of pup1ls by putting on a play. A number 
of excellent ones arc a\ atlahlc. The following hst is suggcstiYe 
I. School Scien,ce and Mathemattcs, 1439 Fourteenth St., hlllwaukee, Wis. 
1. Vol. 14, 1914, p. 583. '':Flatland'' 
2. Vol. 16, 1916, p. 39. ''.A L1nng Theorem'' 
3. Vol. 17, 1917, p. 152. ''A Fairy Tale'' 
4. Vol. 17, 1917, p. 475. ''A :Mathematical Y1ctory'' 
5. Vol. 18, 191 , p. 611. u A 11ock Tual of B ~s. A" or "Solving a Per-
sonal Equation by Judicial Pt occss" 
6. Vol. 20, 1920, p. 457. "The ~Iathemabcs Quest" 
1. Vol. 21, 1921, p. 3 1. "Euchd Dramatized" 
8. Yol. 23, 1923, p. 5 1, ''Socrates Teaches :Mathematics'' 
II. The Mathemattos Teacher, 525 W. 120 St., New York 
1. Vol 17, 1924, p. 154, "Its Easy-If" 
2. Vol. 17, 1924, p. 336. "A Little J ourney to the Land of Mathe-
matics'' 
3. Vol. 21, 192 , p. 92. 
4. Vol. 20, 1927, p. 389. 
''Geometry Humamzed'' 
• 
''Falling in Love with Plain Geometry'' 
5. Vol. 20, 1927, p. 459. ' 'Mathes1s' ' 
• 
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6. Vol. 21, 1928, p. 305. ''The E"\'olution of Numbers-An Historical 
Drama in Two Acts", H. E. Slaught 
7. Vol. 22, 1929, p. 413. "A 1Iathematlcal Nightmare", J osephine 
Skerrett 
8. Vol. 22, 1929, p. 472. "A Near Tragedy", Florence Brooks 
9. Vol. 22, 1929, p. 472. "If", Ruth L. Snyder 
See also \Yoodring and Sanford Source Bool\, p. 75 
These pla~rs are u-;ually short, and ea.,dy costumed and presented, thus making 
them a va1lable for a cluh program. Rome of them afforu an e\ ening 's enter-
tainment. ... \11 of them arc suitable for arou~ing interest by presenting new 
poss1b1hhe:s 1n mathematics 
COLLEGE EXTRAXCE REQUIRE:.\IEXTS IN 1\fA THE~IATICS 
(Units) 
Iusbtuhon D1nswu Algebra Geometry Geometry Trigonometry 
Amhe1st Arts 21h 1 lh lh 
Buena V1sta Arts 1 1 
Coe Arts 1 1 
Columbia College Arts 1 1 
Columbia UnlYersity Arts 21h 1 ;'z lh 
Eng. 2lh 1 lh lh 
Educ. 2¥.2 1 ?2 lh 
Cornell College Arts 1 1 
Music 1;'2 1 
Cornell Univers1ty Agri. 1 1 
Arts 1 1 
Eng. 2 1 lh 1h 
Vet. Med. 1 1 
Sciences 2 1 :L'z lh 
(Not more than 4 units from the group) 
Drake University Arts 11;z 1 lh l;z 
Adv. Arith 1h 
G1innell AltS 21h or 3 units 
Harvard University Arts 2 1 
Iowa State College Agr. 1 1 
Eng. 1lh 1 lh 
H. Econ. 1 1 
Iowa State Teachers Col. Educ. 1 1 
I~ansas State A gr. 1 1 
Eng. 1lh 1 lh 
H. Econ. 1 1 
Sciences 1% 1 
Luther Arts Two units of mathematics 
Mich1gan State A gr. 1 1 
Arts 1 1 
Eng. 1% 1 lh 
Morningside Arts 1 1 
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I nstitution 
North western U ni \ersi ty 
Ohio State 
Parsons 
Prmceton Uni\ers1ty 
S1mpson 
Snnth 
Um\ers1ty of Chicago 
University of Colorado 
University of Illinois 
Uni,ersity of Iowa 
University of Michigan 
University of ~finnesota 
University of Nebraska 
University of N. Dakota 
University of S. Dakota 
Uni,ersity of Wiscons1n 
upper Iowa 
\Vesley 
Yale 
DiviSIOn 
Arts 
Eng. 
Algebra 
1 
1lh 
Geometry Geometry Tngonometry 
1 
1 One-half umt ;from college 
Alg., Sol. Geom., Pl. Geom. 
Agr. 1 1 
1 
1 
llrts 1 
Eng. 1lh 
Com. and 
Adm. 1 1 
1 Educ. 
Art~;, 
Arts 
Eng. 
Sciences 
Arts 
llrts 
1 
Recommended but not required 
2 1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
For any Bachelor's Degree, three or more units 
See catalogue 
A1ts 1 1 
Eng. 11h 1 lh 
Agr. 1 1 
Ar~ 1 1 
Eng. 1% 1 1 lh 
H. Econ. 1 1 
Com. and 
Adm. 1lh 1 
1 
1 
Vet. ~fed. 1 
Sciences 1 
Music 
Arts 
Eng. 
Arts 
Eng. 
Arts 
Eng. 
A gr. 
Arts 
Eng. 
Atts 
Eng. 
Arts 
Arts 
Eng. 
Arts 
Eng. 
Arts 
Arts 
Sciences 
1 1 
1 1 
1lh 
1 
1lh 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1¥2 
1 
1 
1lh 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
One unit mathematics 
1lh 1 lh 
1 1 
1 1 
1lh or 2 1 
1 1 
1lh 1 1 
2 1 
2 1 
2 1 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
No effort has been made to include in tlus bibliography a complete list of tltles. 
:E'or adru tional items the teacher is 1 c.fcrred to the complete lists found in some of 
the books listed below. 
The tiles of periodicals like The ]Jathcmatios T('aolte1 and School Sc-ience a11a 
Mathematics are tilled ~rith material of great Yalue to which H has not been 
possible to refer. See the complete Libhograplnes for tlns 1nformation. 
Such bibhographies al'e found in the Sanford and \Yoodring Source Book; 
Breshch 's The 1'eac7Png of Mathematics 'W Secondary Schools; ancl 1n Smith and 
Rce,e's The T caolnng of Junior Il zqlt School Mathe matics. 
The hst pubhshed here has been selected "1th caro as a representath·e group of 
recent pubhcabous helpful to high school teachers and pupils. 
Sanford, Vera, and Woodring, ~IaxlC X, Enricht;d T cac}nng of Mathemattcs in the 
Htgh School. A source book for teachers of mathematics, lishng chiefly free 
and low cost illustrative and supplementary matCl ials. Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia Unhersity, N"e'' York City, 1928. This sou1ce book 
should be av~ulable for every t cachc1 of l11gh school mathematics. It includes: 
I. Materials for the study of spec tal topics; II. Extra-curncular activities; III. 
Piactice tests and exeiCISes; Iv·. ~Iateiials prnnauly for teachers; v. Eqmpment 
for the mathematics classroom. There are suggClsbons for assembly programs, 
mathematics clubs, motion pictures, lantern slides and plays. It 1s a unique and 
invaluable teacher's assistant. 
Breshch, Ernst R., The T eaclttng of lJlatlwnwtics in , tcondnry Schools, Volume 
I, ''Technique''. The "Gni' ers1ty of Chicago Press, 1930. :\1odern tendencies in 
the teaching of mathematics and in the select10n and organ1zahon of the in-
structwn matenals. Excellent bibliographies at the end of each chapter 
Volume II, 1931. Problems in Teaehing Secondary School Mathematics 
Smith, David Eugene, and RecYe, W1lliam David, Tltc T cachtng of J unior H igh 
School Mathem.attos, Ginn and Company, Ch1cago, 1927. Teaching of Intuitive 
and demonstrative geometry. Model lessons, tests, mathematics clubs, math-
ematical reactions, complete bibliograplnes 
Young, J. \Y. A., The T eaclang of llatlzcma ttcs in Elementary and Secondary 
Schools (Rev. ed.), L ongmans G1ecn and Company, New York City, 1924 
Sinlth, David Eugene, and others, A B Hef Ltst of :Jlathemc.tioal Boo~ s Suttable for 
Librancs tn Iltgh Schools and Xormal Schools, Buteau of Pubhcatwns, Teachers 
College, Columb1a Unh·ers1ty, New York City, 1925 
National Comm1ttee on 1\Iathematical Requirements, Tlte Reorganization of Math-
emattcs in Secondo.ry Eduoatwn, Houghton 1\Id'fhn Company, Boston, 1\fass. 
This is a reprint of the essential parts of the 1923 report which has been the 
basis for cm riculum revision since 1ts publication 
McCormick, Clarence, The Teaclltng of General Mathematzcs in the Secondary 
Schools of the Untted States, Bureau of Pubhcat10ns, Teache1s College, Columbia 
University, New York City, 1929. A study of the reorganization of mathemat1cs 
courses du1·ing the first quarter century 
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Yearbooks of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
a. First Yearbook, 1926. ''A General Survey of Progress m the L ast Twenty-
:fh·e Years. " Out of pnn t 
b. Second Yearbook, 1927. ''Curriculum Problems 1n Teaching Mathematics.'' 
Chapters on Anthmetlc, Junior IIigh School Mathematics, and Senior H1gh 
School Mathematics 
c. Thud Yearbook, 192 ((Selected Topics in the Teaching of 1Iathematics" 
Fourteen chapters on timely subjects by expert teachers 
d. Fourth Yearbook, 1929. ''Significant Changes and Tteuds 111 the Teaching 
of Mathematics Throughout the \Yorld Smce 1910.'' :Mathematics in thirteen 
of the leading couutnes of the world 
e. F1fth Yearbook, 1930. ''The Teaching of Geometry '' Fourteen chapters by 
d.lfferent wnters 'vho are authorities in their seYeral :fields All phases of 
the subject a1 e coYered accoi ding to the most recent de' elopments 
f. SIXth Yearbook, 1931. Mathematics m Modern Life 
These yearbooks are a library in themselv('s All except the 1926 issue can be 
secured from The Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York City 
GEOMETRY 
National Council of Teachers of :Jiathemahcs, Ftfth Yea rbool:, u The Teaching of 
Geometry", Bmeau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York C1ty, 1930. New, vital, shmulatmg 
Snnth, Dand Bugene, 1'he 'l'eaclung of Gc.omt:i1-y, Gum and Company, Chicago, 
1911. ''For the r ecognition of geometry for geomet1y 's sa.ke and not for the 
sake of a fancied utihty that hal'<Jly ex1sts" 
ALGERBA 
Thol'ndike, E. L, and othe1s, The P:>ycltoloqy of Algebra, The :Macmillan Company, 
Chicago, 1923. Should he read by e\ery teacher of mathematics 
Ligda, Paul, The Teach111g of Elementary .• Jlgcbra, Houghton ~f1ffhn Company, 
Chicago, 1925. A practical and thought stimulating discussion by a teacher with 
industrial expe1 iencc as ~veil as that of the schoolroom 
Everett, John Phelps, The Fundamental SJ.zlls of Algebra, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia Unive1s1t), N"e" York City, 1928. A Study of the 
value of ((assomahve" as compared "1th ((manipulative" skills in nintli year 
algebra. Whether one agtees with the author's conclusions or not this book will 
repay a careful reading 
Sanford, Vera, The ll1..story and S1gn tfioonce of Certain Sto ndm d P roblems in 
Algebra, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columlna Umversity·, New 
York City, 1927. The reasons for the us~? of Yeibal problems; the history of 
certain typical p1 oblcms; the place of p1 ohlems in our present curriculum. A 
valuable contribution 
Daily, Benjamin \V., The .J.btltty of Ihgh School Pupzls to Select Essential Data in 
Solvtng Problems, Bureau of Pubhcatwus, Teachers Colh•ge, Columbia University, 
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New York City, 1925. To what extent a1e problems with superfluous and in-
sufficient data found in our textbooks~ \Yhat IS the effect of such problems t 
PERIODICALS 
The American Mathematzcal Jlonthly, ~fathcmatical Association of America, \V. 
D. Ca1rns, Secieta1y, Obellin, Ohio. Primarily for collegiate mathematics but 
abounds w1th mateuals of value to high ~ehool teachers 
The Jfathematzcs Teacher, 525 \Yest 120th Sti eet, Nc~ York City. The official 
organ of the National Council of Teachers of ~fathcmahcs. Eight Issues each 
year. Devoted to mathematics 111 elementary and secondary schools. For high 
school teache1 s and pupils 
School Scumce and Mathe mattes, 1439 Fourteenth Street, ~Iii waukee, Wisconsin. 
The official organ of the Central A~sociatwn of Science and Mathematics 
Teachen~. For high school teachers and pupils 
HISTORY 
Smith, David Eugene, History of Math emattcs, Vol. I, 1923, Vol. II, 1925, G1nn 
and Company, Ch1cago. Should he In eYel y lugh school library 
Sanford, Vera, .A Short H z.sto1 y of Mathe mattes, IIoughton 1ilfflin Company, 
Chicago, 1930. ''The p1 achcal u~es of malhcmatics as well as the history of 
the development of 1ts theory. Of interest to teachers, pupils, and general 
readers 
Smith, David Eugene, Jiathem.atics, Our Drbt to Greece and Rome, L ongmans 
Green and Company, Chicago, 1923. \\ nttcu In popular style and very in-
teiesting 
Karpinski, Louis Challes, Tlte IIistory of Anthmettc, Rand McNally and Company, 
Chicago, 1925. \Yell illustrated and 'e1y readable 
Sm1th, Dav1d Eugene, and Karpinski, Louis Chmles, The lltndu-Arabio Numerals, 
Ginn and Company, Chicago, 1911 
Smith, David Eugene, J:...rumber Stones of Long Ago, Gmn and Company, Chicago, 
1919 
:MATHEMATICAL MONOGRAPHS 
Rupert, \Y. \V., Fa mous Geometrical Theorems, D. C. Heath and Company, Chicago 
MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS 
Jones, S I ., ll!athemattoal Wrinkles, Pubhshcd by the author, Nashville, Tenn., 
1923 
Weeks, Raymond, Tlt e Boy's Own Aritltmetzc, E. P. Dutton and Company, New 
York City, 1924. A take-o ff on problems in anthmetlc and algebra 
Ball, W. ,V. R., Math ematwal Becreatwns and Essays, The Macmillan Company, 
Chicago. A standard work on the subJect 
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Abbott, E. A., Flatland~ A. Romance of Many Dimensions, Little Brown and Com-
pany, New York C1ty. A clasf.:ic speculatwn about existence in a world con-
Slstmg of a line and a world consistmg of a plane. Sets one to thinking about 
other than three dimens10n space 
TESTS AND 1fEASURE~fENTS 
R~e'"'e, \Yilham DaYid, A Diagnostw Stz,dy of the Teachtng P roblems in H igh 
School lJlatllernattcs, Ginn and Company, Chicago, 1926. To encourage a better 
use of tests in mathematics, and particulatly of the kinds of tests which can be 
used by teachers to improYe their instructiOn 
ALGEBRA 
1. Practice exercises 
a. Sykes, 1\fabel, and Comstock, Clarence E , CBA Hurdle Tests, Rand 1\fcNally 
Company, Ch1cago. N meteen booklet~ coyering all essen hal features of 
algebra 
b. Smith, D. E.; Reeve, W. D.; 1\forse, E. L., Exercises and Tests in Algebra 
Through Quadratics, Gmn and Company, Chicago, 1926. Two hundred and 
twenty-four exercises 
c. Sehorling, Raleigh; Clark, J ohn R.; Lmdell, Selma, I nstructional Tests in 
Alg-ebra, ""orld Book Company, Chicago, 1925. Tests in ninth grade algebra 
d. Fowlkes-Kingshmg-Wallace-Goff, Algehra Word Book, The 1facmillan Com-
pany, Chicago, 1928. A booklet of one hundred tests with full directions for 
checking. Covers all essential topics through quadratics 
e. Gonnelly-Huff-Studahaker, Practice Exercises in Algebra, Scott Foresman 
and Company, Clucago. On cards like the Studebaker Economy P ractice. 
Exercises in arithmetic, exercises in self checking 
2. Tests 
a. Otis, Art"hur S., and Wood, Ben D., Columbia Research Bureau Algebra 
Test, World Book Company, Chicago, 1927. Part I, Mechanical Operations; 
Part II, Problem Soh·ing 
b. Rugg, Harold 0., and Clark, J ohn R., Standardized Tests in First Year 
Algebra, \\"' orld Book Company, Chicago. Twelve tests including radicals 
. 
c. Hotz, H enry G., First Year Algebra Scales, Public School Publishing Com-
pany, Bloomington, Illinois, 1918. Fi' e tests on fundamental operations; 
equations; problems; graphs 
d. Orleans, J. B., and Olleans, J. S., Algebra Prognostic Test, World Book 
Company, Chicago, 1928. Twelve lessons with tests to f orecast a pupil's 
ability to succeed in algebra 
e. Ilhnois StandardiZed Algebra Test, Public School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois. In four parts each containing twenty exercises. 
Based on the simple equation 
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GEOMETRY 
1. Diagnostic 
a. Smith, D. E.; Ree,e, W. D.; 1\forse, E. L., Exercises and Tests in Plane 
Geometry, Ginn and Company, Chicago, 1928. One hundred and sixty tests 
covering a year's work 
b. ~Iinnick, J. H., Geometry Te~ts. 
given and what is to be proved.; 
Organ1zing proof from data 
A. Dzawing figures, B Stating what is 
C Stating facts about gtven figures; D. 
c. Orleans, J. B., and Oileans, J. S., Geometry PrognosiS Test, \Yorld Book 
Company, Chicago, 192 . Ten le:ssons \Hth tests on each lesson. To show 
whether the pupil can learn geometry easily 
2. Achievement 
a. Lane, Ruth 0., and Greene, Harry A., Unit-Achievement Tests in Plane 
Geometry, Ginn and Company, Chicago, 1929 Six tests-two forms for 
eo.ch test. Class record, Key, and Manual 
b . Ha" kes, IT. E., and \Yood, Ben D., Columbia Research Bureau Plane Geom· 
etry Test, \Vorld Book Company, Clncago, 1026. For a final examination in 
plane geometry. l\1anual of directions 
c. Schorling, Raleigh, and Sanford, Yera, AchteYement Tests in Plane Geom-
etry, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1925. 
A new type final e-xamination coYenng the fi'\"'e books of plane geometry 
d. Raudenbush, H. W., SlCelo:ff, L. P., and Wood, Ben D., American Council 
Solid Geometry Test, \\ .. orld Book Company, Chicago, 1928 True-false and 
completion tests, Key and record sheet 
3. Practice 
a. Welte, II. D., and Knight, F. B., Standard Service Geometry Work Book, 
Scott Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1929. Five prelimina1y lessons, 
thirty d1ills, :fi\e discussion units, prog1ess chart 
b. Lane, Ruth 0.; Knight, F. B ; and Ruch, G 1\L, Geometry Rapid Drill 
Cards, Scott F oresman and Company, Clncago, 1929. One hundred and 
forty-three cards for supplementary dnll, "1th complete directions 
~1athematics and Physics 
Kilzer, L. R ., and Kit by, T. J., Inventory Test for the 11athematics of High 
School Phys1cs, Public School Puuh5hing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 192q 
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